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Sources of
campus crime
stats examined

Inside
Scoop

Does discrepency
exist between Lane
Hall and Security ?

Whatever you thought
the construction behind
the Bill was, add some
LSD and multiply by
10. Page 8

by David Kociemba

■

Haven't seen
The
Scarlet Letter yet? Kara
Peters reviews it in Arts
— the pictures are PG
but the pen is poison.
Page 9

Senator Arlen Specter, Republican of Pennsylvania, explains a chart of his tax plan. The republican presidential candidate also addressed the budget, education, abortion and the religious right. Alex Hahn photo.

Presidential candidate Specter
addresses issues of student interest
by Jeremy Pelofsky

Be an educated voter.
Discover what Bates
students think about
Question One, plus
other ballot issues. Fo¬
rum begins on page 12.

An intense cry for help
from an impoverished
mother in a leper
colony provides inter¬
esting contrast to elec¬
tion day information.
Page 13.

grams. He voted against indi¬
vidual amendments to cut Medi¬
care, Medicaid, and student loans
and against the proposed $245
billion tax cut. However, he
voted in favor of the overall bud¬
get.
"What I think we have to do
is maintain the social safety net

The Republican straw poll,
which will occur in Maine this
Sunday, has drawn yet another
presidential candidate to the
Bates College campus. Senator
Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) made a stop
at Chase Lounge to advocate his
candidacy for the presidency and
to answer questions from mem¬
bers of the Bates College and
"I believe that
Lewiston communities.
In his speech on Monday,
former senator
Specter stressed the importance
Barry Goldwater
of his candidacy for the White
House, describing his adamant
had it exactly right
support of women's issues, his
fiscal conservatism, and his re¬
when he said 'we
fusal to coddle and pander to the
need to get the
religious right.
Specter professed that he is
government off our
the only announced pro-choice
backs out of our
candidate for the Republican
nomination and a social libertar¬
pocketbooks and out
ian when it comes to protecting
funding for financial aid, welfare,
of our bedrooms
Medicare and Medicaid in the
rush to balance the federal bud¬
Senator Arlen Specter
get.
"I believe that former senator
Barry Goldwater had it exactly and that's why I voted against
right when he said 'we need to get cuts in Medicaid and cuts in
the government off our backs, out Medicare when the budget reso¬
of our pocketbooks, and out of lution came up. I ultimately voted
our bedrooms/" he said.
for final passage because I think
Specter said he is a strong the objective of the balanced bud¬
proponent of balancing the fed¬ get is so important," Specter said.
eral budget, but not of cutting too
"I think that budget balancing is
deeply into important social pro¬ indispensable and I think Ameri¬

, ,

Could a student be the victim
of a crime on campus, take the
perpetrator to the Student Con¬
duct Committee, win the case and
still fail to have the incident in¬
cluded in crime statistics reported
to community? Depending on
who you believe, it certainly
could, and may have even hap¬
pened before.
There is confusion among
top administration officials when
it comes to determining from ex¬
actly which sources the Security
department actually gathers its
information. Sharp disagreement
characterizes the debate over
where security ought to collect
data and has prompted confusion
as to whether that procedure vio¬
lates federal law.
I Disagreement over origins of

cans are ready to take the belt¬
formal crime reports
tightening as long as it is fair."
Hitting an issue important to
Security draws its crime sta¬
most students attending expen¬ tistics from its records of formal
sive higher education institu¬ reports of crimes. Larry Johnson,
tions, Specter pointed out that he director of security at Bates, infor¬
fought to reinstate money cut
mally defined "formal reports" as
from federal financial aid pro¬ those his department could take
grams in the Senate version of the to the Lewiston police. F. Celeste
1996 federal budget resolution
Branham, dean of students, had a
that passed last week.
more precise definition.
"I joined with your two
"Formal reports for ... any
Maine senators, Senator Bill
crime category would involve a
Cohen (R) and Senator Olympia
report to the local police, a report
Snowe (R), to put $5.9 billion ad¬ to security and/or a formal refer¬
ditional dollars into the educa¬ ral to the student conduct com¬
tional funding. Frankly, it is not
mittee hearing," said Branham.
as much as I would like, but that
Branham insisted that "every
was a considerable amount con¬ time [a case] goes to the Student
sidering what the budget con¬ Conduct Committee, it's a formal
straints were," Specter elabo¬ report," and therefore that all
rated.
such cases are counted by security
Specter also fielded ques¬ for its campus crime reports. Yet,
tions from the audience of ap¬ Johnson said that his office
proximately 75 Bates and
"doesn't get any information"
Lewiston community members.
from such cases.
He covered the gamut of issues
There have been 17 Student
including his idea for a flat in¬ Conduct Committee cases since
come tax of 20 percent and his ad¬
1992, with a high of 11 in the 1993vocacy of moving the American 94 academic year.
Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv
to Jerusalem. He also had strong ■ Should your junior advisor
words for the leaders of the Reli¬ turn you in?
gious Right, their assault on a
woman's right to choose to have
Further confusion surrounds
an abortion and the tendency of Bates College's sources of infor¬
other presidential candidates to
mation for its crime reporting.
cater to the Religious Right Mark Goodman, executive
Continued on Page 3

Continued on Page 6
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or Its? Let's leave Chat to the
scientific wits."
Robert Prost

News

Notable
Iran Costa's Album Dance ranked
first on this week's Portuguese
music chart Julio Inglesias' La
Carretera placed eighth.

Mentoring program to foster relations between students, faculty, staff
by Tina Iyer
"At all points in our lives we
all need mentors," pronounced
Melanie Ghosh, coordinator of
multicultural affairs. Different
phases in life require different
sorts of mentors. It is for this rea¬
son that Ghosh and Associate
Dean of Students James Reese
have been working together to
begin the implementation of such
a program at Bates.
"It started out to provide a
sort of informal, one-on-one con¬
tact between mentors and new
students. The one-on-one contact
will provide another network of
encouragement, support and a
source of information [for the stu¬
dent]," said Ghosh, who main¬
tains, "The program is supposed
to be for anyone who wants an
informal but structured friend¬
ship outside the student body."
While the program is directed at
first-year and transfer students,
all members of the student body
are welcome to volunteer as
mentees.
"I want to make it clear — it's
[the mentoring program] very
different from JA's, RC's and aca¬
demic advisors. The mentor is
someone a person could discuss
social, personal or academic mat¬
ters with [outside of the student

body," stated Ghosh. The com¬
fort factor between the mentor
and student is of vital importance
to a mentoring relationship. A
mentor should be someone who a
student can bounce ideas off of,
as well as someone with whom a
student can discuss various is¬
sues. The mentor would be there
to discuss difficult matters such
as career choices, sexual orienta¬
tion, the challenges of being from
an underrepresented commu¬
nity, or the isolation a student
might feel because he or she is
new or far from home.
Mentors and mentees will
not be put together because of
any sort of common academic in¬
terest, said Reese. Rather, he
stated that they will be matched
up with regard to the question,
"What do you expect out of a re¬
lationship with a mentor or
mentee?"
"We will try to make
matches according to goals
people want to achieve," Reese
said.
Matches between faculty
and staff members and students
will be "more based on indi¬
vidual relationships and contact
than on individual agendas,"
Ghosh said. Key points in creat¬
ing matches will be outside inter¬
ests and hobbies, and perhaps fa-

Dean James Reese shakes hands with a student outside of Lane Hall. The assistant dean of students is one
of the pioneers of the mentoring program, along with Melanie Ghosh.
Paige Brown photo.
miliarity with or similar geo¬
graphic origins or backgrounds.
Reese explained that the
mentoring program will not be
burdened with numerous specific

guidelines, but with "parameters
with a lot of flexibility in the
middle." There will be no rigid
schedule for how often the men¬
tor and mentee meet; the pro¬

gram will leave the scheduling
decision to the two individuals
involved.
Continued on Page 7

Two qualified candidates, an incumbent and his predecessor, run for mayor
by Jon Wallace
On November 7, the
Lewiston community will decide
who will be the next mayor of
Lewiston:
incumbent John
Jenkins or challenger James
Howaniec, former Lewiston
mayor, elected in 1989.
Mayor John Jenkins, who is
originally from Newark, New Jer¬
sey, attended Bates College and
graduated in 1973. He decided to
stay in Lewiston, and opened a
martial-arts school on Main
Street. He has always been an ac¬
tive member of the community.
"Becoming mayor was not a
career choice," said Jenkins. "I
just saw it as another way in
which I could serve my commu¬
nity."
Highlighting his achieve¬
ments as mayor, Jenkins talked
about how he expanded the Bates
development project, which en¬
deavors to convert the old Bates
Mill into business space. "I
helped get a $1.8 million grant for
renovations at the mill. At the be¬
ginning of my administration,
there were only a few businesses
in the Bates Mill; now there are
around 50. Recently, we spon¬
sored a business expo at the mill,
and got two new businesses to
sign up as residents of the mill,"
Jenkins said.
Jenkins was also instrumen¬
tal in helping to revive the part of
the Bates Mill which still func¬
tions as a mill. He discovered that
flax being grown in northern
Maine was being sent interna¬
tionally for processing.
"I drove six hours to meet

with the growers and convince
them to send their products to the
Lewiston mills," he said. "We've
been doing a lot of work to move
our work force into the techno¬
logical age, but we still have a
large number of people here who
are good at working with their
hands, and they need work."
According to Jenkins, the flax
project brought 600 new jobs into
Lewiston, reviving a mill that had
dwindled to around 100 employ¬
ees.
Another of the mayor's ac-

Howaniec describes
himself as a
hands-on leader and
a politician with
guts.
complishments was in enabling
Lewiston win the City Livability
Award, sponsored by the U.S.
Conference of Mayors. "I learned
about the award at a mayor's con¬
ference in Washington and was
told by some of the other mayors
that I ought to apply. So I came
back home and started the appli¬
cation process. We were one of
only five cities in the nation se¬
lected for the award last year,"
Jenkins said.
Another accomplishment
Jenkins is proud of is the reloca¬
tion of the Medaphis company, a
medical management firm, to
Lewiston, which created 500 jobs.
"I worked with the former gover¬
nor to persuade Medaphis, which

is based in Atlanta, Georgia, to
build it's Northeast headquarters
in Lewiston," the mayor said.
"They were attracted by the cre¬
ative training and tax solutions
that we were able to offer them,"
During his term, he also met
with Governor King to discuss
personal property taxes. By low¬
ering these taxes, Liberty Mutual
Bank was able to expand, creat¬
ing 40 new jobs in the city.
Jenkins, who has seen
Lewiston from both inside and
outside the so-called Bates
bubble, believes strongly in co¬
operation between Bates and
Lewiston.
"Without Lewiston, Bates
can't exist, and without Bates,
Lewiston would suffer. There is
much more interaction between
Bates and Lewiston than when I
was a student there, but people
aren't aware of it. We've been
working with [Bates political sci¬
ence]
Professor
[Douglas]
Hodgkin to promote the service
learning program, which places
Bates volunteers in local organi¬
zations. I'd like to see Bates stu¬
dents placed in city government
and other visible, important
places so that the people can see
how much good they are doing"
said Jenkins.
Mayor Jenkins described
himself as "a consensus builder
eager to forge collaborations be¬
tween diverse portions of the
community. My style in politics
is a little different because I'm
not always ready to show people
what I've done. I have always
been taught to let my work stand
for itself. I also can't spend all my

time responding to criticism. I
have the people's business to take
care of, and that's what's impor¬
tant to me."
James Howaniec, 37, is a life¬
long resident of Lewiston. He at¬
tended Merrimack College in
Andover, MA, where he majored
in Political Science and English,
and later went on to graduate
from Suffolk University Law
School. He returned to Lewiston,
served on the city council, and
eventually became mayor in 1989.
In 1994, Howaniec briefly ran for

Jenkins has seen
Lewiston from both
inside and outside
the so-called Bates
bubble.
governor before switching to the
race for a seat in Congress. He
was defeated in the Democratic
primaries by John Baldacci.
Howaniec illustrated the dif¬
ferences between himself and
Mayor Jenkins by saying that
Jenkins is not the kind of handson mayor that the city needs.
"Mayor Jenkins is not the
kind of forceful presence in city
hall that we need. He didn't even

attend most of the eight impor¬
tant budget meetings, which is in¬
excusable. Also, he has no control
over his city council," said
Howaniec.
Jenkins replied that he had
only missed two budget meet¬
ings, and that they were only pre¬
liminary ones.
Howaniec and Jenkins also
disagree over the tax issue, which
is a major election issue.
Howaniec favors a zero percent
tax increase and low property
taxes.
"I think the best way to pro¬
mote economic development is to
keep the city's finances in order,
and to keep a reign on spending.
Lewiston is not a wealthy city,
and has an aging community. A
tax increase would hurt these
people," said Howaniec.
Jenkins commented that, like
former President George Bush's
"Read my lips, no new taxes"
pledge, it was inadvisable for
Howaniec to make promises that
he would probably not be able to
keep.
"When he says that he won't
increase taxes at all, he ignores
the fact that there could be a need
for emergency spending. Also,
the less income the city has, the
less money it has for emergency
Continued on Page 7

Correction:
The bottle drive for. Katelyn Elie, held Oct. 14, was organized by Charlie
Labonte, a local resident. Tracy Gregoire first heard about Katelyn from
Judy Giffin, a neighbor. Dawn Bilodeau and Lisa Lagasse knew Katelyn
independently [of Tracy] and were not recruited by Tracy Gregoire. The
Bates Student apologizes for any confusion the errors may have caused.
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Frankly speaking, Arlen Specter touches on hot topics
Continued from Page 1
agenda.
"I am very worried about
what's happening within the Re¬
publican Party... My competitors
are really cow-towing to Pat
Buchanan, Pat Robertson, and
Ralph Reed, Jr.," Specter said. He
strongly criticized his colleagues'
views as contrary to established
law and the American way of life.

"I am the only
person who's
willing to take
Robertson,
Buchanan and Reed
on head-to-head... /
think they really
represent a
dangerous
philosophy and a
dangerous ideology
for the country."
Senator Arlen Specter
"I think when you take a look
at what Pat Robertson wants to
do, Ralph Reed wants to do and
Pat Buchanan wants to do, that it
is very, very serious, that they
want to remake America, they
want to have prayer in schools,
they want to eliminate a woman's
constitutional right to choose,
they want to deny citizenship to
people born in the United States
where their parents are not legal,"
Specter said. "I am concerned that
there isn't more activism to fight
Robertson, Reed and Robertson.
"I am the only person who's
willing to take Robertson,
Buchanan and Reed on head-to-

head. I'm not mincing any words
about it, I think they really repre¬
sent a dangerous philosophy and
a dangerous ideology for the
country," Specter continued.
Specter also took a signifi¬
cant step back from his earlier
support of now-Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas. Tho¬
mas' confirmation process was
described by many as controver¬
sial because of allegations of
sexual harassment made by sev¬
eral women who had previously
worked with Thomas. Specter
voted in favor of Thomas' nomi¬
nation to the Supreme Court by
then-President George Bush.
"I questioned Clarence Tho¬
mas very closely during phase
one of the hearings as to his quali¬
fications on what he had done at
EEOC, on Congressional intent, et
cetera. 1 concluded he was quali¬
fied based on his educational
background," Specter stated, ap¬
pearing to recant his support of
Thomas during the confirmation
process. "Unquestionably, while I
found him qualified, frankly,
largely qualified, 1 would not put
people [of questionable ethics] on
the Court. I still have some hope
for him, he's been on the Court
only four years, people there have
a record of having grown into the
job and I think he will."
Specter, during the second
part of the confirmation hearings,
was one of several senators who
vigorously questioned law pro¬
fessor Anita Hill who claimed she
was sexually harassed by Thomas
while they worked together at
EEOC.
"The second phase of the
Thomas hearing was really quite
an experience, a learning experi¬
ence for me and I think a learning
experience for the country as to
how much sexual harassment
there was," he said. "And it was a
real challenge of record in my run
for reelection in Pennsylvania
and I surmounted that problem

Arlen Specter supports a balanced budget, yet opposes cuts in student
loans._Alex Hahn photo.
because of my strong record on
women's issues. But I think the
highest court in the country
ought to be reserved for the best
and the brightest."
In an interview with The
Bates Student, Specter said he did
not expect his role in the Thomas
confirmation hearings to affect
his candidacy for the Republican
nomination.
"I think it is a consideration,
but I think when they find out
about my record on women's is¬
sues and find out about my can¬
dor in saying it was a learning ex¬

perience, I think 1 can overcome
the issue nationally, just as 1 did
when I ran for reelection in Penn¬
sylvania right after those hear¬
ings," Specter said.
Specter closed his campaign
stop at Bates College by encour¬
aging the audience to become in¬
volved in the political process re¬
gardless of their candidate of
choice.
"I encourage you to be politi¬
cal activists. Take a look at what
everybody is doing and pick a
candidate. Pick someone and get
into the battle," he said.

>

A devout believer
in "family, God, and
the Constitution"
Charles E. Collins,
candidate for the
republican
presidential
nomination, spoke last
night in Skelton
lounge to a small
audience. Defining
himself as a
constitutionalist and a
patriot, Collins'
discussion centered
around the
constitution, believing
it violated, and the
office of the
presidency, which he
viewed as having
exercised
unconstitutional
power judicial and
legislative branches of
government.

News
Note

One implication of balanced budget: cuts in student loans
by Jeremy Pelofsky
President Bill Clinton and
the U.S. Congress are nearing a
major impasse over the 1996 fed¬
eral budget as the U.S. House
and Senate each recently passed
their own versions of the SevenYear Balanced Budget Reconcili¬
ation Act of 1995, neither to the
liking of President Clinton.
These two bills are attempts to
balance the federal budget by the
year 2002. They will slash fund¬
ing to federal programs across
the board, including college and
graduate school student loans,
Medicare, Medicaid, and welfare
while still affording a $245 billion
tax cut to taxpayers.
Student loans are to sustain
deep reductions over the next
seven years: the House version
calls for approximately $10.2 bil¬
lion in cuts while the Senate ver¬
sion calls for cuts totalling ap¬
proximately $4.9 billion. Maine
Senators William Cohen (r) and
Olympia Snowe (r) worked to¬
gether with both Republican and
Democrat moderates to restore
the six month, interest-free grace
period on student loans after
graduation. They also voted to
eliminate a .85% charge to col¬
leges and universities on federal
loans once administered in the

Senate version.
Cuts that remained in the
two bills include $1.6 billion in
administrative expenses of the
Department of Education for
loan programs over the next
seven years. Direct lending pro¬
grams would be limited to 20
percent of the total loans offered
by colleges and universities at a
savings of nearly $1 billion over

The House and Senate must
reconcile the differences between
the two bills, compromising in a
single bill agreeable to majorities
in both chambers before it is sent
to the president for signature or
veto. President Clinton has
threatened to veto this measure
unless significant changes are
made including a reduction in
the size of the tax cut and cuts in

Over the next seven years, student loans
are to sustain deep reductions. The House
calls for approximately $10.2 billion dollars
in cuts; the Senate calls for cuts totalling
approximately $4.9 billion.
the same time period. Direct
lending is usually favored by in¬
stitutions and students because it
eliminates banks from the lend¬
ing process as the middle player
between the institution and the
government, thus lowering
maintenance costs of the loans.
The bill also stipulates that the
interest rate on Parents Loans for
Undergraduate Students (PLUS)
be raised 2 percent and that the
amount parents may borrow un¬
der the program be capped at
$15,000 per student per academic
year.

social programs.
Rep. John Baldacci (DMaine) and House Minority
Leader Richard Gephardt (DMo.) traveled throughout the
state of Maine Saturday, holding
forums to listen to experts and
gather constituent feedback to
cuts in Medicare and student
loans. Public and private institu¬
tion financial aid officials and
federal loan recipients from
around the state rendered their
opinions on the deep cuts in
higher education student loans at
the University of Maine - Orono.

"I am opposed to the provi¬
sions in the present budget
which increase the cost of stu¬
dent loans and take away the di¬
rection we were moving to get
more direct lending. 1 believe we
do better by continuing the pro¬
gram (of direct lending] we
started two years ago," Gephardt
said.
While unhappy with the
cuts passed by both houses of
Congress, the director of finan¬
cial aid at UMO, who partici¬
pated in the forum, said she was
relieved that the cuts were mod¬
erated from initial proposals.
"Actually, what has come
out of both houses is better than
what was anticipated at one time.
What we see now is that, through
a lot of lobbying by the schools in
the state of Maine, there is a
much greater recognition now
that having the students try to
pay the interest — doing away
with the subsidy, the major effect
that would have on our students,
looking at shortening the grace
period — would be monumen¬
tal," Peggy Crawford, director of
financial aid at UMO, said.
Vice President for Adminis¬
trative Services at Bates College,
Bill Hiss, also participated on the
Continued on Page 7

Charles Collins

Alex Hahn photo

If elected, Collins
said he would withdraw
\e United States from
11 international
rganizations, and bring
11 American troops
vome.
Collins fielded many
typical political
uestions from students,
s well as queries about
us views the national
rise in militia. One of
Collins' aids, Clay
)ouglas, is a founding
member of a New
Mexico militia.
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At the Oct. 16 meeting of the
RA, ratification of
nomination from the Student
Committee on Student
Faculty Committees was the
only agenda item. Each
nominee made a statement
before the RA and was asked
questions by RA
Representatives and
community members in
attendance. The entire slate
was passed. A complete
listing of committee members
will appear on the RA
bulletin board in Chase Hall.
Also at the Oct. 30 meeting,
the RA ratified the
nomination for the RA
Budget Committee. This
committee allocates nearly
$200,000 to campus clubs and
organization each year. The
Committee is chaired by
recently appointed RA

^Wrap-U^
Treasurer, Rodney Weaver
'97. This year's Budget
Committee members are
Hollie Burroughs '98, Casey
Garrigan '98, Tony Sprague
'98, Jennifer Stuart '98, Allissa
Tomaiolo '99 and Matthew
Velluto '99. The alternate is
Teddy Murray '99.
At the Oct. 30 meeting,
Phyllis Paparazzo '96 was
elected interim RA Vice
President. Previously elected
Vice President Paul Howard
'97 will be away for the rest
of his term. The interim term
ends along with the term of
the rest of the executive
board in February of 1996.
The RA Public Relations
Committee plans to seek
student input and issues of
interest to community
members by holding Dorm
Storm meetings in the
upcoming weeks. Selected
dorms and houses formed
around the campus will be
visited by the committee to
seek student input on a
variety of issues. The
committee plans to pull its
results into an open forum
before Readings Week. The
next meeting of the RA will
be Monday, November 6th at
7 PM in Skelton Lounge. All
members of the community
are welcome to attend.

November
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Maine Won't Discriminate faces off with Concerned Maine
Families in debate on Question One
Bates’ F. Celeste
Branham defends the
position of the former;
Carolyn Cosby speaks
on behalf of the latter.
by Tina Iyer
Chase Lounge was dark,
packed, and hushed Monday
evening; the only noise was from
last minute arrivals juggling
books and trays of dinners that
were left untouched as students'
eyes riveted to the big screen pro¬
jection of Channel 8's debate on
Referendum Question 1, argued
between Carolyn Cosby and
Bates's own Dean Celeste
Branham.
Cosby, the main organizer
behind Referendum Question 1,
spoke for Concerned Maine Fami¬
lies, a group
she founded.
Dean
Branham
spoke on be¬
half of Maine
Won't Dis¬
criminate,
the chief op¬
ponents of
Question
One Moder¬
ated by po¬
litical insider
Jeff Toorish,
the debate at
times
inspired
laughs,
cheers, jeers
and shocked
Carolyn
disbelief, but
it
com¬
manded rapt
attention throughout its duration.
The debate began with intro¬
ductory two minute statements
from both sides. Cosby appealed
to Maine citizens, saying, 'This
may be the only opportunity we
have to speak to our fellow Maine
neighbors. . . . We are here to
warn you, our fellow Maine citi¬
zens, and we want to urge you to
vote yes, to stop what can only be
described as one of the most ex¬
treme and radical militant gay
wish list plans." Clutching a copy
of the Diversity Commission re-

port, Cosby described the report
as one that proposed "aggressive
affirmative action... special hiring
quotas for
gays. . . and special block grants
for businesses." She asserted, "A
yes vote will protect Maine citi¬
zens."
Branham's opening remarks
focused on what was at stake
with regards to Question One.
"The Maine Superior Court called
this referendum deliberately mis¬
leading, the Attorney General
termed it legally flawed, and the
Catholic Church called it simply
bad legislation," said Branham.
U.S. Senator Olympia Snowe, U.S.
Representative John Baldacci, and
Governor Angus King are just a
few who plan to vote no on Ques¬
tion One. Branham explained
why, saying, "One reason is, it's
bad for business." Branham re¬
ferred to Colorado and Oregon as
two states that experienced de¬
clining tour¬
ism and conventiona1
business due
to the passing
of legislation
similar
to
Maine's
Question 1.
"It's bad busi¬
ness in it's
own right,"
she contin¬
ued.
'This
will divide
our commu¬
nities
and
bring unnec¬
essary gov¬
ernment in¬
terference
Crosby
into our lives.
... that's not
our hope for
Maine people."
Toorish directed his first
question at Cosby, asking who
else, besides gays and lesbians,
might be affected by the special
status that she claims a "yes" vote
will prevent. Cosby responded,
"Well, who would come forward
to look for special minority status
following the militant gays if this
is passed? ... Heaven knows ...we
think the list could be a mile
long." Branham retorted that she
thought that some people, such as
Senator Snowe and the League of

"Well, who would
come forward to
look for special
minority status
following the
militant gays if this
is passed? ...
Heaven knows ...we
think the list could
be a mile long."

Women Voters, "would object
ment that a "no" vote would
dramatically to being termed gay
"take away local options for all
militants." The crowd in Chase
Maine citizens... [there would be]
Hall cheered.
no respect for local control." She
Cosby continued to avoid an¬
also claimed, "[Maine Won't Dis¬
swering Toorish's question by
criminate] will not accept the de¬
again mentioning the Diversity
cision of the people."
Commission Report, but Branham
Branham stated that Refer¬
calmly interjected Cosby's shrill
endum Question One "restricts
speech, saying, "Carolyn, you are
the opportunities for basic rights
misleading the public. The Diver¬
to be provided ... [it] sets up the
sity Commission Report has no
state for bad laws, sets up our
relevance to this referendum ... it
economy for a precarious posi¬
has no force of law... [you are try¬
tion." Branham also made clear
ing] to advance a radical right
that Question One would set the
agenda ... essentially what you are
stage for "perpetuation of dis¬
trying right now is to divert atten¬
crimination through law," ex¬
tion from the real issues."
plaining that it disregarded the
When Toorish once again
Portland human rights ordinance
posed his original question about
and a respect for values.
who might seek special minority
"In all my coverage of this
status. This time, Cosby an¬
story, I've never yet met a mili¬
swered, "Down in Massachusetts
tant gay activist from away.
obese people are seeking minority
Where are all these people?"
status."
Both Toorish and
Toorish asked Cosby.
Branham pointed out that this
Cosby replied that she had
was irrelevant,
seen supbut Cosby per¬
porters
sisted,
"You
with outdon't just create a
of-state lispecial minority
cense
class status for a
plates and
group
willyothers,
nilly. ... just be¬
such
as
cause they have
Austra¬
money, just be¬
lians, prac¬
cause they are
ticing antipolitically orga¬
referennized ..." Cosby
dum activ¬
claimed that gays
ism such
and lesbians are
as handing
not needy, but
out "No on
are in fact quite
1" literaaffluent. In re¬
t u r e .
sponse, Branham
"Why
cited an August
don't they
1994 report in the
[Maine
F. Celeste Branham
Wall Street Jour¬
Won't Dis¬
nal which "dis¬
criminate]
claimed the no¬
have
tion of gay affluence."
enough people in the state of
At this point, a 'Talk Back"
Maine to defend their position?"
segment interrupted the debate,
asked Cosby.
and Channel 8 asked various
"We don't need to import
Maine citizens on the street to ex¬
anyone," returned Branham.
plain Question 1. Their responses
Toward the end of the half
were varied, and for the most
hour debate, Toorish asked
part, misinformed. Most people
Cosby, "Are you anti-gay?"
appeared to think that Question 1
"No, I don't think so," she re¬
was simply an issue of whether or
plied. "I'm extremely fair."
not gays and lesbians should have
In closing, Cosby stated that
equal or special rights.
out of state radicals were trying
Local versus statewide con¬
to "jam down our throats... their
trol was the next issue deliber¬
Continued on Page 5
ated. Cosby expressed the senti-

"Carolyn, you are
misleading the
public. ... [you are
trying] to advance a
radical right agenda
... essentially what
you are trying right
now is to divert
attention from the
real issues."

Wealth of volunteer opportunities continues to grow
■ John Jenkins, mayor of
Lewiston, is looking for volun¬
teers to help out with The Com¬
mittee to Reelect John Jenkins.
The committee is comprised of
factory workers, union members,
veterans, business owners, teach¬
ers and students. To become in¬
volved, call Elaine Bilodeau at
campaign headquarters, 282
Lisbon St., 784-5641.
■ The Lewiston School Depart¬
ment is looking for students to
help with the work of three major
city-wide committees involved in
long-range planning for the
school system. Students are
needed to do research and to
work with administrators who
are coordinating the committee
functions. For more information,
contact Peggy Rotundo at 786-

8273.
■ Maine Handicapped Skiing is a
nonprofit organization dedicated
to teaching children and adults
with a physical disability how to
ski, free of charge. Volunteer in¬
structors will be needed for 10
weeks, January through March,
on midweek days at Sunday
River Ski Area in Bethel, Maine.
Volunteers must be at or above an
intermediate ski level. They must
also have their own equipment,
be at least 18 years old, and com¬
plete instructor training. For more
information, contact Pat Gregoire
at 824-2440.
■ On Saturday, Nov. 4, the local
SPCA will be holding a "Price is
Right" show at Edward Little
High School in order to raise

money for the animal shelter.
Help will be needed for setup
time before and after the show (ei¬
ther will require a two hour com¬
mitment). To participate, contact
Joline at 786-4713.
■ ***►■ is an 11-year old boy
with an attention disorder. Shawn
attends Montello School and is in¬
terested in basketball and football,
or any outdoor sport. He is look¬
ing for a male role model/mentor.
If interested, contact his mother,
Ruth Simeone, at 786-3193.

■ Laura Biscoe of the Volunteer
office can also answer any ques¬
tions about these listings. Dial
786-6468.
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Debate on
Question One
rages onward
Continued from Page 4
national agenda... we don't want
to deny them any opportunity in
the political process. .. [but] we
don't want to give them special
status. . . [or for them toj take
away from our needy classes."
She also declared, "If you don't
vote 'yes', this is going to go on
and on and on.. . . our political
opposition intends to sue the state
of Maine. . . they're trying to
threaten you with some sort of
boycott... [it is] a radical, militant
agenda that is being driven from
out of state national forces... they
have no respect for what you
think, they don't want you to
have an opportunity."
During her one-minute clos¬
ing commentary, Branham said,
"The issue is about how this will
affect our state. It will affect very
many groups of people currently
protected, it is targeted at gays
and lesbians. . ." She attested,
"We don't believe the state
should be in the business of re¬
stricting rights within communi¬
ties. ... this referendum legislates
prejudice and discrimination... it
is antidemocratic... it flies in the
face of our traditions of indepen¬
dence and self-reliance."
After faring well in the de¬
bate, Branham said, "It's difficult
for me to be objective about it. . .
because I was in it. .. 1 went into
it with a certain tension. . . be¬
tween being assertive about our
messages and at the same time
not being so assertive that 1
wasn't giving her [Carolyn
Cosby] an opportunity to air her
points of views."
. Branham's main objective
was "laying the foundation for
what this referendum would do."
While Branham didn't feel that
she said as much as she could
have, she says, "the essential mes¬
sage was conveyed."
Branham also explains that
Crosby's continual reference to
the Diversity Commission Report
was misleading because it is a
"smoke screen" used to avoid the
real issue at hand. Regarding
Cosby7s allegations that her oppo¬
sition refused debate, Branham
says that thus far there have been
fifteen debates throughout the
state between Cosby and some
member of Maine Won't Dis¬
criminate.
Mark Sullivan, spokesperson
for Maine Won't Discriminate,
said of the organization's reaction
to Monday night's debate,
"Clearly we're pleased that
Celeste made such a point of
bringing attention back to Ques¬
tion 1.... Mrs. Cosby talks about
everything but Question 1. . . it
will cost the taxpayers millions of
dollars if passed, and Mrs. Cosby
would rather talk about anything
but [that], . . Celeste did a good
job of getting attention back to
that... when she could get a word
in." With a laugh he also said,
"I'm one of those outside gay
militants."
Concerned Maine Families
was unavailable for comment at
press time.
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With walk and sign, Security makes
statements about safety of you and
your possessions at Bates

Security officer Ron Lessard stands in front of the coatroom outside Commons, effectively drawing atten¬
tion to thefts on campus.
Alex Hahn photo.
Security

and

Campus

Safety began a campaign this

Security and Campus Safety.

be needed,
problems.

week to encourage students to

Johnson said that the
campaign to get students to

"The point of the walk is
to gather input from students,

take their bags into Commons
has been largely successful

faculty and staff to gather any
information about security
concerns they may have,"
Johnson said. "A good way to

bring their book bags into
Commons instead of leaving
them in the coat room or in the

Larry

Johnson,

director

thus far.
Security also had their

and

other

halls of Chase Hall.
Since the beginning of the
semester, 14 bags have been

annual safewalk in which

stolen, totalling losses of

Johnson,

security

do it is to walk around the
campus
and
make

$2,179.90.

officers and students walked
around the campus to identify

suggestions."
Johnson said that Security

security problems such as
dark walkways, an area

will put in requests to resolve

where a security phone might

solutions could take time.

"I think once they get into
the habit [of taking their bags
into Commons], they will take
them in with them," said

several

the problems but said that

Record number of students called
The number of prospective
students expressing an interest in
Bates College has been rising at a
dizzying rate. This year 32,000
students are on the books as
having at some time or another
asked for information about the
College. To help whittle down
the pool to students who are truly
interested in the College, the
Admissions Office is once again
conducting phone calls to
prospective students via the Bates
Connection.
In addition
to weeding out
students who are
uninterested in
Bates,
the
Connection helps
increase
the
applicant pool
for the upcoming
year by building
a more positive
image of Bates in
the ■ minds of
prospective students.
The
Connection, according to Dean
Jacoby '93, assistant dean of
admissions, also offers a service
to some of them. Since the
prospective students are put in
contact with other students, they
are more likely to ask them the
questions they would not
normally
ask
the
adult
admissions staff.
Bates Connection methods
have changed for the better this
year, said Jacoby. In the past, he
said, anybody was invited to

come make phone calls and
students would just usually call
their home towns. This year,
however, the Admissions Office
has also encouraged first-year
centers to make calls as a group;
the centers competed against one
another for pizza and movie
tickets.
The change has worked
wonders. It took all last fall to
make about 1,200 phone calls to
prospective students. In only the
past three days,
the
Bates
Connection has
surpassed the
1,200 mark and
is expected to
reach more than
1,500 people by
the end of the
week.
But does it
work? Jacoby
relates a story
about how one
prospective student received
information about Bates College
and then promptly tossed it away
because she wasn't interested.
Recently, after someone from
Bates Connection called her, the
Admissions Office received a
phone call from the student's
mother asking for informational
materials. She was embarrassed
and apologized for requesting
information that the College once
previously sent, but her daughter
was now very interested in
applying Bates.

A current student calls a prospective student, rousing interest in the
Collegevia the Bates Connection.
Alex Hahn photo.

Campus crime statistics: determining what should be included or excluded
Continued from Page 1
director of the Student Press Law
Center, and Connie Cleary, of the
advocacy group Security On cam¬
pus, believes that Bates College's
current policy of crime reporting
is in violation of both the Student
Right to Know Act and amend¬
ments to the Higher Education
Act.
"The law says any official of
the institution that has significant
responsibility for student and
campus activities reported to
them would have to be included
in the statistics," said Goodman, a
lawyer specializing in campus
crime reporting issues. He in¬
cluded deans, the coordinator of
student activities and student
residential advisors as paid offi¬
cials included under the law's
definition of campus security au¬
thority.
Branham noted that the ad¬
ministration had consulted exten¬
sively with the College's counsel,
officials from the Department of
Education, Johnson, and security
officials from other colleges in
creating the campus crime report
policy. She attributed any confu¬
sion to the vague language of the
law, insisting that the law set the

parameters for who could be in¬
cluded under the definition of
campus security authority, not
who had to be included.
"It says this 'may include'; it
doesn't say you have to have
those individuals as reporting
sources," said Branham. "We've
identified for the college who
those sources are. There's noth¬
ing inconsistent there."
In Cleary's experience, most
colleges are in violation of these
federal laws. "Bates College was
in a sea of fish," she said.
The college policy itself
reads, "Students have the option
of reporting any criminal activity
to local and/or other law enforce¬
ment authorities ... as well as to
any other campus authorities."
Exactly who those other campus
authorities are remains the crux
of the debate.
■ Is Dean Sawyer a counselor?
The regulations from the de¬
partment of education state that
each institution is expected to de¬
termine which officials have such
responsibility. Those allegations
which the official feels were made
in good faith must be reported to
the appropriate law enforcement

personnel. An exemption is made
for those officials who have "sig¬
nificant counseling responsibili¬
ties."
Johnson excludes even the
deans from this obligation to re¬
port all "good faith" allegations.
Johnson said that if they're acting
in the role of a counselor at the
time of the allegation, they were
exempted from the federal law.
"They fall under the area of
counselor," he said. "I don't think
there's any requirement for the
deans to report."
Cleary, however, does not
believe that the legal definition of
counselor in this instance is de¬
fined in such a moment-to-moment, incident-to-incident fash¬
ion. She takes the exemption to
mean a professional in the field of
counseling victims, such as social
workers and psychiatrists.
Goodman noted that the
term "significant counseling" has
not been explicitly defined. He
argues that a sensible definition
of the term, however, might also
be defined by an official's pri¬
mary responsibility. Under such
a definition, deans would not be
accorded "significant counseling
responsibilities."

"I would argue that the de¬
partment intended this regulation
to exempt people who were coun¬
selors, first and foremost," said
Goodman.
■ A crime with no punishment
Each exemption gives a
school a means to the desirable
end of appearing safe. While the
Department of Education's regu¬
lations emphasize that there is no
penalty for over-reporting,
schools recognize that they can be
penalized in recruiting prospec¬
tive students, and therefore finan¬
cially. More exemptions also
cloud the language of the law,
making it more difficult for wellintentioned colleges to be in com¬
pliance.
"If you create a grey area, a
loophole, schools that are inclined
to minimize criminal activity will
take advantage of it," said
Goodman. 'Their interest is in
providing as little of this informa¬
tion as possible because they
don't want to look like they have
a crime problem."
The punishment for violating
the Higher Education Act is loss
of all federal financial assistance

programs, such as Federal Pell
Grants, Federal Stafford Loans,
Federal Work-Study, and other
sources of grants, loans and schol¬
arships. No school has ever lost
its federal funding for violating
these particular regulations.
Goodman said the procedure
for the Department of Education,
upon receipt of formal com¬
plaints, is to send a letter to the
institution after the first incident,
asking for a response. Complaints
are most often dropped unless the
school's actions were considered
blatant and received publicity.
Goodman cited lack of re¬
sources and the department's
close ties to college and university
administrators for the lack of re¬
sponse.
Infecting the debate over le¬
gal issues and the sharp disagree¬
ment over actual sources of infor¬
mation
for
the
security
department's crime data is the
knowledge of how this informa¬
tion is actually supposed to be
used to allow students to knowl¬
edgeably protect themselves.
"If they don't have the truth,
there's no way the students will
take the proper precautions," said
Cleary.
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Higher education pays off, but what if student loans aren’t available?
Change in Median Family Income
by Educational Attainment of Householder
Between 1973 and 1993

8 Yrs Elem or Less

4 Years High School

1-3 Yrs High School

4 Years College

1-3 Yrs College

5/+ Yrs College

Educational Attainment'
Graph courtesy of Postsecondary Education Opportunity, Iowa City, Iowa.

Mayor and former mayor up for reelection
Continued from Page 2
services . I think having adequate
police and fire services is more
important to the community,"
said Jenkins.
Jenkins added that the best
route toward economic develop¬
ment is an investment in the city's
infrastructure, which will attract
new businesses and gradually ex¬
pand the tax base, reducing the
need for tax increases in the fu¬
ture.
Howaniec has many accom¬
plishments that he is proud of, in¬
cluding the creation of a solid
waste management program dur¬
ing his last term as mayor.
"We now have a landfill that
complies with state landfill laws.
We have one of the best recycling
programs in the state. Our cre¬
ation of a watershed water supply
avoided the building of a costly
water filtration plant," he said.
All these things, Howaniec said,
would reduce the cost of doing
business in the city and attract
new companies.
If elected, Howaniec said he
wants to focus on revitalizing the
downtown area of Lewiston.
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'There are many beautiful, safe
neighborhoods in the city, but
when people think of Lewiston,
they think of the Lisbon Street
area, and the pawn shops, the
peep show booths. During my
past administration, we tore
down or renovated about 50
buildings in this area, and I'd like

"The city of
Lewiston is
fortunate to have
a very good
choice between
them
[the candidates]."
Professor Douglas
Hodgkin
to continue the project," he said.
When asked about Bates/
Lewiston cooperation, Howaniec
was less than enthusiastic.
"When I came to Bates to talk
about cooperation, I often felt re¬

buffed by President Harward.
However, I did appoint Dean
Carignan to my education task
force, and a lot of Bates students
have gotten involved in the com¬
munity," said Howaniec.
Howaniec defines himself as
a hands-on leader and a politi¬
cian with guts.
"During my last term there
was a major recession and we
were forced to make some severe
cuts to the city budget. This in¬
cluded education cuts, which
made some people very angry.
However, I went forward with it
because I knew we couldn't af¬
ford to spend more," Howaniec
said. "I grew up with a very lib¬
eral Roosevelt-Truman-Kennedy
logic that any problem could be
solved by throwing money at it.
However, as mayor I became
much more conservative when I
realized just how short funds
could be at times," he added.
When asked about the can¬
didates in an article for The
Lewiston Sun-journal, Professor
Hodgkin commented that "the
city of Lewiston is fortunate to
have a very good choice between
them."

Continued from Page 1
panel and expressed a concern
that a lack of connection between
sound economic and education
policy that was being carried out
in Congress.
'The question to the
policymakers, especially those
on the other side of the aisle from
Congressman Gephardt and
Baldacci, [is] what is your eco¬
nomic game plan that does not
depend on getting more people
through higher education? That
is a simple question that I have
yet to hear a good answer from,"
Hiss said.
Hiss pointed to a chart that
shows the change in median fam¬
ily income by educational attain¬
ment of a householder between
1973 and 1993. According to
Hiss, this chart shows that the in¬
come of only those with a college
education at least manage to
keep up with inflation or see an
increase in family income.
"What you see is [that] only
people who have graduate de¬
grees are substantially ahead of
inflation. Four-year baccalaure¬
ate holders are staying about
even, and everybody else is los¬
ing ground against inflation,
some very, very seriously," Hiss
said. "One would think there
would be some attention to the
profound implications of this
data."
Baldacci and Crawford ech¬

oed similar concerns that these
cuts would reduce the ability of
future generations from receiv¬
ing an education that will pro¬
vide a sustainable income.
"The more education people
have, the more dreams and aspi¬
rations that they can achieve and
the higher their income levels
are," Baldacci said. "We have to
make it more accessible and af¬
fordable so that the members of
the class here at the University
and at other universities and col¬
leges have that opportunity."
Crawford said that cuts in
student loans would lead to eco¬
nomic disparities in the future.
"If you are not going to in¬
vest in education and not invest
in the future, it is just so short¬
sighted — you really would then
have, 1 think, elitism again,
where the rich can afford to go
[to college]; you would have the
poor, [who] would qualify be¬
cause of financial aid; and you've
got the entire middle class who
couldn't afford an education, or
if they are able to afford an edu¬
cation, it won't be at an institu¬
tion of their choice," she said.
Congress and President
Clinton must reach an agreement
on the 1996 federal budget by
November 10 in order to avoid a
shutdown of the federal govern¬
ment or to pass another continu¬
ing resolution to provide funds
to keep the various functions of
the government running.

Mentors, mentees to be friends
Continued from Page 2
However, Ghosh explained,
"We ask that the mentor make
the first few initial contacts," be¬
cause in the beginning, a student
may feel somewhat apprehensive
about approaching his or her
mentor.
"Everyone at Bates is busy,"
said Reese, and this fact has the
potential to create a complication
in the program, given that the
size of the Bates student body is
larger than that of the faculty and
staff combined. Reese admits, "I
wouldn't know what to do with
that if it became an issue," con¬
tinuing, "If I know Bates, it
shouldn't be a problem."
Both Reese and Ghosh feel
that if the demand of the student
population for mentors is great,
the faculty and staff will respond,
and as there is anticipation for
growth in the program, Ghosh
believes that such growth will en¬
courage more of the faculty and
staff to participate.
Reese forecasts options for
students requesting mentors as
one field of the program's
growth. "One of the ideas of the
future expansion of the program
... is [having] two components: a
first-year student could choose a
junior or senior [student] or fac¬
ulty or staff [as a mentor], or
both."
"We had witnessed how
Amandla! had run a mentor pro¬
gram ... other student organiza¬
tions have identified a need for
mentoring programs ... we will
continue to look into student-tostudent mentoring," Ghosh said.
Eventually staff and faculty
members will participate in for¬
mal training sessions, but Ghosh
explained that the program
needs to go through a test run

before instituting training. As
second semester progresses,
there will be informal sessions for
mentors on the roles and respon¬
sibilities of mentorship, as well as
a wealth of resources which in¬
clude articles, bibliographies and
handbooks for both mentors and
mentees to perpetuate the initial
mentoring relationship. The pro¬
gram will undergo continuous
evaluation throughout this year,
and will culminate in the forma¬
tion of formal training.
It is expected that the
mentoring relationship will not
be upheld formally for longer
than a year, since mentors will
have different mentees with ev¬
ery annual influx of new stu¬
dents. Yet, Reese feels that "as it
[the mentoring relationship] pro¬
ceeds, it's just like a friendship.
There are no guidelines to friend¬
ship."
Reese and Ghosh have al¬
ready sent out more than 60 let¬
ters to members of the faculty
and staff who have expressed an
interest in the mentoring pro¬
gram. As of Tuesday, Ghosh had
received around 30 replies from
people agreeing to act as men¬
tors. The comments from respon¬
dents have been predominantly
positive; people who offered
somewhat negative remarks
posed questions regarding sab¬
batical, time abroad or extensive
and continuous travel required
by their positions.
Around the second week of
November, Ghosh and Reese will
need students who want to par¬
ticipate in the mentoring pro¬
gram. Interested students should
check the Bates Daily and other
announcements around campus
for more information regarding
where and when to find the
forms to volunteer.
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Behind the Bill A little digging, a lot of dirt
The skeletons drop by for some investigative research
By Jeremy "Outrage"
Breningstall
Smuggling, lust, murder,
drugs, witches, bodies — and all
in the last 6,341 minutes. For
those of you that thought we
lived in a bubble, think less, it's
cheaper. No brand of soap ever
had this much dirt, even the kind
made with leaching wood ashes.
But perhaps I ought to start from
the beginning, or the end, or
someplace in between, as long as
it's not the South Bronx, which
I've never liked. When this tale is
done, you will know the meaning
of the word fear.
I. The airtight case
First, Roger Williams Hall
was transformed into a women's
dormitory when it briefly came
into the national spotlight. This
began what former residents refer
to as E.T. (End of Time). Then, as
if that weren't enough, the
calzones disappeared from Com¬
mons. Next, a pit arose behind
the Bill. It was all just a little too
coincidental. Reports began to
circulate, and they had nothing to
do with bored committees, and all
to do with a conspiracy grand in
nature, expansive in range, and
developed in culinary ability.
Students
grew concerned
as they heard
the stories, and
wondered if it
was too soon to
be contacting
agents concern¬
ing the movie
rights. Echoes
glided across
the once-peaceful
campus,
bumping into
trees, not both¬
ering to make
the appropriate
reparations,
and otherwise
y. .
wreaking *'? '"»■* •

havoc.
They The ditch._
spoke of rocks mysteriously dis¬
appearing in the night, and work¬
ers arriving at odd hours, poking
in the mud. These men claimed
to be involved with maintenance,
yet in their hands they held such
items as magnifying glasses,
toothpicks and bullwhips. Some¬
thing odd was in the air, and nei¬
ther the skunks nor the paper mill
was sufficient to sustain it, ex¬
plain it, or otherwise cloud the is¬
sue.
Now the official story was
something about steam pipes be¬
ing built for JB. This version
didn't hold much water to begin
with, and even less with heat-in¬
duced evaporation. There were
the cracks, such as the fact that JB
is on the other side of campus and
still doesn't have hot water. And

there were the outright leaks,
among them the reality that
though metal and cement was be¬
ing thrown into the ground, the
dirt level continued to sink. Put
together, they made for a sewage
line with one too many holes.
The attempted alibi reas¬
sured no one, with the possible
exception of Johnnie Cochran,
who lives in a different county,
requires a retainer, and is named
Johnnie. Had he been named
something else, he probably
wouldn't have bought it, either.
Suspicion lurked everywhere,
and that's more than anywhere
else.
Even before the body was
found.
II. Open up and say, uhh ...
My first stop was the scene of
the find. Among those most ag¬
gravated by the recent turn of
events were the recently-turnedinsomniac residents of the Bill. I
spoke with them, they spoke with
me, and we exchanged sticks of
gum. A young women, who
asked to be referred to only as
Thick Jugular, told the story as it
came from the inside: "There was
just some gravel, and then it
turned into a pile of dirt, and then
we had a small hole, and then a
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bigger hole, and a bigger hole,
and then it moved to colored
markings across the lawn, and it
was almost pathlike, as if there
was some sort of destination, and
the gravel, it was there for a long,
too."
"And then Ace Ventura
showed, and he kept asking the
squirrels questions. I tried to ap¬
proach him, but he said, 'Not
now. Can't you see I have a po¬
tential witness here!' Somehow,
it all seemed very strange." She
said all this emphatically.
Then Thick Jugular contin¬
ued with the treacherous tale,
"The gravel just sat there. For
days And days. It was as if they
didn't know what to do next. As
if they were contemplating. And
then ..." She paused.

Alex Hahn photos.

"We had a tunnel."
Just then, Thick grew har¬
ried. The phones were tapped,
she said. She was a graduating
senior, and had too much to lose.
Her parents had promised her a
new toaster for Christmas, and
she needed some¬
thing to cook her
frozen pizza in.
The line clicked
dead. It seemed
as if the trail was
about to be lost in
the tunnel.
Fortunately,
others were not
so shy. One stu¬
dent, who asked
to be referred to
only as Thick
*■,
,_
Tonsils, said that
he'd heard it
y*
stated authorita■> tively that the
' theory that pipes
•
-*
were being put in
was really a de¬
liberate lie. "Actually, they are
taking pipes out, not putting
them in. There used to be a secret
pipeline from the Bill to Canada,
through which draft-dodgers
were exchanged for hallucino¬
gens. Apparently, the adminis¬
tration feels that with NAFTA
that sort of thing is just no longer
necessary."
Another student, Anony¬
mous Winick, scoffed at that re¬
mark. He was quite certain that
whatever else was happening
over in that region of campus,
something being put in the
ground. He'd seen the trucks
coming in at night, the ones la¬
beled with white eagles, and he
wasn't afraid to relate his knowl¬
edge.
"It's no secret that that tunnel

runs straight from the male ath¬
letic rooms in Alumni Gymna¬
sium to the Bill," he conveyed in a
hushed tone. He waited a minute
to let it sink in. Then he let it all
out. It began at the ditch, but it
moved on. This swamp was
deep, and full of mud.
"And those phys. ed. teach¬
ers in the sixties? Bet they didn't
tell you about that in the admis¬
sions catalogue. You have to
think there's something funny
about a college requiring physical
education, then calling a
'wellness' lecture phys. ed. The
people there are the most un¬
healthy people I've ever seen.
And besides, they don't teach you
anything useful there. You'd
think the least they could is have
a session entitled: 'Strategies for a
Hangover: Generation X, the
Nineties, the Food You've Been
Fed, and How to Empty Your
Stomach Without Spitting Out
Your Carefree Sugarless Gum.

But, not all they tell us is about is
the usual fitness. If I cared any¬
thing about misfits, why would I
be at this institution?" demanded
Anonymous.
A prominent resident of the
Bill, Long Tongue, interrupted
just about then to point out that
she did not chew gum, but that
she could sympathize with those
who did. "I have good teeth
privilege, I know that," she said.
"For a long time I had difficulty
dealing with that. But now I'm in
therapy, and it's helped tremen¬
dously. Whenever I'm feeling
bad, I simply have to eat a Snick¬
ers bar. Then I'm satisfied."
As you can see, there is a cer¬
tain uneasy complacency over the
whole of Bates College. Even as
the Puddle turns from lime to
pine, even as the ducks who are
presumably capable of flying stay
for a Maine winter, even as the
football team sets a Division III
record without winning a game,
even as cars
are prohib¬
ited from go¬
ing on the
streets so the
streets can be
plowed so
cars can go
on the streets,
even as Re¬
publicans
suddenly ap¬
pear on cam¬
pus (from the
University of
Southern

Maine,
no
less), even as
funny-look¬
ing masked
The author examines the area for clues.

Continued
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Free floating dogs, and other boats
Continued from Page 8
people walk across campus de¬
manding gummy bears, even as
the Hathom clock ticks only once
every three minutes, even as a
school with no varsity hockey
team builds a $10 million dollar
arena, in the middle of the woods,
even as Lexis/Nexis is cut off be¬
tween the hours of two and four
o'clock, but not four and six
o'clock, even as Lane Hall re¬
quires more paperwork than the
Congressional Budget Office, yet
conveniently locates an incinera¬
tor next door, even as Commons
serves chickens without any
bones, even as the signs crashed
down, like a signal from the heav¬
ens, even... — no one seems to re¬
alize that anything suspicious is
going on. That is,
until the Bill brought
it to their attention.
'Those work¬
ers," said Long
Tongue, "They come
at something like six
o'clock in the morn¬
ing, then they're
done by seven-thirty.
Obviously, no one is
going to wake up
then, except, of
course, like the ski
team and some
people on the crew.
What are they trying
to hide at that ridicu¬
lous hour?"
Students lives
have been affected
by this.
Long
Tongue said with a
serious look in her
eye, "It's caused a lot
of problems."
Earlier, Thick Jugular had re¬
layed her dismay at her and her
partner's no longer being able to
scream insults down at students
from the windows with the con¬
struction crew in their domain.
"Being able to relate with our
public was important," she said,
emphatically. "Our communica¬
tion with the public has been in¬
fringed upon. We're no longer
able to express ourselves in the
fashion we so desire."
Of the alibi? "We were most
unimpressed."
Any suspects? "We yelled to
Dean Branham, 'Nice dress,' al¬
though paisleys are out, and she
yelled, Thanks. 1 like the way
Marcia Clark dresses.' I'm telling
you, you have to watch that
woman."
There'd been enough mon¬
key business. It was time to get to
the root of it all.
III. The Boot Scootin' Boogy
After having been twice
driven back by heavy southwest¬
ern country music, Her Majesty's
dog, a ten-paw brigand, under
the command of Captain Fitz
Royale, registered nurse, sailed
from Portland on the 27th of No¬
vember, 1901. She arrived in
Lewiston later that century. They
say that she was looking for
bones. Why would a dog travel
all the way across the world, then
end up in Lewiston, merely for a
snack? And why has it been
erased from the history text¬
books?
But there's more. Much

more.
Perhaps it's time to
deconstruct reality to determine
the inverse relationship of domi¬
nation to subservience in the third
stratosphere, as a paradigm of the
construction of the self into a di¬
chotomy of essence and other¬
ness. Or at least to ask a few ques¬
tions.
So I took my pen in hand, so
I took my glass in pad, and I set
off for the archives. And what I
found astounded me.
The college was originally
supposed on the Whipple lot. In
a sudden maneuver, though, the
space was shifted over to the
Nash lot, with no apparent expla¬
nation other than the weak excuse
of "better drainage." In fact, the
entire college was created with¬
out the benefit of rational expla¬

And in fact, some say that
Cheney must have had some¬
thing in mind than just a school of
higher learning. After all, his sup¬
posedly dead frame has been
spotted walking across the col¬
lege grounds four times in the last
decade. And, as some have
noted, the President's house is
next to Cheney’s.
I had to be careful, though.
They seemed to know we were on
to them. Security was clamping
down. Paranoia about student
movement got so excessive that
the Deans' office felt the need to
issue a $35 dollar charge for lost
keys. They said the costs incurred
justified the fine. As if one
couldn't get a another copy made
at Hardware Hank's for $1.50.
That lead to another question.
What were they
planning on do¬
ing with the
other $33.50?
And
then
there's
that
whole One Card
fiasco. A system
that would not
only
severely
constrict access
to any building
on campus, but
also enable those
in power to track
the movement of
any and all dissi¬
dents
among
their constitu¬
ency. Already,
all phone calls
are logged for se¬
curity purposes.
Thick
Jugular
was right. They
Artist Renditions by Dr. Sebastian Sosman
were
every¬
nation. Owen Cheney, a religious
where. Even the baked haddock
radical known for his affinity to¬
didn't seem safe. Not with all
wards the study of anthropology
those crayfish in the Puddle.
and early civilization, and
And then, of course there
founder of the college, stated that
was the ditch. A ditch, one might
it all came to him in a dream one
note, that was being dug in the
night. Yet, isn't it common
middle of winter, in the back of
knowledge that Freud didn't
the Bill, by people wearing blue
even invent dreams until the turn
of the century? I began to see
signs of the occult.
Once this sight was chosen,
one mile from a river labeled
'crooked', by the area's early in¬
habitants, the college trustees ini¬
tiated a dramatic acquisition of
land, outweighed only by the fact
that they didn't have any stu¬
dents, and in fact, did not even
yet have a charter.
Cheney's revelation began a
century and a half of ill-explained
oddities. Dim memories abound
on this campus, and in fact there
are few who can tell you anything
about the college's history or tra¬
ditions, aside from a puddle
jump. In a college this size, one
would think that there would be
more than just a little winter
ripple.
Oh, something else. The old
Whipple lot is now the sight of:
Riverside Cemetery.

QUADRUS RAMIDUS

IV. For God's sake
There was definitely mysteri¬
ous about it all. The school has a
director of the Physical Plant, for
God's sake. Just what is that?
And Robert Kennedy? After ar¬
riving at Bates' shores in the mid1940's, fifty years of bad luck.
Luck worthy only of black magic.

In the steam that always seems to
be rising in the parking lot behind
Lane Hall. In the bomb shelter,
below the administrative offices.
A bomb shelter only large enough
for a small portion of the commu¬
nity. The Select. The Predestined.
Some said that all that was
happening was that the Bill was
sinking, and that they were
merely trying to pump something
under it. But others said that it
was something much more devi¬
ous than that. Something hiding
amidst the 50 million decoy com¬
mittees, or under the 232 signa¬
tures students are required to ob¬
tain before taking a leak after
dark. Something buried beneath
all the information the adminis¬
tration keeps insisting is top se¬
cret. Budgets, crime statistics, ad¬
missions statistics, sports statis¬
tics, recipes. The only question
was: If they're willing to hide that
much, what else are they willing
to hide? By the sound of Thick
Jugular's voice, I knew that it had
to be something immense. Some¬
thing serious. So serious that
guards needed to be standing

V. The body
The next day, my sources in
the Bill reported that a body had
been seen, then mysteriously, had
disappeared from sight. It was
time to get to the bottom of this,
even if it meant getting down and
dirty. I went to the Dean of Stu¬
dents office, but found out the
next available appointment was
in January of 1997. I couldn't wait
that long. They were after me,
and any day could be my last. If
no one was going to tell me what
was going on, I would have to
find out for myself. I could only
stretch my rope so far.
Fortunately, that's when the
phone call came. A gravelly voice
came across the line, "I hear you
want to know about the dog."
"Which dog?" I said.
"The hungry one."
"I'm hungry."
"So am I."
"You want to catch a bite to
eat?"
"Where the acorns meet
Gerald Ford, and keep their shoes
on the rug."

VI. In die fire
It was set. In the dead of
night.
We met outside of
Sabattus. He, or she, or it, stayed
in the shadows. Our talk was
brief, but fruitful.
"They've found me," It said.
"And if you don't watch out,
they'll find you too."
"Who found you?"
"If they knew we were here,
they would kill us."
I looked around, but all I saw
was a cow tipping over a motor
home. 'There's nothing to fear
here," I said.
"That's what scares me."
"Why?"
"The pit."
"What about it?"
"No one has come out of it
alive."
"How do you know this?
Who are you?"
"You can just call me Penn¬
sylvania."
"Who are they?"
'That's just the thing. No
one knows who they are. And no
one fears. But if they knew what
I know ..."
"What do you know?" I said.
Continued on Page 11
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Vive la difference: Language and perspective
in the crosscnltnre of Franco-America
eluding Maine, the opportunity
was certainly there. The cause,
Maybe the most ironic sur¬ though, was provided by the En¬
names in the newest edition of a glish who, along with a language
Lewiston-Auburn white pages and religion discrete from the
peppered with noms franqais French, had seized control of
(there are 22 Vaillancourts, about Canada (then New France) in
120 Gagnes, and 220 Ouelettes
1760 and who, by many accounts,
listed) are the 21 Frenches and the over the subsequent 235 years
14 Langlais (French for English¬ forced the French Quebecois into
man). In the colored history of a cultural, disempowered minor¬
immigration, generally speaking, ity; first via religious then linguis¬
it is the established that name the tic discrimi¬
new kids on the block and not the nation,
in¬
other way around. Often this cluding the
process of nomenclature yields deportation
some fairy unpleasant sobriquets of some 7,500
as well — immigrants are a tradi¬ citizens back
tionally tormented group - but it to
Europe
also gives some pretty self-ex¬ from Acadia,
planatory (and nostalgically in¬ which
the
teresting) family names, deter¬ French had
mined by, among other things, controlled since 1667. In a nut¬
vocation (Smith or Lepage), dis¬ shell, that is. But this is all just
position (Cross or Lajoie), habitat backdrop.
(Field or Desjardins), or (and
Beginning in the mid-nine¬
most important for our pur¬ teenth century, French Canadians
poses), nationality.
began leaving a seemingly hope¬
What is ironic is this: in a city less situation in Quebec in slow
in which approximately 60% of its but ever-increasing numbers,
residents claim French or French- some
heading
for
New
Canadian heritage, according to Brunswick, but more for the
the 1990 census report, the United States, for Maine. They
French, who
took menial jobs
of course had
at low wages —
to traverse
welcome to the
world of immi¬
national
"My first
boarders to
grants — but
language was
Maine, are
they were sim¬
the ones who
ply looking to
French but I am
have
been
work and raise
dubbed based
their
families
not a foreigner...
on nationality
and they were
Iam an
alone
50%
mostly able to.
more
fre¬
By the turn of
American."
quently than
the twentieth
the English (if
century, Quebe¬
today's popu¬
cois were here in
Dr. Raoul Pinette
lation is rep¬
full force, estabresentative, _ _ lishing flourish¬
ing communities
which it may
very well not be).
through out New England,
This is not an article about Lewiston perhaps first and fore¬
inequity of power among Franco- most among these.
Americans but it seems like a
For our purposes, this is
good place to start for one impor¬ enough information. What is im¬
tant reason: it was pointed out to portant is that there is a signifi¬
me that many Bates students may cant Franco-American, Frenchnot know that Maine has one of speaking population in Lewiston.
the largest totals of Franco- What is interesting is their iden¬
Americans of any state in the tity. Literally without exception,
union (277,413, as of 1990, ap¬ each Franco-American I have
proximately 22% of the state's to¬ met, either socially or journalisti¬
tal population), and that cally, in the last three and a half
Lewiston in particular has one of years has identified him or herself
the largest French speaking popu¬ without hesitation as an Ameri¬
lations of any city nationally. (Ac¬ can; sometimes, upon reflection
cording to the census, 12,587 as Franco-American, but initially
Lewiston residents over the age of American — and, as a rule, patri¬
four are francophonic, represent¬ otically. And why shouldn't
ing about 55% of the 22,756 they? In this melting pot, people
Lewiston dwellers who declared
are encouraged to join the fondue,
French or French-Canadian an¬ if you will. But, unlike many
cestry.) Maybe most people have other immigrants, although simi¬
noticed by now the TV stations lar to Latin Americans in the
out of Montreal, and put two and
southwest, northeastern Francotwo together, but in case you Americans (those descended
haven't, I'm starting with the ba¬ from French Canadians) are in
sics: there is a vibrant Franco- extremely close proximity to their
American culture in Lewiston. pays matemel, which would seem¬
Check the phone book.
ingly prompt a dilemma, or at
It isn't possible or really even least an intriguing situation: how
necessary to detail the entire his¬ do Franco-Americans in Lewiston
tory of Franco-Americans' emi¬ identify themselves? Especially
gration from Canada. My knowl¬ since the French language has
edge of the process isn't complete been fairly well maintained, as
enough and I think it's clear that, have elements French Canadian
since Quebec borders on much of cultural, is Lewiston a commu¬
the northeastern United States in- nity of Americans, Quebecers,

By Gabe Fried

Canadians, or some hybrid of the
three?
The reason these questions
are especially gripping right now
is the recent vote in Quebec to de¬
termine whether or not the prov¬
ince would secede from Canada
due to, basically, the country's in¬
ability to recognize Quebec's
unique (among other provinces)
bilingual, bicultural status on a
national level. Simply speaking,

hElection
French Canadians felt that their
culture and language was being
squelched and that the opportu¬
nities in Quebec were substan¬
tially fewer if a citizen spoke
solely French as opposed to solely
English.
In a remarkably close deci¬
sion, Quebec voted by 50.5%
(about 40,000 votes) to remain a
part of Canada. Approximately
60% of French Canadians voted
for secession, while just under
40% of English Canadians also
voted to secede. In the aftermath
of the election, Quebec's political
leader and the heart of the seces¬

sion movement, Premier Jacques
Parizeau, resigned.
The process of finding local
people who were willing to speak
of the election was not as easy of
flipping to the first Beaudoin or
Lemieux in the phone book. It
would be a little presumptuous to
think that, simply by virtue of a
surname, they were zealous carri¬
ers of the Franco-American torch.
What's more, many of those who
were identified
as prominent fig¬
ures in the
Franco-Ameri¬
can community
were reluctant to
be interviewed,
some citing rifts
in the FrancoAmerican com¬
munity that would potentially af¬
fect local finance and industry as
reasons for their silence.
But several significant and
remarkably interesting local fig¬
ures were prepared to discuss the
situation in Canada, the stance of
Franco-Americans on Quebec, as
well as their own personal sense
of identity and that of their
people. Two in particular offered
insightful accounts, strikingly
similar in some regards.
Madelaine Giguere, the Vol¬
unteer Director of the FrancoAmerican Reading Room at the
Lewiston-Auburn College, was

quick to comment on Quebec's
election, though she was sorry the
margin of defeat, one way or the
other, was not greater.
"I'm relieved the 'nons' won,
but I'm sorry it was so close,"
Giguere said. "Channel 6 inter¬
viewed me the other day and I
said then I hoped the margin
would be large, five or even ten
per cent. This way [at 50.5%], it
won't have any affect at all."
Giguere explained that "the
Quebecois want it both ways."
They want to retain their culture
but also to retain the benefits of
Canadian citizenship, including
health care, social security, and
military protection, along with a
stable, if currently weak,
economy. According to some re¬
ports, in fact, in the week pro¬
ceeding the elections, a notable
number of Quebecois in the areas
bordering New York and Ver¬
mont crossed into the States to
open bank accounts, evidently in¬
secure about both the outcome of
the election and the prospects for
the economy if Quebec did in¬
deed secede.
Giguere is a third generation
self-proclaimed Franco-American
who says the term has lost the
meaning it did in the 1970's when
she, along with many others,
helped to promote the term in orContinued on Page 11
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Music Tradition, will take place
this Sunday at the Lewiston-Au¬
burn College on Westminster
der to spread a cultural aware¬ Street, starting at 1 p.m.
ness. But, she said, despite what
The issue of Giguere's per¬
the statistics (which she pro¬ sonal identity is extremely ab¬
vided) say, the Franco-American sorbing. She, of course, is not
spirit locally is waning. "Now, at Quebecois or Canadian, nor were
best, people describe themselves her parents. Even her grandpar¬
as American with French or ents moved to Maine as young
French Canadian background,"
adults. But, she said, try telling
adding that some people bypass this to the Quebecois.
the Canadian
"I went on a
part of their
pilgrimage to
heritage alto¬
the
Quebec
gether.
fairly recently,"
"[My
"My
Giguere
ex¬
grandparents
grandparents]
plained. And
came
from
people would
were French
outside
of
say to me, Trat
Quebec
you understand
Canadians.
But
[City]... They
[the problems in
immigrated to
hack then,
Quebec
for
the
States
French Canadi¬
Quebecois meant
when
they
ans.]' And 1
were fairly
would say, re¬
from
around
young,"
member, I'm an
Giguere con¬
Quebec city, not
American."
tinued, "but
Giguere was
from the province. even
they never de¬
asked why
scribed them¬
she
"didn't
People
were
selves to me as
come back" to
quebecois, but
patriotically
Quebec to live,
as canadiens.
as if her family
Canadian."
But not Cana¬
had lived there
dian,"
she
anytime
this
added, em¬
century. It was
Madeline Giguere
phasizing the
almost as if even
French. "They - - the Franco-Cawere French
nadians were
Canadian.
But back then, trying to keep their culture, their
quebecois meant from around
people from slipping away. And
Quebec city, not from the prov¬ so they are.
ince. People were patriotically
Canadian."
The narrative of Dr. Raoul
But, Giguere went on, "the Pinette is in many ways very
French [Canadians] didn't have a similar to Ms. Giguere's. Pinette
middle class in Quebec until the was owned a Lewiston business
1960's which is why so many and served on national and inter¬
French Canadians moved to national organizations represent¬
Lewiston in the 1860's and 70's.
ing his profession. He was often
Giguere said that much of accepted, he said, and sometimes
what is left of Franco-American embraced, because of his Frenchculture in Lewiston lies in geneal¬ American heritage and his desire
ogy, food, and music. Two pre¬ to experience and enjoy other lan¬
sentations in line with this heri¬ guages and cultures. It is perhaps
tage, the Songbook Music Tradi¬ because of this open nature that
tion and The Franco-American he spoke of Canada's dilemma
Continued on Page 10

with such disturbed passion.
'This is Canada's self-in¬
flicted wound," he began. "It has
created family divisions; farmers,
in need of federal funding, at con¬
flict with their children. The Brit¬
ish turned the French into a sub¬
culture, reduced them to hewers
of trees in their own land. I have
even heard that clerks were fired
for speaking in French ... [or
even] answering in French."
But, Pinette quickly added
that, despite his heritage "as an
American, it is not my place com¬
ment. I am not Quebecois ... My
first language was French but I
am not a foreigner... I am an
American. I am not confused [by
the situation in Canada.]"
Despite his nationality,
Pinette seems to feel deeply con¬
nected to the Canadian strife, if
nothing else than as a man with
the human interest at heart.
"This whole thing can be dif¬
fused," he said. "It's simple ... so
simple. [The Quebecois] want to
be treated as equals. They're as
much patriots as anyone else. If
you tell them that next year you'll
start bilingual education, they'll
be happy with that.... But who is
the master race who decides what
language should be spoken?
When you force a child to learn in
a language they can't speak, that's
child abuse," Pinette declared.
Pinette's family escaped to
New Brunswick from Acadia,
and his grandparent's eventually
came to Maine. Some of his cous¬
ins still live in Canada, he in¬
formed, and are part of the dissat¬
isfied French Canadian popula¬
tion.
"They don't feel like they are
part of the action, as with many
French Canadians. The [Cana¬
dian] masses have developed an
inferiority complex, Pinette as¬
sessed, adding that by now they
do not know how to respond to
the English majority. "TTiey say
fear is human nature. It need not
be... it all can be fixed if they are
treated with respect."
But, said Pinette, it must be

fixed soon. "People remember as their in-depth reflection on
discrimination for generations,"
their heritage goes. Still, their in¬
he said.
sights regarding Franco-Ameri¬
Pinette's sense of identity is cans are illuminating. Being so
complex to anyone but him. It is close to the land of their ancestry,
multifaceted, yes, and his ties to both feel pulls toward Canada,
his French heritage are intense; he but both strongly identify them¬
raised each of his children bilinselves as American. Both express
gually, but also learned Spanish,
an empathy with the Quebecois;
the first language of his grandson,
neither seems to support a seces¬
raised in Latin America. He be¬
sion outright. Both feel they need
lieves in patriotism through to pass on the tradition and cul¬
ethnicity. He
tures of their forbelieves
in
.. bearers. Neither
American in its
wish to block out
purest, sim¬
the American
Francophones in the
plest form: in
culture they are
State of Maine
the two hours
a part of. The
of interview¬
similarities are
ing, he refers to
impressive, as
City
French Speakers
the States as
are the convic¬
Auburn...3,508
"melting pot"
tions presented
Augusta
2^54
innumerable
in those similari¬
Bangor..
1,098
times:
ties.
Biddeford..
6,728
"Someday
Brunswick
795
the
Untied
Even if, as
Caribou
States will turn
Giguere points
Fort Kent...... 1,469
itself into the
out, just half of
Lewiston
.. 12 £87
most beautiful
the
FrancoMadawaska
2,759
culture in the
Americans
in
Old Orchard Beach
706
world, if we let
Lewiston
are
Old Town
444
it,"
said
francophones,
Portland.1,154
Pinette. "Here,
this
is not a dy¬
Presque Isle
746
people jump in
ing
culture,
Rumford
with the best
merely one in
Saco
2,129
they have and
flux, part of the
Sanford...1,875
it rubs off
melting pot that
Skowhogan
981
through osmo¬
Pinette
de¬
South Portland
501
sis."
scribes. And, as
Van Buren.....2,088
both would ea¬
Waterville.
2,214
But, at
gerly highlight,
Westbrook. .1,124
the same time
they are neither
Winslow
987
French
nor
he feared that
MAINE
81,013
American
—
the same cul¬
'The hyphen
tural quagmire
suggest half of
that
faces
Canada today will face America if each," Giguere said — and, even
the country does not address cer¬ if they feel tie to Quebec they are
tain issues of multiculturalism, not Quebecois:
"Just speaking another lan¬
particularly the rise in Asian and
guage doesn't change national¬
Hispanic populations.
"In 2030, when 30% of ity," said Pinette. "We are easing
up on our vigil. We may be of the
America is Hispanic, do you
same breed as the Quebecois, but
think they will just let us take
we are of a different group.
their language from them? I
We've made the break. We know
don't think so."
Perhaps Pinette and Giguere who we are."
are not completely typical as far
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Sinking critters of old crawl across the campus lawns
Continued from Page 9

"More than I'd like."
"Oh." 1 thought about that,
then asked, "What lead you over
here, anyway?"
"I got a tip-off. A student.
Said he'd come across something
in the fireplace of the Bill. It trig¬
gered something in my mind. I
got the first flight over, but when
I arrived, it was already too late.
He'd disappeared. All evidence
of his attendance at the college
had disappeared with him. No
one would talk. And the next
year, the Bill became a women's
dormitory. I guess they didn't
want to take a chance that some¬
one would find what's behind the
wall."
"And what is that?"
"You know that ditch being
dug?"
"Of course. It's the talk of the
campus. Everyone is scared out
of their wits."
"There's a connection. In fact
there's lots of connections. This

pit is deep."
"What's going on?" This
sounded more serious than the
usual jig of weekend voodoo.
"I don't know everything," It
said. "But I've been working on
the pieces. 1 don't suppose you
know why their digging do you?"
"Not really. I heard some¬
thing about a steam pipe."
"No, no, no. No one cares if
the people in JB have hot water.
Actually, what happened is that
bodies began to rise to the surface
prematurely. They appear to
have been set to the chimes at
Hathorn, but since they're always
off-key, the rise began early. The
administrators weren't prepared.
Owen wasn't even in the country
at that point in time. The One
Card and the other security mea¬
sures were not yet in place. They
had to stick the bodies back in
their place, at least for the time
being."
"What bodies?"
"Quadras ramidus. The last
hominids."
"I thought the last hominids
lived near the capitol of Ethio¬

pia."
"No. That was just a con¬
spiracy. Adidas was trying to get
back into the market against
Nike. The human species actually
originated in Lewiston, Maine.
Then, three million years ago,
God sneezed. Blew the state clear
across the Atlantic."
That left only one question.
"What are they doing with those
bodies?"
"Who knows. They've been
preserved intact for four million
years. This thing must go way
back. But the signs are becoming
clear. The reburial was just a tem¬
porary measure. I think they may
be intending to bring these crea¬
tures back from the dead."
Just then we heard a noise.
We went over to check it out. A
bridge lay in our way. 'That
looks dangerous," I said. "You go
first."
It did. And that was the last
I saw of It. They'd got It. Like I
said, they seemed to be every¬
where.
It is then I felt something in
my hand. It appeared to be a

crumpled patch of parchment,
possible a thousand years old. It
contained the following cryptic
message.
"Nekudim yeyeh
shecharechah veyaldu kol
hatzoan nekudim." I didn't un¬
derstand. Then I looked at the
note scratched on the back. 'The
gematriah of birth. Meaning:
Seven weeks after Convocation,
the ground will be covered.
When that happens, watch them
closely. A clue will come early.
Check it out. Later it will be too
late. Who would follow Cheney?
Who would have access to the
administrative secrets? Who's
been acting funny?" That was all
there was.
VII. The last image
I didn't know if I should buy
It's story. I couldn't conceive the
sort of conspiracy It seemed to be
inferring. I didn't want to con¬
ceive. But It's voice kept haunt¬
ing me. The last words. As It had
fallen, down. "How else would
you explain it all? How else
would you explain it?"

In any case, I concluded it
was best not to take chances. I ran
back to campus as quickly as I
could. As I arrived at Commons,
I could hear strange noises com¬
ing out of the big room. Eery
lights struck back and forth. They
told me it was Halloween, and
not to be worried. And for a mo¬
ment, I was reassured.
Then a thought hit me. I
tried to get in, but it was impos¬
sible. The line was backed up as
far as Rand Hall. A line longer
than the student body. Security
was everywhere. There was no
place to hide.
Outside, cement was being
poured over the ditch. And mid¬
night was approaching.
I
breathed a deep breath, and knew
what had to be done. I would
wait it out.
All night I sat out there. At
dawn, I caught a glimpse. Only
for a moment. Less than a second.
But it was enough. I snapped a
photograph. And then it disap¬
peared ...
This is all I can tell you. Your
next move is your own.
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We deserve gravel to gravel coverage
It began with just a small mound of gravel. But it grew. Then holes began dotting
the ground outside of Roger Williams Hall. Eventually, this formed into a trench, which
after the rains became a mini-moat. A bridge was installed. "Aha!" we thought. "The Bill
has declared war with Alumni Gymnasium and is erecting defensive fortifications."
Those little plywood and sheet metal shacks were ominous. Then the snow floated peace¬
fully down from the sky, soothing our fevered brow. It was just a steam pipe after all.
No need to be concerned.
Or is there? For weeks, residents woke up in their homes at 7 a.m. to large men shout¬
ing strange things, the pounding of steel against steel, and a bulldozer's unique rumbling.
Their rooms were blocked off from the sun, and they
watched helplessly as beloved plants withered. And they
had no idea why.
This is not a unique phenomenon - ask anyone who lives
on Frye or Wood Street. In particular, it is one of the petty
annoyances of the summer, when the college puts itself
through a spring cleaning. You wake up one fine summer morning, and commence to
busily scratching yourself and wander sleeply to the window to let in the warm sun. And
stare right into the eyes of someone painting your house. After vowing never to scratch
yourself anywhere ever again, one thought weighs on your brain - why didn't anyone tell
me?
This is not to suggest that the student body ought to get veto power over any mainte¬
nance projects on Bates campus. Rather, what is important is respect. These are our
homes. We deserve to know what will be happening to them.
The question is who will tell us? The Representative Assembly? The Dean of Stu¬
dents office? Maintenance? God? Perhaps The Bates Student could write articles on such
issues. But if so, expect articles featuring such sterling quotes as, "Ayuh, it's a steampipe
alright." I mean what more could you say? Although if you've read this far ....
Rather than inflict this upon our readership, we think it's time that someone at this
college implement a massive bureaucracy to meet this need. Forms need to be signed and
people trained to be slow and inefficient need to be hired at exorbitant rates. True, ev¬
eryone at the Bill could have just asked those working at the site what was going on, but
that would ignore the deeper issues involved here.
Or the information could just be given to the residential coordinators. If you'd rather
not ask.
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learning to all
To the Editor:
Many Bates students have
registered to vote in Lewiston on
November 7 in order to voice
their opinions on the widely pub¬
licized and extensively debated
Question No. 1. Many of these
students will get to the voting
booth next Tuesday, vote on No. 1
and then stare blankly at the other
issues and names on the ballot.
All of the contests on the ballot
are important, but there is one
other campaign which is particu¬
larly important for Bates students
to be aware of. Margaret "Peggy"
Rotundo, the Associate Dean of
Bates' new Service Learning Cen¬
ter, is up for reelection to the
Lewiston School Committee.
Rotundo's connection with Bates
has been long standing, begin¬
ning in 1980 as the first director of
career counseling, as has her com¬
mitment to public education.
In her first two years on the
School Committee, Rotundo has
made significant contributions to
education in Lewiston. Her first
priority has always been the stu¬
dents themselves, but she has also
made many substantial contribu¬
tions to the Committee itself, em¬
phasizing long range planning
and more effective budgeting.
Rotundo has successfully fought
to keep foreign languages and
string instrument instruction in

the local elementary schools in
this time of growing education
budget cuts. Her involvement
with Service Learning is not
solely through Bates. She has se¬
cured a substantial grant to estab¬
lish Service Learning programs at
Lewiston High School, as well as
elementary schools, and has
worked directly with students to
put such programs into action.
Rotundo has a deeply rooted
commitment to fostering Com¬
munity Partnerships, through
Service Learning and more col¬
laboration between area schools
and area colleges.
It is important for the Bates
community to come out in sup¬
port of Margaret Rotundo on No¬
vember 7th. She has already
made so many important contri¬
butions to public education in
Lewiston. Her genuine dedica¬
tion and terrific enthusiasm guar¬
antee that, if reelected, she will
continue to make an impact on
education as a member of the
School Committee. She is in a
very unique and valuable posi¬
tion to make stronger links be¬
tween Bates College and the
greater Lewiston community
through cooperation for the com¬
mon goals of education.

Our circulation is larger than we think

Thank you.
Jen MacArthur '97

To the Editor:

A Presidential appeal
To Maine Media Outlets and the Citizens of Maine,
As presidents of private colleges and universities in Maine, we join
to urge the citizens of the State to oppose the adoption of Question 1 on
the ballot on November 7.
We speak as opponents to discrimination and supporters of human
rights. Discrimination, either implicit or overt, is contrary to our dedi¬
cated efforts as educational institutions.
Our commitment to equity and justice leads us to oppose intoler¬
ance and discrimination. Therefore, as leaders of Maine's private col¬
leges and universities, we lend our voices to others in the State, includ¬
ing the entire elected congressional delegation, the Governor, as well as
other civic, business, and religious leaders, in urging the defeat of the
Question 1 referendum.

Ansley Coe Throckmorton
Bangor Theological Seminary
Bangor

Roger Gilmore
Maine College of Art
Portland

Donald W. Harward
Bates College
Lewiston

George R. Spann
Thomas College
Waterville

Robert H. Edwards
Bowdoin College
Brunswick

Sandra Featherman
University of New England
Biddeford

William R. Cotter
Colby College
Waterville

William D. Andrews
Westbrook College
Portland

Steven K. Katona
College of the Atlantic
Bar Harbor
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I know you will be surprised
to received(sic) a letter coming
from far away on this isolated is¬
land of unfortunate human be¬
ings, but praying for your kind¬
ness and understanding I took the
courage to write to request you to
please print in your newspaper
an article about my desperate
plea for help.
I am a leper patient in this
colony with two malnourished
children, and my husband is an
invalid caused by this cruel lep¬
rosy. Sad more to say my sister
with her three young children are
living with as because her hus¬
band died in an accident leaving
his family in extreme poverty and
sympathy(sic). My sister can
hardly earn a living as she has still

a little child to care for, besides
our house made of light materials
is in need of repair and we don't
have anything to buy this mate¬
rial things their poor family add
more burdens and miseries in our
lives since we ourselves could
hardly bear the sufferings as be¬
ing lepers. It breaks my heart to
see the children cry because they
are hungry. Their few old gar¬
ments are worn out already . I
cannot provide for my children
anymore because my sickness has
deformed me severely and I am
already bedridden. What keeps
us alive is only the food ration our
government gives for patients
like me but this food is hardly
enough for us.
If you would be so kind as to
publish our helplessness and call
for help. 1 just hope to find some¬

one who may want to share with
us some of his or her graces and
send us some foods and old
clothes he or she does not like to
wear anymore and I promise to
be very grateful.
I know this is a shameful
thing to ask but our young chil¬
dren are sickly and starving so I
have got to try to find help some¬
how I am begging you with all
my heart. May God bless you all!
Hoping to hear from you soon.
Wishing you a very merry Christ¬
mas and a prosperous New Year!
Sincerely yours in Jesus,
Mrs. Lilia Teves
041 San Jose St.
Culion Leper Colony, Culion
5315 Palawan
Phillipines

From the classroom

J ustifying government: the burden of proof
"To be GOVERNED is to be watched, inspected, spied upon, directed; law^irfven, numbered, regu¬
lated, enrolled, indoctrinated, preachedUncontrolled, checked, estimated, valued, censured; com¬
manded, by creatures who have neither the right nor the wisdom nor the virtue to do so. To be GOV¬
ERNED is to be at every operation, at every transaction noted, registered, counted, taxed, stamped,
measured, numbered, assessed, licensed, authorized, admonished, prevented, forbidden, reformed,
corrected, punished. It is, under pretext of public utility, and in the name of the general interest, to
be placed under contribution, drilled, fleeded, exploited, monopolized, extorted from, squeezed,
hoaxed, robbed; then, at the slightest resistance; the first word of complaint, to he repressed, fined,
vilified, harassed, hunted down, abused, dubbed, disarmed, bound, choked, imprisoned. Judged,
condemned, shot, deported, sacrificed, sold, betrayed; and to crown it all, mocked, ridiculed, de¬
rided, outraged, dishonored, That is government; that is its Justice; that is its morality," P.J.
Proudhon, General Idea of the Revolution in the Nineteenth Century. 1923 p. 293-4.

Ballot referendum threatens equal protection laws
by David Lieber
Editor's Note: The Roundtable col¬
umn is intended to facilitate reasoned
debate on issues that concern the stu¬
dent body. David is a member of the
Bates Democrats.

November 7 will be a very
significant day for Maine irre¬
spective of the outcome on Ques¬
tion!. It will be a sad day. The
majority of citizens in Maine

Question 1 emanates from an "ex¬
treme and radical, militant gay
wish list." Cosby would like you
to believe that if you vote against
the referendum, you will be es¬
tablishing special rights for gays
and lesbians. But let's consider
the alternative. If sexual orienta¬
tion is not a protected classifica¬
tion under the Maine Human
Rights Act, gay and lesbian citi¬
zens will be subjected to wide¬
spread, flagrant discrimination in

Question 1
Discrimination or “special rights”?
should not be deciding whether
the equal protection clause of the
14th Amendment is applicable to
gay and lesbian citizens. But they
will.
The state legislature foolishly
deferred to the whim and preju¬
dice of citizens who will affirm
Question 1, and the Maine Su¬
preme Court has refused to con¬
sider the constitutionality of the
referendum itself. Not only does
Question 1 have the potential to
limit protected classes under the
Maine Human Rights Act, but it
effectively repeals gay rights stat¬
utes adopted by localities within
Maine. This referendum personi¬
fies majoritarian tyranny in a fun¬
damental way because it seeks to
deny minority communities
equal status under the law.
Concerned Maine Families,
lead by Carolyn Cosby, wants
you to believe that opposition to

employment, housing, and many
other areas with no recourse.
Should a homosexual per¬
son be denied housing or employ¬
ment because their sexuality is
different? Should a homosexual
person be evicted from their
home or fired from their job sim¬
ply because Concerned Maine
Families doesn't approve of their
sexual habits? Apparently the
radical right believes the answers
to these questions is yes. But you
shouldn't. Sexual orientation
must be a protected classification
under the Maine Human Rights
Act because it would finally per¬
mit gay and lesbian citizens to en¬
joy basic civil rights that are cur¬
rently denied to them.
Carolyn Cosby and Con¬
cerned Maine Families have stig¬
matized their opponents as
"wealthy," out-of-state zealots
who are seeking to push their na¬

tional, homosexual agenda on
Maine. Yet it was Concerned
Maine Families, which received
its impetus from Colorado's anti¬
gay referendum, that is placing
this question on the ballot. Con¬
cerned Maine Families, in con¬
junction with a myriad of radical
right-wing groups across the na¬
tion, is attempting to impose their
national homophobic agenda
state-by-state.
But they
lack the cour¬
age to address
their
real
agenda. They
draft deliber¬
ately mislead¬
ing
referendums so that
voters
are
tricked
into
supporting the
a n t i - g a y
agenda. Many
voters in Colo¬
rado
were
shocked and
incensed when
they discov¬
ered that they
had cast a vote
against
gay
rights in 1992;
the language of
the referendum
fooled voters
into approving an anti-gay refer¬
endum that they had no intention
of supporting. The Colorado ref¬
erendum is currently being re¬
viewed by the Supreme Court;
most justices were openly critical
of the referendum in oral argu¬
ment.
Affirming Question 1 would

prevent sexual orientation from
becoming a protected classifica¬
tion under the Maine Human
Rights Act, but it doesn't stop
there. Question 1 seeks to repeal
existing laws passed by munici¬
palities that expand protected
classifications.
In a debate with Dean F.
Celeste Branham, an advocate for
Maine Won't Discriminate, Cosby
asserted that
gays and les¬
bians have
"no respect
for local con¬
trol." The referend u m
which Cosby
supports,
however,
would sig¬
nificantly re¬
strict
local
control by re¬
scinding local
ordinances
that expand
protected
classification.
Portland's
gay
rights
law, as well
as local ordi¬
nances
in
Maine pro¬
tecting hunt¬
ers, veterans,
and residents of low-income
housing, would consequently be
negated as a result of Question 1.
Cosby has a lot of gall to contend
that Maine Won't Discriminate is
attempting to trample all over the
notion of local control.
Maine's economy will be
crippled if Question 1 is ap¬

If sexual orientation
is not a protected
classification under
the Maine Human
Rights Act, gay and
lesbian citizens will
be subjected to
widespread, flagrant
discrimination in
employment,
housing, and many

other areas with no
recourse.

proved. Oregon's economy lost
$20 million and Colorado's
economy lost $120 million as a re¬
sult of their passage of anti-gay
referendums. Maine, which still
hasn't recovered form the reces¬
sion of the early 90s, would be
wise to reject Question 1 if it has
any concern for revitalizing its
economy. Many organizations,
conventions, and ordinary citi¬
zens boycotted ski resorts and
other tourism attractions in Colo¬
rado following its passage of an
anti-gay referendum in 1992.
Maine can't afford to jeopardize
its economic future or its inde¬
pendent character by passing a
referendum that would compro¬
mise both of these ideals.
Only 600 Bates students are
registered to vote on November
7th.
State Senator Dale
McCormick believes that the fate
of this referendum could be de¬
cided by the college vote.
McCormick believes that the polls
are so close right now that the
1000 or so unregistered Bates vot¬
ers might decide whether Maine
legalizes discrimination or not.
Bates students have the potential
to stop this homophobic night¬
mare from becoming a reality.

Republicans support anti-discriminatory measure
by Mark Behn
Editor's note: The Roundtable col¬
umn is intended to facilitate reasoned
debate on issues that concern the stu¬
dent body. Mark is a member of the
College Republicans.

Question 1 represents an ex¬
ample of government interven¬
tion at its worst. In fact, this ref¬
erendum poses a serious threat to
the autonomy of local communi¬
ties and businesses. If passed, in¬
dividual communities and busi¬
nesses will no longer be able to set
their own policies concerning dis¬
crimination.
Many of the proponents of
this referendum are trying to
draw controversy away from the
issue of homosexuality by claim¬
ing this bill does not specifically
mention gay rights anywhere.
Well, of course it doesn't! The ref¬
erendum does not mention ho¬
mosexuals because it is not pro¬
tecting them. Moreover, there are
numerous other groups that the

referendum either purposely ex¬
cludes or accidentally fails to
mention — veterans, union orga¬
nizers, workers' compensation
clients, and senior citizens in
nursing homes.
One of the reasons often
given for supporting the referen¬
dum, is that we do not want to
give special status to every single
group that claims minority status.
This is a valid point, but passing
this referendum is not the way to
solve this problem.
Protection from discrimina¬
tion of any form, from race to hair
color, is a fundamental right pro¬
vided by the Bill of Rights. We do
not need multiple pieces of need¬
less legislation flooding our legal
system to tell us this. Upholding
fundamental rights is not a matter
for the legislative branch of gov¬
ernment. By passing meticulous
legislation to protect individual
special interest groups, we ac¬
complish little aside from giving
more jobs to lawyers, while leav¬

ing many groups still unpro¬
tected. Rather, we must call on
the courts to uphold the constitu¬
tional rights that we are already
guaranteed. If the courts set a
strong precedent for antidiscrimi¬
nation in any situation, then spe¬
cialized litigation becomes unnec¬
essary, granting all individuals
the rights they already deserve
under the Constitution.
For these reasons, I am in fa¬
vor of voting "no" on Question 1.
Moreover, I believe that the
Maine Constitution should be re¬
formed so that there is no men¬
tion of any particular classifica¬
tions for protection.
Additional Comment: The
Bates College Republicans wish
to claim no responsibility for the
Vote "Yes" table set up outside of
commons on October 24. This
table was sponsored by the Maine
State College Republicans, an in¬
dependent group, holding sepa¬
rate views from the Bates College
Republicans.
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Door-to-door perspective Of civil rights and
by Derek Meehan
Editor's note: The Rountable column
is intended to facilitate reasoned de¬
bate on issues that concern the stu¬
dent body. Derek is a member of the
Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual Alliance.

This past Saturday, as part of
the campaign for Maine Won't
Discriminate, I helped distribute
literature in Lewiston. We were
supposed to go out in pairs but 1

or that it won't happen. Nor does
it mean that I don't think twice
before going out at night or before
leaving and coming home.
"Special rights?" Yes, I
agree, this whole thing is about
special rights, because some
people already have them and
some people don't. I don't have
the right, yet, to feel secure in a
job for which I am qualified. I
don't have the right, yet, to feel
secure in an apartment where I

laws protecting anyone outside of
those classes. Further, any at¬
tempts in the future to expand
those classes will be prohibited.
Because someone, somewhere,
based on statistics from a highly
problematic survey of affluent
gay men, decided that gays and
lesbians do not constitute an op¬
pressed class, we are excluded
from this list. The argument
rages on as to whether or not this
referendum is a "gay issue." In

NOonl
MAINE WON’T DISCRIMINATE
Paid for by Marne Won't Discriminate. PO Box 11061, Portland. ME 04104 (207) 761-1768

ended up alone in a precinct more
removed from the rest. I was
dropped off by another volun¬
teer, and she told me she would
be back to get me in an hour. She
left me standing in the middle of
a quiet residential street, with a
Shaw's bag full of "Vote No" lit¬
erature and a green "Vote No"
sticker on my jacket. I didn't have
to knock on doors or talk to
people; 1 only had to leave the
pamphlet in the doorway.
It all seemed so easy until
one man came out of his house
and took the pamphlet, looked at
it, and started harassing me. "I'm
voting yes!" he yelled up the
street. I didn't turn around, and I
ignored his continued yelling.
Only now my perspective had
changed. I began wishing that I
had taken self-defense instead of
ballroom dancing and juggling. I
have no way of knowing whether
or not I was in any danger. I
probably wasn't, but that was the
middle part of the afternoon in a
suburb, and life isn't always that
easy.
I've never been gay-bashed
before. Harassed, yes, since jun¬
ior high, but never actually
"bashed". That doesn't mean,
though, that I don't think about it

pay my rent one week early. 1
don't have any right, yet, to any
form of legal protection. Stand¬
ing outside the realm of hetero¬
sexual privilege certainly does
make many of these rights that
many people already have, seem

I've never been gaybashed before.
Harassed, yes, since
junior high, but
never actually
"bashed." That
doesn't mean,
though, that I don't
think about it or
that it won't
happen.
special to me.
Question 1 was set forth by
Concerned Maine Families in an
attempt to limit the class of
people who are protected under
Maine law and repeal all existing

my opinion, to be convinced omerwise is to be deceived. There
can be no doubt that this referen¬
dum represents a campaign of le¬
galized hate similar to those that
have gained national controversy
in Colorado and Oregon. How¬
ever, the Maine campaign has
learned from, and ironed out,
many of the challenges to consti¬
tutionality that have stood in the
way of Colorado, making pos¬
sible intervention on the part of
the Maine Supreme Court un¬
likely.
Since recent polls indicate an
even split of "yes" and "no"
votes, it's coming down to an is¬
sue of which side gets more
people to the polls on Tuesday.
Radical Christian groups in¬
volved in a similar campaign in
Idaho were narrowly defeated by
a margin of only 700 votes, indi¬
cating the importance of every
vote in low voter turnout elec¬
tions such as this one. We can
have a significant impact. Fur¬
ther, if any student hasn't yet reg¬
istered and still wants to, it can be
done at the Lewiston Town Hall
up until the day of election. Re¬
member to vote "no" on 1 and
help make "special rights" for
some into equal rights for all.

social contracts
by Josh Thomson
Editor's note: The Roundtable col¬
umn is intended to facilitate reasoned
debate on issues that concern the stu¬
dent body. Josh is a member of the
New World Coalition.

On Tuesday, Maine voters
will be asked to consider a refer¬
endum item that would prohibit
the addition of any more "pro¬
tected classes" to the state human
rights law. It would also repeal
all local ordinances which contra¬
dict that stipulation. Many orga¬
nizations have rallied to support
the "no" side of this political
battle. These include a variety of
businesses, religious groups, and
gay rights groups, including
"Maine Won't Discriminate." On
the "yes" side of the equation we
have the organization which
wrote the referendum item, Con¬
cerned Maine Families.
If the referendum passes, it
will spell doom for whatever ad¬
vances Maine's economy has
made. Many businesses will relo¬
cate to other states, and take valu¬
able jobs with them. In addition,
the language of the referendum
means that veterans, smokers,
hunters and others will not be
able to make claims of discrimina¬
tion against them based on their
group status.
The argument given by Con¬
cerned Maine Families is that to
pass civil rights legislation which
would prevent discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation
would be to grant "special
rights".
What does the phrase "spe¬
cial rights" mean? The use of the
phrase "special rights" seems to
be an attempt to link gay and les¬
bian civil rights with affirmative
action, another target of conserva¬
tive political ire.
There are two problems with
this argument. One, many other
oppressed groups in this country
have civil rights protections, at
least on paper. What is the differ¬
ence between granting civil rights
protection to African Americans
and to gays, lesbians and bisexu¬
als? The problem is that gays, les¬
bians and bisexuals engage in

sexual activities of which the con¬
servatives do not approve. But
their approval is immaterial to the
question of civil rights protec¬
tions. "Mainstream" Americans
do not approve of leftist political
rhetoric, but that does not mean
that those who espouse leftist po¬
litical views should be stripped of
their civil rights.
So, we first have a question
of one group's moral beliefs being
used as a justification for denying
another group's civil and human
rights. The second problem with
the anti-gay position is that it vio¬
lates the "social contract" under
which this country was founded.
The United States was
founded on the ideas of such En¬
lightenment luminaries as Locke
and Montesquieu. For the pur¬
poses of argument here, what is
important is Locke's influence:
John Locke was one of many po¬
litical philosophers who used the
"social contract" as a model for
the creation of a government.
Locke emphasized that the
creation of a commonwealth was
based on the consent of those who
were to be a part of that common¬
wealth. In this case, the result of
the proposed law would be to ex¬
clude a group from the social con¬
tract within Maine on the basis of
sexual orientation.
Of course, we can use a vari¬
ety of arguments to counter the
exclusionary one, not all of which
need be based on social contract
theory. This one is effective sim¬
ply ba:ause it uses the rhetoric of
equality and fairness to under¬
mine an argument supposedly
based on the same principles.
Now that we have dispensed
with the "logical" reasons to op¬
pose the referendum, what about
the emotional, or "felt", reasons
to do so? What does it say about
us when we are willing to deny
others the rights we have based
on a difference in who becomes
the object of our romantic inclina¬
tions? It is true that there are dif¬
ferences amongst human beings.
But, I would contend, it is not true
that these differences should form
the basis for discriminatory prac¬
tices. Let us hope that Maine
avoids the trap of bigotry this
Tuesday.

It’s quick... it’s easy... and it’s fun!
Yon even can register to vote on Election Day... go to

Tuesday, November 7

Lewiston City Hall and sign up to make a difference.
Questions? Gall the City Clerk’s office at 784-2951
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A bond for tourists and locals
Infrastructnre bond to ease access for both tourism and industry
By Frith Breitzer
"You cahn't get thay-uh
from hay-uh if the roads ahren't
thay-uh."
Poor roads and the lack of
roads in many rural areas plague
locals, as well as tourists. With
tourism as Maine's second larg¬
est industry, the state faces fierce
economic loss without infra¬
structure
improvements.
Maine's other industries also suf-

tal would go to highway and
bridge improvements.
This
amount would be coupled with
$113.5 million in matching fed¬
eral funds to support highway
and
bridge improvements
planned in the fiscal year 1996-97
Transportation Improvement
Program. This program would
fund 430 highway, bridge, and
safety projects in 350 Maine com¬
munities.
Included in the money for
highway and bridge improve-

uestion 2
Helping you get there from here
fer losses when the state's road¬
ways, railways, ports, bridges,
and airports are not effective.
Question 2 asks voters to ap¬
prove a bond issue of $58.9 mil¬
lion to improve Maine's trans¬
portation infrastructure. The
bond would make Maine eligible
for $138 million in matching fed¬
eral funds. Goth state and federal
funds would be distributed by
the Department of Transporta¬
tion. Considered together, the
bond and the matching funds
represent more than 70 percent
of Maine's two-year program for
transportation construction.
The actual cost on the bond
is estimated to be $93.8 million.
Called the total debt service, this
cost is computed by adding the
$58.9 million principle and the
interest, which calculated at 5.65
percent over twenty years is an
additional $34.9 million.
$36.4 million of the bond to-

ments is a $5 million allocation
for the Collector Road Improve¬
ment Program. Collector roads
are roadways connecting rural
Maine with business and pri¬
mary transportation networks.
The program is intended to en¬
courage infrastructure invest¬
ment in municipalities by distrib¬
uting grants to municipalities
whose improvement projects
have the greatest impact on the
economy and their own commu¬
nities.
$25 million of the $58.9 mil¬
lion is intended for aviation im¬
provements. This would be
matched with $20 million in fed¬
eral funds. The total would then
be used for improvements at 37
of the state's airports.
$17.5 million of the bond
would be used to improve cargo
ports, including $13 million for
Estes Head in Eastport, $2 mil¬
lion for the International Marine

Repaired bridges like these will soon become a common site should this bond issue for
$5o.9 million to improve the state's infrastructure pass.
Alex Hahn photo.
Terminal in Portland, and $2.5
million for various marine infra¬
structure projects at other
smaller ports.
Both the Eastport and Port¬
land ports have had an eight to
12 percent increase in cargo vol¬
umes and are in need of modern¬
ization, the Maineport Council
told the Bangor Daily News. The
Maineport Council is made up of
more than 150 Maine business
people who support the referen¬
dum.
An additional $2.5 million of
the bond would be used for railintermodal improvements at five

facilities. In Presque Isle, for ex¬
ample, $1 million would be
matched with $2 million in fed¬
eral funds in order to fund a
project that would integrate rail
and trucking facilities used to
transport potatoes.
Various groups have ex¬
pressed support for Question 2.
Maria Fuentes, a spokeswoman
for the Keep Maine Moving Coa¬
lition, told the Bangor Daily News,
"This [bond issue] would help us
maintain what we have, plus
give us an edge we would need
to have to remain competitive."
The coalition is a collection of

groups supporting the referen¬
dum.
According to Clayton W.
Blake, president of a Maine Car¬
penters and Joiners union, al¬
most all the money to fund the
bond issue will come from the
purchase of gasoline and diesel.
Therefore, Blake told the Bangor
Daily News, the users of the trans¬
portation system — drivers and
shippers — will bear the burden
of paying for the bond.

Bond issue to deflower Maine’s technological vhgins

State's techies will soon grow accustomed to sights like
Alex Hahn
these from the computer center.
'Mwlphoto.
"

By Ellen McDevitt
Voters will have the chance
to improve the technology in
Maine's public secondary school
classrooms if they vote "yes" on
ballot Question 3 in the upcom¬
ing referendum election.
The State of Maine is pro¬
posing to issue $15 million worth
of bonds to fund the enhance¬
ment of interactive telecommu¬
nications capabilities in the class¬
room and to broaden student

‘

learning opportunities.
If
enough voters choose "yes" on
this issue, Maine's Department
of Education will expedite the al¬
lotment of funds to provide all
170 Maine high schools, voca¬
tional schools, the Maine State
Library, and six public libraries
with equipment to connect them
to the "information network" as
the Bangor Daily News calls it.
Advocates of the referen¬
dum feel that because parts of
Maine are isolated geographi¬

cally from state-of-the-art facili¬
ties, educators have come to ex¬
pect less from their students.
The funding of technology
would connect eager students to
businesses, libraries, and other
resources sure to affect their fu¬
tures, hence improving their
chances and connections with
the rest of the world.
A "yes" decision would fi¬
nally place Maine's foot in the
door of instant communication.
It would expose those who are
already interested in interactive
technology to more efficient and
modern equipment. For techno¬
logical virgins, the referendum
would offer a thorough and upto-date introduction to the infor¬
mation network.
If Maine does not spend this
money to improve technology,
educators fear that Maine will
slip further behind in the world
of communications because no
one will be trained to use the
newest equipment.
Referendum supporters add
that the referendum issue is also
about equal opportunity. Cur¬
rently, larger school districts can
offer more opportunities and
more plentiful and modern
equipment to their students as

0/ Question 3

E-mailing our way to the future

compared to their smaller, rural
brethren. The new funding
would give these smaller, more
remote schools access to the
same wealth of information that
larger schools enjoy now. Addi¬
tionally, if Question 3 is passed,
teachers will also gain access to
the latest breakthroughs in their
fields and will be able to bring it
to the classrooms.
The state of Maine cannot

afford to cut costs for technologi¬
cal education and still expect to
be successful in the vast world of
technology and communication.
A "yes" vote would allow Maine
to continue down the everchanging road of the technology
infrastructure and provide edu¬
cated students with the tools nec¬
essary to handle the technology
of the next decade.

J 'a/'aA Jeanne &
A7a/?u'A/ f/A/r/r (jas'e.
Attention Bates Students:
SARAH JEANNE'S FAMILY HAIR CARE would like to invite the
students of Bates College into our SALON. We offer a full line of
HAIR CARE SERVICES from HAIR CUTS to PERMS. We also do
specialty services; they are BODY PIERCING, HAIR WRAPS, NAIL
CARE, and TANNING FACILITIES. Come in with your student I.D.
and recieve a 15% discount on any service you wish to have with us.

795-6778 • 77 Sabattus Street
Tues. & Wed. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thurs. Sr Fri 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sat 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Clean water a familiar choice
By Sarah Standiford

Getting people off the
streets and back into homes
By Frith Breitzer
An esumaieu o,uuu Mainers
who qualify for mental-health
services live on less than $5,000 a
year. These people can not af¬
ford to pay market rates for rent
and still buy food, clothing, and
other necessities. Living on $450
monthly Social Security checks,
many of Maine's mentally ill find
beds in homeless shelters and
jails.

goals.
The dilemma of Maine's
mentally ill homeless dates back
to the 1970s. At that time, the
State deinstitutionalized its two
large state hospitals. According
to popular criticism, this sent
people out of their beds and into
the streets.
Question 4 would continue
a successful program begun in
1989, when voters approved the
initial infusion of money to pro-

uestion 4
|

I Rectifyi
Rectifying past government errors

If passed, Question 4 would
authorize the State to issue up to
$4 million in bonds (government
documents acknowledging the
receipt of money and promising
the payment of interest). The
proceeds from the sale of these
bonds would leverage an addi¬
tional $6 million. The combined
funds would then be used by the
Maine State Housing Authority
to help finance the development
of about 250 subsidized apart¬
ments and residential treatment
beds, enough to accommodate
2,000 mentally ill people, and
benefit thousands more over
time.
Including interest payments
calculated at 4.4 percent over five
years, total debt service of the
bond issue would amount to ap¬
proximately $4.5 million. But ac¬
cording to two-thirds of both
Houses of the State Legislature,
this act is necessary in order to
further Maine's public policy

vide shelter for the homeless
mentally ill. These funds have
since been exhausted, necessitat¬
ing the current referendum.
Melody Peet, Maine's com¬
missioner of mental health, told
the Bangor Daily News that if this
bond issue passes, she believes
Maine can develop a stronger
program to help the mentally ill
make the transition from expen¬
sive hospital care to community
living. People coming out of a
psychiatric hospital, or receiving
osvchiatric treatment that
doesn't require hospitalization,
must have safe and affordable
housing, said Peet.
If Question 4 is approved.
Governor Angus King will be
able to proclaim that a problem
that the Maine government cre¬
ated through its poorly advised
policy of deinstitutionalization is
now being addressed.

On November 7th, Maine
voters will have the opportu¬
nity to insure that more resi¬
dents have access to clean wa¬
ter by voting "yes" on Ques¬
tion 5. This referendum might
seem slightly familiar. There
have been six similar landfill
closure bonds raised since
1987, five of which have been
passed by voters. Unfortu¬
nately, the threat of contamina¬
tion to our fresh and salt water
from landfills and storage
tanks remains.
Since 1987, $49 million has
been spent to close and cap 202
of Maine's 391 municipal land¬
fills. The $10 million allocated
by Question 5 would pay for a
third of the amount needed to
close the remaining solid waste
landfills. Regardless of the
cost, however, the continua¬
tion of this clean-up effort is
necessary to prevent the con¬
tinued leaching of dangerous
heavy metals and petroleum
products into our soil and wa¬
ter from old and uncapped
dumps.
Another important ele¬
ment in protecting drinking
water is the removal of state
owned underground storage
tanks. Petroleum storage tanks
continue to contaminate wells
in most every Maine town, in¬
cluding New Gloucester,
Freeport, and Lisbon. Obvi¬
ously, this poses a health threat
to everyone who relies on well
water; and not everyone can af¬
ford Poland Spring Water.
The solvents that contami¬
nate this water supply may be
cancer-inducing and may

placement of septic sys¬
tems. Since this process be¬
gan in 1994, 335 individual
septic systems have been in¬
stalled through the Small
Community Program.

uestion 5
Oil and water don’t mix in ME
Contamination from under¬
ground storage tanks is particu¬
larly difficult to control because
petroleum products are stored in
a way that is conveniently not
accessible for inspection. In ad¬
dition, older tanks are mostly
constructed from steel that is un¬
protected from corrosion. The re¬
sult is a plethora of Maine drink¬
ing water supplies contaminated
with petroleum products.
Oil and similar products are
not easy to clean up. In fact, one
gallon of leaked gasoline can
contaminate one million gallons
of water. Rendering contami¬
nated water drinkable is not an
easy process. It is imperative to
replace old, corroded tanks in or¬
der to keep large quantities of
water drinkable.
Another source of water and
soil pollution is sewage. The
bond issue targets this pollution
problem through an allocation to
the Small Community Program,
which is administered through
the Department of Environmen¬
tal Protection. The $1 million for
the Small Community Program
will provide rural residents with
equal access to safe water
through the installation and re-

Passing this bond issue
will have a significant im¬
pact on the quality of
people's lives in our area.
Rural and urban residents
alike will benefit from in¬
creased protection from
groundwater contamina¬
tion. Question 5 has the ad¬
vantage of providing for
public health administra¬
tion locally, instead of from
a state or national level.
This is because the towns
do the work that the state
requires, enabling individu¬
als to see the direct results
with a minimum of time
and waste.
No one is safe when
water supplies contain pe¬
troleum products and other
toxic substances. Fortu¬
nately, Maine residents
have continued to vote to
maintain water supplies at
a high level of purity. Con¬
tinued protection from con¬
tamination will only hap¬
pen, however, if citizens
take the responsibility to
make it so on election day.

The money pit:
Funding the Maine State retirement system
By Sarah Gunn

Vote early and often

cause birth defects. Damage to
the skin and liver may occur and
the central nervous system and
the immune system are also sus¬
ceptible to damage from drink¬
ing the contaminated water.

Maine's state retirement sys¬
tem is sinking fast. After years of
questionable bookkeeping and a
rampant underfunding of the
state's retirement fund, the
system's unfunded liabilities bal¬
looned to a whopping $1.5 bil¬
lion.
As workers currently cov¬
ered under the plan begin retir¬
ing, this program could easily
burst. Over 48,000 Maine resi¬
dents presently receive benefits.
Without direct intervention, the
program's debt is expected to hit
$2.8 billion in the
next few years,
according to the
Bangor
Daily
News. This ex¬
cessive spending
cannot continue.
State workers,
public
school
teachers, and local government
officials will see their benefits re¬
duced, cut and finally obliter¬
ated. The well is running dry.
Question 6, a referendum
question which would amend
Maine's constitution to require
"sound funding" of the system,
will face this problem head-on.
The amendment would require

committed itself to providing re¬
tirement benefits for its workers
and has promised to provide
benefits for all current employ¬
ees. Without their pensions, the
next generation's workers will be
forced to spend their retirement
years scraping to afford a decent
living. By constitutionally re¬
quiring the state to balance its
books without engaging in ac¬
counting trickery, a long-term
plan finally becomes feasible.
And since the framers of this ref¬
erendum have built in an "expe¬
rience losses" clause that would
allow policy
changes
in
times of fiscal
crisis, this plan
wouldn't lock
the legislature
Providing for state workers’ children into unrealistic
rules.
Question
6
adds weight to budget deadlines
ply balance its books and fund
and reaffirms the state's commit¬
retirees of its own volition. I
ment to its elder citizens. Allow¬
guess that they just didn't think
ing the state's retirement system
that they had the self-restraint to
to continue serving the public is
do what's right.
Okay, so they're not bas¬
imperative, not only for the state
workers of today, but for the well
tions of governmental commit¬
being of their children and
ment. The retirement system,
grandchildren.
. however, is far too important to
jeopardize. The state long ago
the state to fully fund the Maine
State retirement system. It will
lock in the remainder of the
system's 35-year payoff of its un¬
funded liability, which is the dif¬
ference between the state's finan¬
cial resources and its responsibil¬
ity to retirees covered by the
plan. The retirement deficit
would be paid off by 2028, at a
total cost of $12.2 billion.
I know. It seems a bit odd.
The legislature overwhelmingly
voted to force itself into adopting
a prudent policy. In an ideal
world, the legislature would sim¬

uestion 6
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by Jeremy Breningstall
Imagine having the power to
vote down any piece of spending
that you don't like. In Maine, one
man may soon have that power.
Among the constitutional resolu¬
tions being put forth in Tuesday's
election asks voters whether they
"favor the Constitution of Maine

vote a separate override for each
area of spending deleted by the
governor.
The presence of an Indepen¬
dent Governor in the Blaine
House may have helped to expe¬
dite the potential implementation
of this proposal, though a number
of states have done it despite
fighting partisanship. In a nar¬
row vote, the line-item veto re-

Question 7
New veto says, stay between the lines
to give the Governor a line-item
veto over expenditures of state
funds, provided that vetoed items
may be passed over the
Governor's veto by a majority of
all the elected members of the
Senate and the House of Repre¬
sentatives."
In an era drowning in gov¬
ernment waste, it is easy to call for
drastic remedies. Proposals such
as the line-item veto and balanced
budget amendment gain such
rhetorical significance that the ac¬
tual repercussions of such poli¬
cies are often only afterthoughts.
As such, they have passed in vir¬
tually every state that they've
been put on the ballot. Nation-

cently gained the support of a
two-thirds majority in both
houses of the Maine legislature.
If a line-item veto were to be
passed, it would be a mistake to
underestimate its significance.
The veto would be a substantial
transfer of power to the party re¬
siding in Blaine House. No
longer would the governor have
to go through the tedious process
of negotiating a budget. Now he
could just veto any item he
doesn't like, and let those he sup¬
ports pass. The power to veto
anything, without the drama of
casting out an entire bill, would
give the governor a great deal of
authority. Any legislator that in-

REACH
FOR THE POWER.
TEACH.
No other profession has this power. The power to wake up
young minds. The power to wake up the world. Teachers have
that power. Reach for it. Teach. For information call:

1-800-45-TEACH.
Recruiting New Teachers, Inc

ally, with the Republicans con¬
trolling both houses of Congress,
the line-item veto has a good
chance of passing as well, al¬
though its passage may be de¬
layed somewhat by Bill Clinton's
presence in the White House.
The Maine proposal is a con¬
servative one compared to others
that have been put forth, such as
that of Wisconsin, which essen¬
tially allows the governor to re¬
write bills. Question 7 would
only permit the governor to veto
legislation (as opposed to chang¬
ing it), and that veto could then be
overridden by a simple majority.
This would differentiate it from
other vetoes, which require a twothirds majority of the legislature
for subsequent passage. This
simple majority would have to

curs his wrath could be forced to
face the prospect of their pro¬
grams being shot down as a re¬
sult. This could effect local com¬
munities, since the governor
might choose to only deal favor¬
ably with communities repre¬
sented by his or her party. With
the present polarization in Ameri¬
can politics, and the parties' nar¬
row-minded focus on political
rather than societal goals, this
prospect is truly fearful.
At the same time, this fear
could also be overdrawn. While
the governor would have lineitem veto, it is not inconceivable
that he would be forced to make
concessions towards the legisla¬
ture if he wanted support for his
Continued on Page 19
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Seat belt issue hits close to
home for two Bates students
by Michelle Wong
Wearing a seat belt does not
have to be wholly restrictive;
when and if it ever is, it could
save your life.
On the November 7th refer¬
endum ballot, Question 8 simply
reads, "Do you favor requiring all
persons to use safety belts in mo¬
tor vehicles?" A person would be
exempt from the proposed legis¬
lation only if he or she had a
medical condition and obtained a
certificate with a physician's
opinion sanctioning exemption.
The certificate would be valid for
five years.
Currently, Maine and New
Hampshire are the only two
states that lack mandatory seat
belt laws for all motor vehicle op¬
erators and their passengers. Un¬
der current law, only persons un¬
der the age of 19 are required to
wear safety belts, and children
four years of age and under are
required to use car seats.

0

Dear Bates College Students & Faculty:
Twenty-five years ago I came to Lewiston as
a student at Bates College. The College & Com¬
munity opened their arms and hearts to me. I
graduated in 1974 and made my home
Lewiston. Two years ago the voters elected me
Mayor. I am not a politician and I have not
held public office before. My simple pledge
has been and continues to be to help my com¬
munity and all its people.
Please support my efforts by casting your
ballot on November 7th.
Thank you,
John Jenkins ’74
Mayor
Maine has the lowest rate of
seat belt usage in the United
States — 35 percent, as opposed
to national average of 66 percent.
The Bangor Daily News cited a
survey trend that indicates that
once a seat belt law of this type is

/ Question 8

Seat belts: A restraining order?

If the referendum is passed,
it can be construed as a positive
incentive for people to condition
themselves to buckle up. Protest¬
ers opposing the law cite infringe¬
ment of freedom of choice, pri¬
vacy rights and their resistance to
government regulation of private
behavior. Before landing on the
ballot in referendum form, the
Maine Senate passed this same
bill, but the House opposed it,
turning it over to the voting
people in a compromise. The ref¬
erendum process is meant to miti¬
gate these concerns of excessive
governmental interference by al¬
lowing the voice of the people to
decide the matter.
Once statistics regarding au¬
tomotive fatalities are taken into
account, it is only sensible for
people, adults especially, who
can make prudent choices, to
wear their seat belts. Children
need adults to train them to
buckle up, even though it might
not be as comfortable as having
total freedom of movement. Once
it becomes an unconscious habit,
though, youngsters will be safer
and appreciative of the restraint if
they are actually involved in an
accident.
In October, The Bangor Daily
News reported that in the last de¬
cade, there have been 1,678 fatali¬
ties resulting from car accidents
in Maine. Eighty percent of those
who died were not wearing their
seat belts. In 1994 alone, 145
people lost their lives in car acci¬
dents; 101 of those were not wear¬
ing safety belts. More seat beltwearing people who are involved
in accidents live than those who
are negligent, perhaps because
they choose complete freedom of
movement or rely too heavily on
airbags, which are supplemental
restraint systems, designed to
complement seat belts, not re¬
place them.

John
JENKINS
for
Mayor

passed, usage can be expected to
increase by about 20 percent. This
will undoubtedly translate to
fewer fatalities in upcoming
years.
If the referendum passes, op¬
erators of motor vehicles contain¬
ing unbelted passengers will face
fines of up to $50. Police will en¬
force the mandate under a sec¬
ondary enforcement provision,
which means that drivers could
not be pulled over and cited

"The impact of the
collision was strong
enough to cause
minor back and
head injuries to
myself and the
passenger of my
vehicle. ...I was very
fortunate to have
been wearing [my
seat belt] that day."
Meghan Gullette '98
solely because a person or per¬
sons are not wearing safety belts.
However, police will utilize pri¬
mary enforcement for children
four years of age and under, and
drivers could be cited for failing
to comply with this aspect of the
law.
A law requiring drivers and
passengers to wear seat belts will
not affect the healthy habits of
people who already religiously
use them. The law is aimed at
those who never do and, more
importantly, at those who some¬
times do and sometimes don't

wear their seat belts.
Realistically, people who
adamantly refuse to wear their
seat belts probably won't change
their habits even if the law
changes, especially because of
secondary enforcement.
Yet
those occasional seat belt users
will be forced to reexamine their
habits, changing them for the bet¬
ter by starting to use safety belts
regularly.
People who take the safety
and comfort of their motor ve¬
hicles for granted can trust and be
liable for their own driving, but
they cannot account for other
drivers on the road and their ac¬
tions, as Meghan Gullette '98 can
attest. Last Saturday afternoon,
Gullette was rear-ended by a nonattentive driver while she was
stopped to make a left-hand turn.
'The impact of the collision
was strong enough to cause mi¬
nor back and head injuries to my¬
self and the passenger of my ve¬
hicle," she said. "Considering the
fact that I don't always wear my
seat belt when making short trips
like the one that afternoon, I was
very fortunate to have been wear¬
ing it that day, for my injuries
could have been a lot worse."
"When I first arrived in the
emergency room immediately
following the accident, a physi¬
cian held my hand and asked if I
was wearing my seat belt,"
Gullette said. "When I replied
that I was, he squeezed my hand
and said how lucky I was because
he had seen so many young faces
and lives destroyed for not taking
the time to buckle a seat belt."
"Saturday afternoon, I real¬
ized how unexpectedly an acci¬
dent can occur, and that a
person's life can be taken away
when one least expects it. When I
saw the two children who got out
of the woman's car [who hit me],
I realized that there are many
who aren't able to make a consci¬
entious choice regarding their
lives and their futures," Gullette
said. "Had those two children not
been wearing seat belts, I would
have had to go on with my life
knowing that two young lives
could have been saved had some¬
one made the right choice."
Want to save lives now and
in the future? Does saving lives
outweigh a tiny amount of gov¬
ernmental interference? If so,
start by buckling up and voting
"yes" on Question 8.

Paid for by Committee to elect John Jenkins, Sue Michaud, Treasurer

Taking out the trash
programs. Angus King, if he
were to get the veto, could get
away with some discretion, but
too much weight thrown would
likely make his life difficult. Ad¬
ditionally, the legislature always
reserves the power to override
the new veto with a simple major-

could be apportioned personally
onto the individuals who permit¬
ted it — in the case of the gover¬
nor, his disinclination to veto the
bill in question would be a clear
signal of his position; in the case
of the legislator, his or her will¬
ingness to override the veto
would similarly let the public
know an exact stance.
One would think that ideally
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deal of sense, since essentially all
that is being done is the preven¬
tion of money being spent on pro¬
grams that are supported by nei¬
ther the governor nor a legislative
majority.
Yet in recognizing this pro¬
cess, one must also recognize that
its potential benefits can be easily
exaggerated as well. The lineitem veto creates a mechanism to
eliminate some waste, but doesn't
really provide the structural rem¬
edies necessary for truly efficient
government. But it does take an
important first step, in that it
mandates increased responsibil¬
ity for both the executive and the
legislative branches of govern¬
ment. Whereas today politicians
can simply blame the system or
each other of money spent, with a
line-item veto, fault for waste

would already be in place, but the
reality is that it just isn't there.
While the line-item veto would
give a substantial amount of
power to the governor, it is neces¬
sary to recognize that the power
made available would be utilized
solely to prevent those items of
spending not supported by the
will of the people at large, as rep¬
resented by their delegates. I
don't know that this sort of power
is necessarily a bad thing. Any¬
thing with broad support would
still have to opportunity to gain
passage, and the increase in the
governor's authority would be of
a limited nature. In short, some¬
one needs to take responsibility,
and if the legislature is incapable
of doing it on their own, then per¬
haps it should be shared.

Continued from Page 18
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Republicans’ family values a study in hypocrisy
November 3, 1995

person and b) a suitable single
mother. It was inappropriate
then, and it is inappropriate now.
Is anyone else becoming in¬
Let's take a brief look at what
creasingly dissatisfied by the the Democratic Party succeeded in
seemingly endless rhetoric ema¬ doing to help the nation's families
nating from Republican leaders during the two years in which that
and activists calling for a return party controlled the White House
to family values? Does anyone and Congress and prior to the
else out there recognize that for
"Republican Revolution of 1994."
all the moral hot air the Republi¬ Under President Clinton, The
can presidential candidates are Family and Medical Leave Act
spewing to Christian conserva¬ was passed after 10 years in Con¬
tive primary sympathizers that gress, vetoed twice previously by
the fundamental reality is that both Presidents Reagan and Bush.
the Republican party has not Congress passed a Child Immuni¬
done one
zation Plan,
damn thing
which
en¬
t
o
sured
that
strengthen
90% of the na¬
We need not point
the broken
tions
two
families that
out here the
year-olds
they com¬
would be im¬
shameful infidelities
plain so bit¬
munized by
terly and
1996.
Con¬
and prevarications
unwaveringly
gress
in¬
about? Does
of Republicans like
creased Head
P
a
t
Start funding
Bob Packwood, or
Buchanan
to give the
realize that
nation's chil¬
worse,
party
leader
he is only
dren better
making his
in Congress Speaker
pre-schooling
party look
and a better
Newt Gingrich.
silly when
chance of be¬
he repeat¬
ing ready to
edly refers
attend school
to President
by five years
Bill Clinton as that 'dying, draft- old.
dodging, adulterous pig?" (We
Now contrast this with the
need not point out here the present Republican budget plan,
shameful infidelities and prevari¬
which ensures a deep cut in Head
cations of Republicans like Bob Start, as at least 180,000 students
Packwood, or worse, party would be denied services that
leader in Congress Speaker Newt help them to get a leg up in life.
Gingrich, and his own ongoing The Democratic Congress in¬
^ ethics committee investigation)
creased day care funding, as well
Clearly the point here is this: not as funding to Aid to Families with
one political actor on the national Dependent Children. Finally,
scene. Democrat nor Republican,
President Clinton's 1993 budget
should have the presumptuous¬ made good on a campaign prom¬
ness to believe that he or she can ise when it included the Earned
speak for the majority of Ameri¬ Income Tax Credit, a tax cut for
cans about how to raise and pro¬ the middle class which benefited
vide for a family, or what values
15 million working families earn¬
to instill into someone else's chil¬ ing less than $20,000.
dren. The Republican Party
Still to Republicans this is not
should have packed up their evidence that Democrats care
family values bags four years ago about working people and their
when Dan Quayle manifested his families. They would argue,
own media circus when he at¬ much like the author of "The
tempted to discern whether Breakdown of the American Fam¬
Murphy Brown was: a) a real ily," which appeared in the Octo¬

By Michael Ferrari

ber 13th edition of The Bates Stu¬
dent, that these are just examples
of "programs that spend money
without any hope of solving the
problem," and are "merely de¬
signed to alleviate the suffering of
individuals and win votes."
Democrats would disagree on at
least two counts.
Primarily, we would argue,
what in the world is so wrong
with providing essential health
care to newborn babies? What is
wrong with giving single mothers
a leg-up to provide for their chil¬
dren? Don't we, as a society, have
a moral obligation to do that? It
would stand to reason that we
should care deeply about seeing
that our children grow up to have
families of their own. How else
can we assure that future genera¬
tions will succeed in an increas¬
ingly global economy that de¬
mands essential education and
training from the very inception
of life? How can we give children
the opportunity to make it on
their own if we turn our backs on
their parents and pass judgement
without regard to circumstance
saying, "We're sorry, because you
are a single mother, you are im¬
moral, and thus we refuse to give
you and your child any benefits?
Good luck!"?
To a significant degree this is
nothing more than the 15 year-old
Republican tactic of waging war
on the stereotypical black, urban,
immoral welfare queen image —
a staple stratagem from the
Reagan domestic social policy.
Democrats at least recognize that
the vast propensity of single
mothers inherently love their chil¬
dren and will do anything to pro¬
vide for them as best they can
with the limited resources they
possess. Who are legislators to
say otherwise? Recently, Demo¬
crats have also increasingly un¬
derstood the importance of re¬
forming the present system to
minimize gross abuse. However,
what is of utmost importance to
Democrats today is providing op¬
portunity to those members of so¬
ciety that have a disproportionate
amount of unequal opportunity.
Without economic opportunity to
a well-paying job and equal op-
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portunity to equal quality educa¬
licans incessant moral babbling
tion, members of both political
actually works. Republicans
parties are going to have far more blow steam about what is wrong
to worry about than whether our
with the system, justifying their
society resembles the society of rhetoric with statistics about in¬
the 1950's that promulgated the
ner-city disintegration, yet it is in¬
myth of the new house in the sub¬
credible to note that they rarely
urbs with the white picket fence
offer any solutions to societal
and the nuclear family assembled
problems. They argue that fund¬
around the brand new television.
ing for child health care, educa¬
Finally, the author made an
tion, and family programs be cut,
irrelevant point about winning
simultaneously sending block
votes. What he fails to under¬
grants back to the states to do
stand is that the vast majority of
with what they choose. Does that
people who need the most gov¬
make it easier for families who
ernmental assistance in caring for
need assistance? The math
their children
doesn't add
do not vote.
up: does less
They
are
money equal
poor, they
more ben¬
What
in
the
world
is
have less op¬
efits
for
portunities,
so wrong with
more
they need to
people? Or
providing essential
go out every
is this the
day and at¬
tacit
Repub¬
health care to
tempt to pro¬
lican phi¬
vide for their
newborn babies?
losophy of
families. Per¬
the
What is wrong with passing
haps the last
political ac¬
thing on a
countability
giving single
single
buck back to
parent's
mothers a leg-up to
the states
mind is his or
coupled
provide for their
her political
with seem¬
involvement.
ingly interchildren?
In a system
minab1e
where regis¬
problem¬
tering and then actually voting is
solving hassles? Republicans
a long and involved process with
would rather instill and play off
significant barriers to entry, (we of classism, racism, and fear in so¬
need not point out past Republi¬
ciety, urging voters not to let
can opposition to the motor voter
"those people" and "those prob¬
bill which was an attempt to pre¬
lems" invade "our" suburbs. If
serve those barriers), most poor
Republicans were serious about
people couldn't be bothered.
helping parents care for their chil¬
They care far more about making dren, they would cease talking
sure that they are doing enough about immorality as the root of
to keep their children happy and
societal problems and start em¬
healthy. They would rather blame ploying their so-called mandate
than reform a system that contin¬ to enact legislation that directly
ues to make them feel helpless, an
benefits working families. It's one
alternative much favored by the thing to say we need a more
political and social elite whose moral society. It's another to be¬
power is implicitly preserved.
gin to provide for one.
The reality is that the Repub¬
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Minor program to decrease stress, increase income
would use a minor program and
students are the ones want a mi¬
nor program.
What academic option does
"I want the option of study¬
Bates lack, that most other schools
ing beyond my field and receiv¬
in the nation do have? A minor
ing credit without having to deal
program.
with the pressures of double ma¬
I'm indecisive, so the pros¬
joring," said John Connors '99, in
pect of choosing a major is some¬
an indicative reply. "I don't un¬
what daunting. Right now, I'm
derstand why Bates does not pur¬
leaning towards a double major.
sue such a policy."
Unfortunately, completing both
Stress. I've got it, you've got
majors and their theses is not
it, we all talk about who's got the
compatible with doing other
most of it. In fact, some of us even
things I want, like going abroad
play stress poker, where the best
and sleeping. As complaining is
hand is the person with the most
one of main
to do in the
recreational
least
activities, I
amount of
have taken
time.
In¬
the time to
variably, the
discuss this
winners of
issue with my
this cruel
friends and
game are ei¬
other
ran¬
ther Student
dom, assorted
editors or
people on the
double ma¬
quad. In these
jors, with
discussions, I
self-created
found a lot of
interdisci¬
kindred spir¬
plinary ma¬
its who are
jors close be¬
also searching
hind. Over
for some al¬
the past five
John Connors '99
ternative that
years
the
lets students
number of
study and get
self-decredit for the things we want to
signed interdisciplinary majors
learn about. The most commonly
(excluding such favorites as
mentioned alternative was the
biopsych, ACS, AAS, etc.) has
minor program.
doubled, according to officials
So, I decided to take a look
from the Registrar's office. What
out on the electronic quad, via
could explain this phenomenon?
It's the result of a desire to
sending a question out on e-mail.
study more than one subject and
Similar replies kept pouring back
get credit for both. The number of
in. Students are the ones who

By Keri Fox

"I want the option
of studying beyond
my field and
recieving credit
without having to
deal with the
pressures of double
majoring."

students graduating with a
double major has stayed constant.
Emphasis on the word "graduat¬
ing." There are a large number of
students who declare, or at least
seriously consider double major¬
ing but at the last minute to de¬
cide against it, because of the
stress. Double majoring requires
an enormous amount of course
work, not to mention the two the¬
ses. The option of a minor would
enable these students to focus on
more than one subject and still get
some sleep.
There are a number of stu¬
dents at Bates College who are al¬
ready taking a significant number
of courses in a subject outside
their major for the sheer pleasure
of it. This shows that the student
is not merely filling some arbi¬
trary requirement, but is actually
interested in what she is learning
and personal satisfaction and the
knowledge could probably be
useful to employers and graduate
schools.
The problem is, that no one
else realizes this. Sure, it shows
up on the transcript, but beyond
admission into grad school, the
transcript is not the modus
operandi for employers. The m.o.
for employers is the resume,
wherein a person tells about their
background and their educational
history. It is here that you say
what degree you have received,
"I've got a B.A." And what you
majored in, "I majored in Politi¬
cal Science." And finally, what
you minored in, "I minored in,
well, actually, i, uh, didn't mi¬
nor." The fact that you did not
minor is a contrast, and not a fa-

vorable one, with other appli¬
cants. Although this may seem
like a case of keeping up with the
Joneses, it really is a case of
equalitization. Having a minor
program puts Bates graduates on
a more level playing field with
other graduates from around the
country.
In an article in last year's
March 10 edition of The Bates Stu¬
dent, the point was made that a
combination of major and minor
program would take up at least
sixteen of a possible thirty two
courses and with the general edu¬
cation require¬
ments, a maxi¬
mum number
of
twelve
courses, there
is only room
for four ran¬
dom interest
courses.
Yet
won't those mi¬
nor, random
interest
and
general educa¬
tion
courses
will have a ten¬
dency to cross
over into the
minor
cat¬
egory? Also,
the EPC's sug¬
gestions
of
changes in degree requirements
has provides a viable alternative.
There would still be a minimum
of sixteen courses to get both a
major and a minor, but the num¬
ber of general education require¬
ments would be nine, three less
than what exists now. The grand

total is seven courses of random
interest, enough to satisfy most
people.
The adoption of a minor
program at Bates is logical course
to take. We already have concen¬
trations in nine subjects, although
these are only languages. We
have reached a time where the
usefulness of a minor outweighs
the problems. It also can not be
ignored that there are many stu¬
dents who want and support a
minor program. The EPC report
suggests that they "would like to
continue discussions about... of¬
fering mi¬
nors in all
fields."
There
needs to be
more than
discussion,
there
needs to be
action. On
Wednes¬
day, No¬
vember 1,
and Mon¬
day, No¬
vember 6,
from 7 8:30 p.m.,
the EPC is
meeting to
discuss all
of their proposed changes, in¬
cluding the minor program. I
urge all those in favor of a minor
program to take an active role in
the policy-making of Bates Col¬
lege. I urge all those in favor of a
minor program to show up ana
be counted.

Stress. I've got it,
you've got it....
Some of us even
play stress poker,
where the best hand
is the person who
has the most to do in
the least amount of
time.
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Don’t ban our beans
To the Editor:
Your September 22 article
"Ban the Bean! Starbucks coffee's
mean, mean, mean!" contains a
number of serious innacuracies,
including at least one very mis¬
leading false attribution. Con¬
trary to your article, the U.S./
Guatemala Labor Education
Project has never said or implied
that "Starbucks encourages its
growers to use dangerous pesti¬
cides, causing effects ranging
from painful rashes to birth de¬
fects and even death." Nor have
we ever said that Starbucks' pays
"its" workers under $2 a day for
picking 100 pounds of coffee.
Starbucks does not directly pay
the wages of any coffee pickers in
Guatemala and does not own any
plantations in Guatemala. Our
understanding is that in Guate¬
mala Starbucks buys coffee from
coffee export houses, some of
which buy from specific planta¬
tions where we have interviewed
workers. We do have documen¬
tations of workers being paid less
than the legal minimum wage,
currently approximately $2.50 per
day, on some plantations from
which Starbucks buys.

Because of the generally poor
conditions facing coffee workers
in Guatemala, we began a
grassroots campaign last year
urging Starbucks to adopt a code
of conduct ensuring that workers
on plantations from which they
buy are accorded certain basic
rights and necessities. On Feb.15,
1995 Starbucks announced that
they would adopt a code of con¬
duct, ai which point we sus¬
pended our campaign. Since
then, Starbucks has been develop¬
ing a "framework for a code of
conduct" which will hopefully
address some of the most urgent
needs and basic rights of coffee
workers. We have been support¬
ive of Starbucks' efforts in this
period. Starbucks has said that
they will release their "frame¬
work" sometime in October. We
hope that Starbucks' code will be
the beginning of improvements in
the living and working conditions
of coffee workers on plantations
which sell to international coffee
retailers like Starbucks.
Sincerely,
Erich Hahn
Starbucks Campaign Coordinator
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Vermont poet mixes patter and passion Issues of academia spark
the stage in Black Box

If Romantic guru William
Wordsworth could produce a se¬
ries of "conversation poems", an
evening of John Engels' poetry
could simply be described as con¬
versational.
Offhandedly, almost inci¬
dentally, Engels— a Vermont
resident who has been publishing
poems for close to forty years—
slipped into his October 26th
reading at Bates with the de¬
tached yet engaging air of an ex¬
pert cocktail party chit-chatter.
Beginning with a collection of
short poems about the rediscov¬
ery of his high school year book

Nomenclature,
literal, metaphoric,
and characteristic,
is his key to the
world of muskrats,
apple trees, and (his
love) fishing.
where,
Engels prefaced, he
"confronted] photos of all the
girls 1 went out with and all the
guys who beat me up for going
out with the girls I went out
with." The poet, without percep¬
tible change in tone of voice,
eased from preamble to poems
themselves, nonchalantly, collo¬
quially, in his unruffled,

by AliceReagan
From the first line, "Outside,
please," to the last "asking... ask¬
ing... asking", "Open Admis¬
sions" by Shirley Lauro is a
breathless glimpse of race and
class relations at a city college.
This minimally staged produc-

Poet John Engels shares wisdom of fishing and other passions with
Bates community._Alex Hahn photo.
untheatrical, and, consequently,
and physical discovery, for him¬
slightly disarming manner.
self, via Adam's first exposure to
However Engels quickly dis¬
Eve:
pelled any notion that he would
be detailing a glorified version of
I touch you with my hands
his life as a high school pickup
that are hands. Later
artist. His poems, mostly selec¬
the dust will not forget
tions from his 1993 anthology
what it has loved.
"Walking to Cootehill," best
present him as a sort of amateur,
According to Engels, every¬
though serious, naturalist. No¬
thing has its own naming process,
menclature, literal, metaphoric,
differentiating and delineating
and characteristic, is his key to the
for itself, within its own niche. It
world of muskrats, apple trees,
is Engels' role to articulate that
and (his love) fishing. In "Little
naming process (and not so much
Beaver" Engels advised that
the name itself) as he did in clos¬
"...the name you give a thing
ing out the charming "Muskrat":
makes all the difference in the
world" while in a heartfelt
...He dived
"Adam's Awakening" (one of a
into the thickening muds if the
series of poems about Eden — "I
lake,
felt I'd been cheated ... badly.
[The Fall] wasn't my fault"), he
Continued on Page 26
conveyed the concept of naming,

"Open Admissions"
by Shirley Lauro is
a breathless glimpse
of race and class
relations at a city
_college._
tion is directed by theater depart¬
ment chair Paul Kuritz and is an
independent study project for its
two actors.
It's impossible not to watch
Susanne Bines '98 as a streetwise
teenager seeking to better herself
through education. The play cen¬
ters around young Alice
Stockwell (Bines), a student de¬
manding that her professor tell
her why she does not receive any
other grade besides a "B" in her
speech communications class.
Bines is a firecracker from her first
entrance and doesn't let up. In an
intimate setting such as the Black
Box, details count: Bines uses her
expressive eyes to display frustra¬
tion, anger, and fear. Even when

she is silent and withdrawn, a
constantly tapping foot reminds
the audience that there is fury
seething beneath the surface of
this young woman.
Jason Pringle '98, is solid as
Calvin Jefferson, an overqualified
teacher who almost doesn't have
time for this student. Pringle
shows the audience a man who is
a victim of the city college system
that overworks its professors
while pushing students through
without really teaching them. He
is at first calm and mature, a clear
opposite of his fiery student. Fi¬
nally, he too is caught up in the
unfairness of his own situation
and matches Stockwell's rage.

Equally frustrated,
the two are caught
in a system that
does not allow either
of them to reach
their potential.
Equally frustrated, the two are
caught in a system that does not
allow either of them to reach their
potential. Unfortunately, the cli¬
max of the play comes too fast
and leaves the actors simply yellContinued on Page 26

One independent, one big-time: they’re drawing fans just the same
by Jon Wyman
It's funny that the
two CDs that haven't
left my CD player in
the past few weeks
come from the oppo¬
site extremes of the
music industry. One
is a major label, lush,
semi-big-budget stu¬
dio production, the
other an independent,
homegrown release.
One disc features mu¬
sic industry moguls,
while the other band
personally calls radio
stations to thank them
for playing their disc.
In both cases, how¬
ever, it seems that neither of these
discs have anything to do with
"being a rock star."
About a month ago, I tripped
across a disc at WRBC by a band
called The Extinct, Ouch. With
about 100 discs coming into the
radio station every week, it's
pretty unlikely that I get to give a
good hard listen to everything. I
had not read about this record in
any trade magazine, and no one
was calling me offering the sta¬
tion free tickets or t-shirts or trips
to Disneyworld for playing the

disc. But I played it anyway. In
my humble opinion, this was the
find of the year.
The Extinct is a band out of
California. Who do they sound
like? Damned if I know. It's one
of those things where the sound is
so simple, straightforward, and
fun to listen to that its almost un¬
precedented. At the heart of The
Extinct's sound are the hooks and
the attention paid to structure,
not unlike a singer-songwriter,
but at the same time they have all
of the energy of kick-ass rock 'n'

roll. Their songs
/A
can go from sub¬
lime to furious at
"
the drop of a hat,
with lyrics to
match their musi¬
cal dynamics, as
the tune "Do You
«
Think Of Me" and
k
"Midnight Con*
gregation" aptly f
display.
The band's in¬
strumentation is
fgi*
not out of the or*
dinary, but ap¬
plied somewhat
unusually. First
off, Dave Will¬
iams does not try
to be a guitar hero. In¬
stead, his guitar swirls and
chimes, and when he takes "cen¬
ter stage," it's not with a blister¬
ing solo, but with a ridiculously
catchy riff, like the opening of
"Up Here." Add in a little organ,
some intricate, but not standoff¬
ish bass by Mike Boito, some
awesome horn work by Natalie
Wattre (who also shares vocals
with Jennifer DaRe) and power¬
house drumming by Carol Es,
and give it just enough produc¬
tion to be professional and acces¬
sible without sounding glossy. It

is hard for me to believe that these
guys haven't been snatched up by
a major label.
On the other end of the spec¬
trum is Garbage and their selftitled debut album. The band is
the brain child of top notch studio
producer Butch Vig (Soul Asy¬
lum, Nirvana), along with pro¬
ducers Duke Erikson and Steve
Marker, who decided to get out
from behind the console for a
little while and play their instru¬
ments again. They recruited siren
Shirley Manson for vocals, pro¬
grammed up some drum ma¬

chines
and
some
samples (hey, they're
producers, after all...)
and put out a twelve
song disc of audio cyber¬
sex. Big, fat, fuzzy gui¬
tars and hypnotic drum
loops accompany vocals
like "You can always
pull out if you like it too
much," or "Hey, boy,
take a look at me... let me
dirty up your mind."
Even when the song sub¬
jects aren't as blatantly
sexual as "Supervixen"
or "Queer," Manson's
seductive yet aggressive
vocal style and the infec¬
tious, trippy grooves be¬
hind her are just as enticing.
Check out the absolutely intoxi¬
cating ping-pong guitar in "Vow"
or the techno-like trance of "As
Heaven is Wide." Butch and his
boys also throw some sampled
loops behind the songs, most no¬
tably the Clash sample on "Stupid
Girl." (Incidentally, I swear I hear
a U2 sample on the same song,
though it is not credited any¬
where...) It is this, along with the

Continued on Page 26
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Spirited local band, Harpoon, to hit Moulton House
by Wyatt Wartels
With young talents like
Percy Hill and Strangefolk con¬
tinuing to gain prominence and
celebrity, the number of bands
making it big out of New En¬
gland continues to grow. And
now, with the emergence of spir¬
ited Harpoon, it seems as if the
list of noteworthy local talent
will only continue to expand.
Based around singer/
songwriter/rhythm guitarist
Sean Holland, Harpoon is will¬
ing and ready to rise. Holland is
joined by the powerfully driving
guitar of Scott Howe, the bone¬
shaking drumming of Andy
Herrick, and the steady bass of
Andrew Lanoie. Together, the
four musicians blend a fine mix¬
ture of raw talent, energy and
power. It is difficult to find a
weak link to this band, and per¬
haps even more difficult to char¬
acterize them; original rock is an
honest attempt, and perhaps best
sums up this dynamic group.
I first saw Harpoon play last
winter. They were opening up
for Ohio's renowned Ekoostik
Hookah, a major gig for them at
the time. Due to circumstances
beyond their control, Harpoon
arrived in Portland minus a bass
player but, rather than canceling,
the remaining trio went on-stage
acoustic, and played a set so im¬
pressive one might have thought
this was their usual setup. A sec¬

"New Hampshire's Ferocious
Qumbo of Live Music"
ond viewing proved Harpoon to
be even more impressive. The ad¬
ditions of electricity and bass en¬
abled them to explore and ex¬
pand.
In April 1995, Harpoon re¬
leased their first album, Crawl.
Although many bands are con¬
stricted by studio performance,
Harpoon was able to produce a
satisfying listen, even to the most
critical ear. The nine-track album
gives listeners over an hour of

music. Songs like 'Toad" and
"Let it Go" are fun, high paced
expressions. While the recorded
format does not allow much room
for jamming, there are many fine
solos by Howe. Additionally, the
listener can get a real feel for
Holland's honest lyrics. Perhaps
Crawl is not the best representa¬
tion of Harpoon, but is a solid stu¬
dio effort. Recorded in less than a
week, it demonstrates the capa¬
bilities of these musicians.

Still, sessions are sessions
and a far cry from live perfor¬
mance. Insisted Lanoie: "We
sound a lot different on stage"
where you can feel Harpoon's
energy. While the band is quite
adept at improvisation, they tend
to stay within the structure of the
song.
At the same time, each
player is an individual, demon¬
strating completely different mu¬
sical influences. "We are song
oriented," explained Lanoie. This
is not to say that every song
sounds the same, just that there
isn't much looseness. There
songs are well arranged, and are
played accordingly. All improvi¬
sation is done within the struc¬
ture of the song. Harpoon is a
true celebration of music. The
band brings a lot of emotion to
the stage and they share it with
their audiences. They are defi¬
nitely in it for the fun, as well the
expression.
If Harpoon's name sounds
familiar, it could be because it
has been plastered all over the
campus for the last week. To¬
night, November the 3rd, Har¬
poon will perform at the
Moulton House Semi-Normal.
According to Moulton President
Pat FitzGerald '97, "We wanted
to get a solid band on this cam¬
pus- we haven't seen many this
year. Harpoon has traveled all
over the country... They are awe¬
some... People will have fun and
enjoy them, I do believe."

With the anticipation of elections in the air; many Lewiston/Aubum residents have chosen to display their political, social, and
moral beliefs concerning No. 1 by placing pickets in their front
yards.
The stop sign used by Concerned Maine Families as a visual
guide to the idea of stopping special rights, catches the eyes of many
as they stroll down the sidewalk, ( could this possible be because it
is the law to pay attention to traffic signs?) The green of Vote No on
discrimination not only resides in front lawns, but is stuck to cars,
and tines buildings in the form of billboards. There seems to be
pride behind the owners of both of these pickets, at least enough to
make a public statement about.
Jenkins is displayed in bright yellow and usually stands alone,
not coupled with a statement about No. L, One picket per yard may
be enough, but more and more will be popping up, colorfully litter¬
ing lawns, as election day moves closer.

NOonl
MAINE WOtfT DISCRIMINATE

SPECIAL
RIGHTS

Rock the vote. Rock the cradle of love. Rock on.

Brutal, grusome
killings to Yams
Halloween tunes
by Wyatt Wartels

Some people walked out im¬
mediately, some remained. A few
people were utterly horrified to
the point of vomit, others
couldn't get enough. No, 1 am not
reviewing a Commons luncheon,
I am talking about the recent per¬
formance of the Port land-based
Thought Christ Had Yams. Dif¬
ferent from their regular perfor¬
mances, the outfit gave Bates Col¬
lege a "sound illustration" to
Conan Lecilaire's 1974 cult
shockumentary
"Faces
Of
Death."
Thought Christ Had Yams,
comprised of percussionist Chris
Mailhot, guitarist Walter Craven,

While vivid, actual
images of death
were shown,
Thought Christ Had
Yams banged,
railed, screeched,
and screamed.
bassist Edwin Peter, and vocalist
Vincent Myrand, were joined for
this special event by trumpeter
Andrew Cyr '96 and guitarist
Steve Maclean.
They seemed quite excited
about the performance. Accord¬
ing to Myrand, "We wanted to
make something beautiful out of
the ugly." If you haven't seen the
film, ugly is an enormous under¬
statement.
While vivid, actual images of
death were shown. Thought
Christ Had Yams banged, railed,
screeched, and screamed. The
music, despite a lack of melody
and traditional structure, was fit¬
ting.
There is nothing pleasant
about this film; the music accom¬
panied it quite well. "Yes, the
music was disturbing, but in a
way it worked," felt Mike Leahy
'97. "At one point, as the killing
got more gruesome, and the mu¬
sic more chaotic, I thought some¬
one was going to come in with a
machine gun and blow us all
away-1 was really scared."
Look for more performances
by Thought Christ Had Yams in
the future. As Myrand noted,
their music stretches in many di¬
rections. The "sound illustration"
was only a hint at what this ex¬
perimental group can achieve.
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AND

MANIPULATION

NEEDED

The new and improved

CON “

Congratulations 20-29 year olds!!!

,

We're over 36 million strong, and boy are we ever a target audience for advertisers.
SMOKE MARLBOROS <IF YER HARDCORE) OR CAMELS (iF YER INTO JOE CAMEL).

A FORUM

CONCERNS

We, as Gen-Xers,

We WEAR LEVIS, DRIVE SaTURNS, WATCH

’’Friends’’ (if yer into Courtney Cox), buy our furniture from Ikea, remember who Martha Quinn is, and I’ll tell you
WHAT" IT’S NO ACCIDENT.

TO VENT THEIR

generation

.

ADVERTISERS HAVE A BIG FAT BULLS’EYE ON THE 20-SOMETHINGS, AND THE NEXT THING WE’LL BE

FACED WITH IS A SPECIAL SUPER-DUPER, NEW AND IMPROVED, HYPER-COOL, CYBER-AWESOME, LAUNDRY DETERGENT JUST FOR THE
Woodstock '94 generation.

Will you

buy

it?...

read

on

That’s right folks, our own laundry detergent.
SOFTENER.

AND

FIND

OUT WHAT YOUR

But rr’s not just detergent... rr’s detergent PLUS fabric

(Ah YES, YOU ARE EXCITED BUT IS IT COOL ENOUGH FOR US - I MEAN, DOES IT SMELL UKE TEEN SPIRIT?) The

Proctor and Gamble Company, according to Stewart Eluot’s October I 8 New York Times article “Submitted for

FEL¬

THE APPROVAL OF GeN'XeRS: A DETERGENT ALL THEIR OWN, ” IS REMAKING BOLD PLUS POWDER AND UOUO LAUNDRY DETERGENT
AND PLANS ON AIMING TT AT THE 20-SOMETHING GENERATION.

LOW Gen-Xers think .

Be PREPARED TO BE INUNDATED WTTH IMAGES OF THE SOILED

CLOTHES OF OUR PEERS IN MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENTS, ON T.V COMMERCIALS. AND EVEN ON HIP POSTERS.
SEEN ONE OF THE ADS ALREADY.

YOU KNOW, THE ONE OF THE MUD CHC FROM WOODSTOCK '94?

YOU MIGHT HAVE

She’S GROOVING IN THE

SUME, ALL CAUGHT UP IN THE MOMENT, AND ABSOLUTELY FILTHY. THE CAPTION READS: “YOU SURVIVED... BUT DID YOUR CLOTHES?”
Does this mean the official death of grunge?

It's uke love , dropped

Really, I’m sou. mourning Kurt’s death, and here comes bio

BUSINESS TRYING TO CONVINCE ME TO WASH MY CLOTHES?

PRETTY SOON THERE WILL BE Gen X-SPECIFIC SHAMPOO.

CATIONS of the Bold Plus marketing scheme have yet to be realized.

DOWN

PROM

AND

"THE

JUST

FOR

When I first saw the ads, I was excited,
WAITING FOR.

THE DAY I'D DREAMED OF.

Brother’s way of teluno Gen X to clean up ns act, or what?

STARS ...

THE IMPLI¬

But it seems so subversive... Is this Big
-Amanda Barney

ME

fr was the moment I’d been

THE UOUIO I'D LUSTED AFTER. SILENTLY,

IN MY PRIVATE THOUGHTS. NEVER TELLING ANYONE. EXCEPT FOR MY GUITAR. WHICH
DOESN'T PLAY ON KEY. ANYWAY.

It WAS HERE:

BOLD PLUS, THE LAUNDRY DCTER-

GENT THAT GOES WHERE NO SOAP HAS GONE BEFORE,

fr WAS HERE: THE DETERGENT

of Generation X.

You SEE. I HAD BEEN WATTING FOR JUST SUCH A DETERGENT TO ARRIVE.
TEEN YEARS IN FACT.

ON THE FRONT PORCH.

WEARMO A KIMONO.

NINE¬

HOLDING A FISH-

MO ROO.

But

There were those others out there, of course. There always are.
THE PRESENCE OF THE MOON NEVER MADE ME WANT TO LEAVE EARTH.

The others looked dog-eared and tired, uke a can of beer in the morn-

mo.

They came across as being for the very old, or very young, or the

MMDOLE-AOED, OR THE LUPINE.

THEY CAME ACROSS AS BEING MADE FOR SOMEONE

THAT WEARS BOW TIES. OR MOHAIR SWEATERS, OR HIGH HEELS, OR FELT HATS.

As

AN EVOLVING CORPORATE MARKET, I HAD A BATHOSIAN SENSE THAT DETERGENTS UKE
Toe, Surf, Palmolne and their ilk didn’t speak to me, never called, and
GENERALLY THOUGHT THEY WERE TOO GOOD FOR MY KIND.
Okay.

I admit rr.

I haven’t done laundry for at least three years.

THE SOCKS REALLY DO NEED A WASH.

WASN'T UKE I THOUGHT ONE DAY THE WORLD NEEDS MORE E. COU.
Maybe I was just waiting for the right brand.
Ryan in Sleepless in Seattle.

And

BUT IT WASN’T ANYTHING INTENTIONAL.

It

I DON’T KNOW.

You know, kind of uke Meg

Only I hate listening to the radio.

And I hate

sentimental love stories.
My brand had to be courageous,

fr had to be one with a hip, 90's

approach, one that embraced cult sensibilities uke Woodstock II, music with¬
out MOTIVE, HARMONIES WTTHOUT HOPE, FESTIVITIES WITHOUT THEME, COMMUNITY

Trent R eznor

depends

on it, so can you

THROUGH COMMERCIALISM- A WORLD WHERE YOU COULD BATHE IN THE MUD, THEN WALK
PLUS.

Due to Gen-X’s Serious Font,

The

I FEAR THAT MANY OF MY JOKES AREN'T

Bold can remove the stains made by

NIGHT. ”

SOAPSPERSON FOR A GENERATION. The ESSENCE OF EXISTENCE. THE IDEAL FOR THE

AS FUNNY NOW.

OUR GENERATION BETTER THAN THE OTHER

Bold comes crashing through the

IDYLLIC UFE.

MUCH FUNNIER IN TlMES OR COURIER.

LEADING BRANDS.

LAUNDRY-ROOM WALL, HANDS ON IT5

INTO THE OFFICE CLEAN THE NEXT DAY.
And so,

My BRAND HAD TO BE TOUGH.

BOLD.

like rain after forty years of drought, tt came.

In DECORATIVE POLYPROPYLENE BOTTLES.

YOU CAN IMAGINE MY DISAPPOINTMENT WHEN I FOUND OUT THAT ALL TT DID WAS
WASH CLOTHES.

OBVIOUSLY, THE GENERAL MANAGERS AT PROCTER AND GAMBLE HAD

I APOLOGIZE.

I’M

LAUNDRY, MISTER.

I THINK A LAUNDRY DETERGENT

But the ad campaign needs an

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ME IS A GOD¬

ENDORSEMENT.

GROSSLY MISINTERPRETED THEIR MARKET. As IF ANYONE OUR AGE REALLY CARES ABOUT

SEND.

A LITTLE DIRT.

SPEAKS TO MY GENERATION.

I HAVE A USE FOR DETERGENT, BUT THAT USE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH VELVET,
BURLAP, OR ANY OTHER FABRIC.
OUT THEY’RE CLEAN AGAIN.

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT IF YOU TURN CLOTHES INSIDE

BEUEVE ME, I'VE DONE IT MANY TIMES.

Satisfactory clothes, though, doesn’t mean that there’s no rooms in
OUR UFE FOR DETERGENT.
COME TO GOOD USE FOR.

I CAN THINK OF MANY THINGS A CLEANSING AGENT WOULD

A LAUNDRY DETERGENT THAT

UNDOUBTEDLY, NEW

NlRVANA, FOR EXAMPLE,

THAT OUT BEFORE MY BIG CONCERT TO¬
And then a huge box of

HIPS, CHEST OUT, AND ZAPS THE STAIN
WTTH ns MAGIC BOLD POWER. THE STAIN

OR maybe Green Day, or (rock on!)

VANISHES IN A TWINKLE!

A LAUN¬

Nine Inch Nails — “After a hard

WTTH HAZY CONCERT FOOTAGE IN WHICH

DRY DETERGENT THAT KNOWS OUR PROB¬

DAY OF SCREAMING ABOUT HATRED AND

THE SUPERHUMAN BOLD BOX JOINS NIN

LEMS (THE AO CAMPAIGN IS "BASED ON

FEAR AND APATHY WHILE FLAGELLATING

ON

A SOUD UNDERSTANDING OF. .. YOUNGER

HIS KEYBOARDIST, WHAT LAUNDRY DETER¬

Trent’s microphone stand to “Mr.

CONSUMERS,”

GENT does Trent Reznor rely on to

Self-Destruct,” this ad’s uncanny

REMOVE HIS TOUGHEST STAINS?"

appeal to our generation is no acci¬

CLAIMS

PrOCTOR

&

Gamble spokeswoman M.C. Mont¬

STAGE

AND

GETS

CONCLUDING

BEATEN

WITH

The ROOM I LIVE IN, THE ACCOUNTANTS I ENCOUNTER, THE

gomery), AND CAN HELP US THROUGH

And we cut to Trent Reznor at

UTTER LEFT IN THE LAKES, THE RESURGENCE OF DISCO, THE WEATHER IN MAINE, THE

THIS AGE OF DISSATISFACTION AND INDE¬

HOME IN HIS APRON, SHAKING HIS HEAD

Based on their solid under¬

price of Mountain Dew, the holes in my shoes, the existence of television,

CISION.

Have a Ph.D and work in a

WHILE DUMPING THE CONTENTS OF HIS

standing of younger consumers,

Idaho’s congressional delegation, the natural sciences requirement . . . And

TOLLBOOTH? SPEND YOUR DAY IN FRONT

HAMPER INTO THE WASHING MACHINE"

Proctor and Gamble now deliver

much more.

OF THE TELEVISION AND YOUR NIGHT BE¬

"Oh my gosh!

WHAT WE LIKE AND WHAT WE NEED IN A

HIND THE CASH REGISTER?

My new black leather pullover, ru¬

LAUNDRY DETERGENT.

ined!

time.

Back to the lab boys.

You SEE, MY CLOTHES ARE DOING JUST FINE, THANK YOU.
UFE THAT NEEDS CLEANING UP.

h"’s THE REST OF MY

-JEREMY BRENINGSTALL

WELL HAVE

I GOT JUST THE THING FOR YOUR DIRTY

Look at this stain.

No LAUNDRY DETERGENT CAN GET

dent.

And IT'S ABOUT
-Steve Young
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What do you think Hawthorne had in mind? Take this test and see how Demi measures up.
by Kara Peters
O.K., class, take out your
pencils and your blue-books and
we'll start the exam. You have
one hour and your choice of three
questions. 1) In a thorough and
well-organized essay, discuss the
central imagery of... the hot-tub.
2) Explain the symbolic signifi¬
cance of the red bird. 3) What do
you think are the advantages to
consummating one's passion atop
a pile of grain in the barn as op¬
posed to the more conventional
bed method? Did you agree with
this choice? Why or why not? Bo¬
nus question: How do you think
Hester Prynne got such a clean,
close shave on those supple and
well-toned legs of hers? Was it a
Gillette Sensor for Women or do
you think, being such a modern
and savvy lady, she trotted down
to the local candle-maker's for a
more time-efficient waxing? Or,
is she such an unparalleled Sex
Goddess that hair just doesn't
grow on her legs?"
What? Doesn't sound famil¬
iar? Could it be that you didn't
do your homework? Fortunately
for you, we are not discussing
Nathaniel Hawthorne's great
American masterpiece, The Scar¬
let Letter but Roland Joffe's
"freely adapted" film version. If
you have any ardent feelings of
love for the original (I think that I
was the only one in my eleventh
grade English class that stood on
the scaffold for that transgres¬
sion), I strongly urge you to sup¬
press that sinful curiosity and
stay away!
The butt of much recent criti¬
cism, Joffe's The Scarlet Letter,
starring Demi Moore as Hester
Prynne, Gary Oldman as The
Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale,

Hester Prynne (Demi Moore) and Arthur Dimmesdale (Gary Oldman)
go for a little roll in the hay.
and
Robert
Duvall
as
Chillingworth, certainly creates
an interesting movie spectacle, if
little else. Although we sadly no
longer possess the right to expect
film adaptations of classic novels
to stay true to their sources, The
Scarlet Letter manages to miss
the mark entirely- that mark be¬
ing a big, red 'A,' until now an
embodiment of sin, guilt and
shame.
In Joffe's decidedly 1990's re¬
working of the 1850 novel, neither
Hester nor Dimmesdale are the
contrite, self-flagellating sinners
of Hawthorne's imagination.
When Hester makes the early, se¬
ductive declaration that,"I'm not
all counter-panes and coverlets,"
and Dimmesdale similarly re¬
marks, "No man should take eas¬
ily to the bridle and bit," they
mean business. Both Ms. Prynne
and her partner in crime are por¬
trayed as the sole voices of feeling
amidst a throng of nasty, re¬
pressed puritans. Hester first
spies Dimmesdale swimming in

the buff in a stream near her
house. After he attempts to help
her with a broken wheel on her
cart, the two set out on a hot and
heavy horse-race to church,
where Hester, surprised to find
that Dimmesdale is the minister,
praises him for the passion in his
sermon. The couple's sensuous
writhing among the piles of oats
and barley in Hester's bam brings
the expected outcome, and unlike
the feeble
and
cowardly
Dimmesdale of the novel,
Oldman's rendition of the good
minister begs Hester to let him
confess his part in the sin. In
Demi Moore's husky voice,
Hester staunchly asserts,"We
have done nothing wrong...it is
not a badge of my shame, but
their own!" Dimmesdale ulti¬
mately divulges his secret, and
the happy family rides off into a
puritan sunset, in search of "a
new world" ("There's a place for
us..."), kissing passionately as the
shocked colonists gaze on.
In addition to the drastic plot

revisions, the movie also employs
a lot of heavy-handed symbolism
to drive home its overly simplistic
message that repression is a bad
thing and that Hester was a revo¬
lutionary puritan woman, hap¬
pily in touch with her own sexu¬
ality. A red bird (red for passion,
bird for freedom) follows Hester
throughout the movie, first lead¬
ing her into the misty, Edenic
woods where she first sees
Dimmesdale and crowns her
head with a wreath of flowers in a
deliberate evocation of Eve. This
same bird flits above Hester's
mute, black slave girl, Mituba,
who, after secretly watching
Hester and Dimmesdale rolling in
the hay, auto-erotically stimulates
herself in the bathtub. Hester had
earlier foreshadowed this inci¬
dent when she reproached the
hydrophobic Mituba with the af¬
firmation that, "Tis only a bathing
tub, not a tool of Satan!"
An Indian rebellion forms
the backdrop of Joffe's story, and
Indian rage and Puritan fear are
clearly juxtaposed with one an¬
other, most pointedly in the fig¬
ure of Roger Chillingworth,
Hester's husband, who, after hav¬
ing been captured by the Indians,
turns slightly wacko. We are
never certain as to whether his
maniacal derangement is a result
of his corruption by the "savages"
or by his naturally evil pilgrim
hypocrisy. In the final attack of
the movie, Dimmesdale releases a
crowd of captured Indians, with
the assurance, "You are free! Go
back to the forest!" Like Hester
and Dimmesdale, the Indians are
made to represent a primitive, yet
noble and transcendent passion, a
free expression of feeling that
serves a higher calling than the
man-made laws of the puritans.

Paradoxically, in an attempt to
debunk what it implicitly deems
as antiquated values, the movie
actually succeeds in presenting a
strikingly old-fashioned and de¬
meaning portrait of Native
Americans.
To give it some credit, Joffe's
The Scarlet Letter is entertaining,
and because it was filmed in
Nova Scotia, the scenery is bril¬
liant and lush.
Duvall and
Oldman give captivating perfor¬
mances, and it is refreshing to see
Demi Moore in the role of a
strong woman. Yet her sexuality
is still primary, which was not
Hawthorne's intent. Anyone
who read the book in high school
(and was given the requisite vo¬
cabulary list that accompanied it)
is aware of the fact that one of the
most commonly used words in
the novel is 'ignominy.' Al¬
though it is set in puritan Massa¬
chusetts, Hawthorne's "The Scar¬
let Letter" is firmly entrenched in
nineteenth century Romantic sen¬
sibility. The psychological pro¬
cesses invoked in the exploration
of right and wrong, the super¬
natural effects of shame and guilt
— these elements are lost in the
cinematic version. Whether or
not puritan society was mean and
repressive is not the issue; Hester
and Dimmesdale thought that
they had sinned, and they were
deeply sorry. As they ride away
in the screen version to
Dimmesdale's cry of "I'll not stay
here to be tamed by them!", little
Pearl drops her mother's scarlet
letter on the ground where it is
trampled by passing horses.
In choosing to convey a liber¬
ated, expressive 1990's sensibility
rather than one of Hawthorne's
era, Joffe does his own trampling
of The Scarlet Letter.

A special Letter to the Editor: Demi talks back (As interpreted by Jeremy Breningstall)
Dear Editor,
I would just like to write this
letter concerning a few of the re¬
cent allegations concerning my
participation in The Scarlet Letter.
In particular, that contained
within the recent review by rov¬
ing correspondent Kara Peters.
While Peters' assessment has
been generally more favorable
than the media at large, she, like
the rest of those picky reporters

Demi takes a moment to collect
her thoughts.
with bad tastes in shaving mecha¬
nisms, fails to understand the de¬
gree of my true talent. This letter
should set the record straight.
As opposed to Gary Oldman,
who mistakes a pale, nervous
clergyman for a cocky horseriding stud, and Robert Duvall,
who runs around chopping hair
and howling at the wind, but
doesn't have any real depth, I, as
Hester Prynne, have true finesse.

Hawthorne's original doesn't
even come close.
The original Prynne was a
sulky little tool content to run
around sewing lace, raising her
kid, and providing for the poor.
In other words, she was socially
useless! It wasn't her fault, Nat
did it to her, but you have to ad¬
mit she needed a little help.
That's where I came in.
While most stars of my
league are content to sit back and
take the ten million dollars for
their latest boob job, I actually
took part in the creative process.
Did you see me in that movie?
Boy, did I tell those men off.
True, it did look kind of silly
that Mr. Macho, my neck-risking,
world-saving loverman became
impotent when it came anything
tougher than skinny dipping in
my backyard or quoting scripture
(for example: confessing so I
wouldn't have to give birth in a
filthy prison), but that's just the
way men are. They don't speak
directly to God like I do. God
made my husband disappear so
myself and Art could be together,
and then when he made my hus¬
band reappear, that was also so
myself and Art could be together.
In the first half of the movie,
I create drama by quoting the
Scriptures, insulting the Scrip¬
tures, quoting them again, but

mostly just shooting my mouth
off and otherwise acting like the
tough woman I am. As if Winona
Ryder could have done half that
job!
Yeah, the excitement of the
first thirty minutes leaves nothing
for the next two-and-a-half hours
or so, so the movie just spun and
reeled like the director was on
LSD. Deal. Life is full of ups and
downs. Besides, the trees are
pretty.
Hawthorne tried to make his
Letter into some sort of moral
tale. Well, everyone knows I have
none, and besides, morals are
overrated, anyway. The strength
of my portrayal is that rather than
contrasting a noble woman who
falls prey to temptation with the
hypocrisy of Puritanism and the
torment of Dimmesdale's inner
guilt, I make things much more
simple, for a simple-minded au¬
dience. Life is either an all-out
love fest, or witch burning. It has
to be one or the other, and God
doesn't believe in witches. I
know, he talks to me. And be¬
sides, no one reads books any¬
more. Except for my Hester and
her loverboy. Did you see that
part? We were quoting, who was
it, Milton, Filton, uhh . . .
Anyways, we was knowledge¬
able folks.
Those Puritans were so silly!

If they'd only have worn flowers
in their hair and held consciousraising sessions, maybe they
wouldn't have gone extinct.
Same for the dinosaurs.
This movie, even if all the
other actors in it and the director
were pathetic, should be an icon
for all, especially dead novelists.
We empowered women, we em¬
powered minorities (true, they
spent a lot of the movie as either
sexual objects or objects of aggres¬
sion, but hey, in a relative world
any role is good), and we freed

book-learning from the outdated
constraints of narrative, charac¬
ters and plot development.
Most of all, though, we just
had all out fun. Those Puritans
needed to know what it was like
to have a good time.
Well, anyway, I have to get
going.
I'm looking at
Masterplots.
I hear there's this book about
a woman who gives birth to a
carpenter and ...
Love,
Demi
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Friday, November 3
■ T.G.I.F. Series- David Wood,
Affiliated Religious Counselor,
will speak on "The American
Religios Perspective". 4:15 p.m.
in Muskie Archives.
■ Multicultural Newsletter
Publication- Open meeting at
4:15 p.m. in the Multiculrual
Center to find out more about
this bimonthly publication for
cross-cultural events, experi¬
ences, and dialogue.
■
TheaterWilliam
Shakespeare's “A Midsummer
Night's Dream" will be per¬
formed Fri. and Sat. nights at 8
p.m. and Sun. afternoon at 2
p.m. in Schaffer Theatre. Tick¬
ets are $6 for the public and $3
for students and senior citizens
■ Author- Poro Thomas, the
author of "Down these mean
streets," will give a lecture on
growing up in East Harlem and
being Afro-Borinca. Muskie Ar¬
chives at 730 p.m.
■ Concert- The College Orches¬
tra will perform Fri. and Sat.
nights at 8 p.m. in the Olin Con¬
cert Hall.
■ Concert- The Freewill Folk
Society
presents
Dana
Robinson with Mark Erelli.

A break from “the corporate

Dead pigs and Halley’s comet,

slop... of commercial radio”

the material of good poems

Continued from Page 22
sonic intricacy that is all over this
record, that really lets you know
that this was a producer's record.
Two great records and not a
good, old fashioned rock star in
sight. Brilliant producers, and ac¬
complished, honest, working mu¬
sicians, but no rock idols. How
can this be? Perhaps The Extinct
can lend a little insight, from the
song 'Timeless:" "I could never
be a rock star cause 1 think I think
too much." Don't dismiss these
records as ostentatious, "thinking

■ On Thursday November 9th, a
panel of prominent newspaper
editors from around the country
will convene at Colby College in
Waterville, Maine. The topic be¬
ing discussed will be 'The Media
and the Internet." The event will
start at 11 a.m. in the Colby Stu¬
dent Union. The public is invited
and admission in free.

■ "All the Timing" by David
Ives will be showing at the Pub¬
lic Theatre on November
3,4,5,9,10,11,12 at 8 p.m. Thurs.Sat. and 2 p.m. on Sun. $12.50
adults, $10 students and senior.
■ 'The Yellow Wallpaper" by
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, will
be playing at the Oak Street The¬
atre in Portland until November
5th. Performances are Thurs.Sat. at 8 p.m. and Sun. at 2 p.m.

Saturday, November 4
■ Movies- The Star Wars Tril¬
ogy will be playing in the Ben
Mays Center, for free. Star
Wars starts at 7 p.m., Empire
Strikes Back begins at 930 p.m.,
and Return of the fedi will start
shortly after midnight.

Sunday, November 5
■ Concert- The Portland Com¬
munity Chorus, a 100-voice en¬
semble, will present "With
Love... PCC," a program fo¬
cused on the theme of love. The
group will feature the works of
Shearing, Kern, Gershwin and
Copland, and will also sing a
variety of ballads and other fa¬
miliar pieces. 3 p.m. in Olin
Concert Hall, free of charge.
■ Crafts Fair- Employees of
Bates College will exhibit and
sell handmade crafts from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. in Chase Lounge.

person's rock." This stuff is great
fun and is certainly a welcome
change from some of the corpo¬
rate slop that commercial radio
tends to throw on our auditory
plate. Think about it.
Author's note: You can probably
find Garbage in any record store,
but it might be a little harder to
find The Extinct. If you're favor¬
ite record store doesn't have it,
write to The Extinct, 249 North
Brand Blvd. Ste. #541, Glendale,
CA 91203 or write 'em at
JoExtinct@AOL.com.
It's defi¬
nitely worth the effort.

Panel Discussion at
Colby

Theatre

■ Band- Harpoon will play at
the Moulton House Semi-Formal. Chase Hall, $5.
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Bowdoin
■ The Goya exhibit will be at the
Bowdoin College Museum of Art
through November 12th.

Maine
^i
The Way Arts
Should Be
Portland Museum of
Art

■ On Saturday, November 4th,
families will use techniques of
the contemporary masters to
make photographs without a
camera. 10 a.m.-1 p.m. (10-noon
is free) Event will take place in
Great Hall and Galleries.
■ On Tuesday, November 7th
Ardis Cameron, Associate Pro¬
fessor of American and New En¬
gland Studies at the University of
Southern Maine, will discuss ur¬
ban and industrial architecture of
New England and Maine. Noon,
free, in the Auditorium.
■ On Thursday, November 9th,
Dozier Bell's exhibition of
photocollages will be juxtaposed
with Wesley McNair's poem
"My Brother Running" to show
the parallel themes in these two
distinct bodies of work. 7 p.m. in
the Perspectives Gallery. Free.

In 1910 when I was eight
mother took me from my bed and
out
into the yard and pointed and
there
over our house it shone, higher

Likewise, in the unassuming
reading of "The Planet" (as with
the yearbook poems, the intro¬
duction and the poem seemed to
merge), he saw "from over the
aura of Portland / bright Jupiter,
and just below/ the cold light of
Venus." This type of juxtaposi¬
tion (Jupiter and Portland, Maine
along side Venus) was typical of
Engels' selections.
While Engels' style of pre¬
sentation was, at its best, tonally
accessible and, not at its best,
vaguely aloof, it often helped him
maintain an underlying comic air
which was effective in poems like
"Dead Pig", which, Engels told
us, existed initially simply as a
vehicle to work in the poem's
title, overheard in a maxim years
earlier. ("I'm so bored I could

Show schedule for the week of November 3-9:

Fair Game R
1:00 3:10 5:20 7:40 10:00

Three Wishes PG
12:50 3:20 6:40

Powder PG13
12:00 2:30 4:50 7:20 9:50

Vampire in Brooklyn R
1:30 3:40 7:10 9:40

■ Coffee House- Sponsered by
the Women's Action Coalition
and the Environmental Coali¬
tion

Get Shorty R
12:10 2:20 4:30 6:50 9:00

The Scarlet Letter R
8:50

Tuesday, November 7

Now and Then PG13
12:20 2:40 4:40 7:00 9:30

American Quilt PG13
(no Saturday and Sunday 3:30)
12:30 3:30 7:50 10:10

Seven R
1:20 4:00 6:30 9:10

Big Green PG
(Saturday and Sunday only)
2:50 5:00

Adult ticket prices are $7.00 for evening shows and
$4.75 for shows starting prior to 6 p.m.

WALKING TO
COOTEHILL
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'Mm
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watch a dead pig in the rain.")
And ultimately, it provided the
contrast for the transition into
some enthusiastically read poems
about his passion, fishing.
In "Big Water," Engels' final
selection, he described with alac¬
rity an annual fishing trip taken
with his brother to Wisconsin
rapids where the reputation of
the pike far exceeded the com¬
bined cache of the two siblings (in
seven years, they never caught a
fish). But Engels read, "it was ex¬
citing just to know they were
there."
As a writer and as a reader,
John Engels is eager to know
what is out there, but is more ea¬
ger about certain things than
about others. He is a seasoned,
patient poet, whose conversa¬
tional air, sometimes allaying,
sometimes belying, set the tone
for a reading filled with decep¬
tively intricate, often intricately
observant poems, varyingly re¬
layed.

Flip-flopping of roles changes
focus of gripping, inciteful play
Continued from Page 22

Copy Cat R
1:10 3:50 6:35 9:20

■ Noonday Concert- Flutists
Ariel Cahn '96 and Lee
Humphreys will perform duets
by Cimarosa and others. 12301 p.m. in Olin Concert Hall.
■ Concert- Chick Correa, pia¬
nist, will perform at 8 p.m. in
the Olin Concert Hall.

Inherent in Engels' natural
preoccupation was his desire to
bring the preternatural and extra¬
terrestrial down to earth, some¬
times literally speaking. In 'The
Comet," one of his self-proclaimed "geezer poems", Engels
articulated an uncle's prominent
childhood recollection:

Now Showing
Auburn 10 Cinemas
Auburn Plaza, Center Street

JOHN ENGELS

and what remained, what I was
left to see,
was the floating scatter of cattails
and how the black field of the
lake
closed on his small, inexplicable
fire.

than the chestnuts.

Gold Diggers PG
12:40 3:00 5:10 7:30 9:35

Monday, November 6

Continued from Page 22

ing at each other for an uncom¬
fortably long time.
Stockwell's
"ghettoease"
contrasts nicely with Jefferson's
sophisticated and educated mode
of talking. The affected ways of
speaking managed to trip up the
actors only a few times.
Interestingly, the two actors
switched roles for last weekend's
performances. Instead of a white,
female professor and a black stu¬
dent, as had been previously per¬
formed, audiences saw a black
professor with a white, working
class student. This served to de¬
flect the focus of the play from ra¬
cial discrimination toward class
oppression.
In both versions of the play,
the student was the defining
character. What might have been
a more complex story of two

people's oppression within the
same system becomes more the
student's story: the role of the
professor is not as fully devel¬
oped by Lauro.
Lauro truly seeks to accom¬
plish the impossible with this
script. In the space of a twenty
minute one act play, she has her
characters talk about single par¬
enthood, poverty, the ghettos of
New York, and racism (or classi¬
cism) in academia. There are just
too many social issues. Indeed,
Lauro later wrote "Open Admis¬
sions" into a full length play.
Nevertheless, Kuritz man¬
ages to juggle these social issues,
highlighting the viewpoint of the
student and her particular prob¬
lems of class discrimination, al¬
though by far the most exciting
component of "Open Admis¬
sions" is the acting of Bines and
Pringle: they're powerful and be¬
lievable.

Write Arts... be cool,
Sun. 7 p.m., Chase 224
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Bates equestrians make jump to collegiate competition
by Tommy Falby
"Of horses or horseman¬
ship." That is how "equestrian" is
defined in Webster's New World
Dictionary. The horsemanship
shown by the Bates Riding Club
has been impressive in their first
year of competition. In their first
two IHSA (Inter-collegiate Horse
Show Association) events they
placed in the top ten. The first
stop was Dartmouth on the 21st
of October where they placed
fifth. They then ventured to UNH
and placed fifth again, beating
schools like Dartmouth.
"Our strategy is to put as
many people in every division as
possible," said club coordinator
Sarah Standiford '97. "That way
you can accumulate more
points." The divisions are based
on two parts of a show. There is
jumping, which entails jumping
over eight fences set up in a
course, and showing, where the
rider rides the horse around the
ring at varying speeds perform¬
ing various maneuvers.
There are nine divisions in
all, some called flats, for the
showing part, and some called
fences, for the jumping part of the
event. They are: walk-trot, walktrot-canter, advanced walk-trotcanter, novice over fences, novice
flats, intermediate fences, inter¬
mediate flats, open fences and
open flats. The most difficult divi¬
sion is the open flats and open
fences. A rider is placed in a divi¬
sion according to their previous
experience in shows and their ex¬

In their first year as a competitive club, the equestrians have consistently been placing in the top five at their
past shows. They are the only equestrian team in the state of Maine.
Photo courtesy of Sara Standiford.
perience in riding. The fences
start at three feet for novices, and
the riders in the open division
must be able to jump over a fence
that is three feet and six inches.
"You're judged on position¬
ing and how well you take the
course," said Standiford of the
jumping portion. "You want to
take the fences in a slow even
rhythm and gauge things so you
can do it in a clean, neat way."
The horses at the show aren't

owned by the Bates riders. They
are supplied by the host of the
show. This is a unique aspect of
this sort of competition.
"They're judging the rider,"
said Standiford. "Most shows
they judge the horse, but we pick
the horse we'll ride out of a hat."
Those who rode in the
Dartmouth show picked the right
horses to ride to showcase their
riding talent. Malia Pasiczynk '98
placed third in the novice fences

and sixth in the novice flats; Ellen
Lazarus '97 placed third in the
advanced flat class; Sarah Picard
'99 won the advanced walk-trotcanter; Elizabeth Sandman '99
placed sixth in the walk-trot;
Standiford '97 placed second in
the novice over fences and fourth
in the novice flats; Tamara
Bucknell-Pogue '99 placed fourth
in the beginner walk-trot-canter;
and Joanne Douglass '99 placed
sixth in novice fences and sixth in

novice flats.
Mary Moss '96 and Mindy
Snyder '97 joined the group last
weekend at the UNH show . "We
did well as a team and excellently
individually," said Standiford.
The equestrians hope to have
their own show sometime next
spring. They plan to participate in
at least five meets in the spring
and one more at Boston Univer¬
sity on November 11th. The club
has existed since 1974, but was
nearly
non-existent
when
Standiford arrived here two years
ago. She and Jasper managed to
find a place to ride and align
themselves with the IHSA. Now
Bates is the only team in Maine to
compete in IHSA.
"We ride a minimum of two
times per week," said Standiford.
"Some ride more." The club rides
at New Boston Farm in Grey
where they are coached by Paula
Jean O'Neil. Most receive lessons
from O'Neil when they ride and
others free ride practicing their
maneuvers.
"Most have ridden for
awhile," said Standiford. "It's
tons of money because the horses
are supplied." The members are
required to pay a $10 member¬
ship fee and then pay $15 for each
division they enter at meets. The
lesson fees comes out of another
fee that is paid which covers the
entire year of lessons. With the
success that the team has been
having this fall in its first year
next spring looks very promising
and the possibility of champion¬
ship competition is very possible.

Women’s crew reigns victorious at Head of the Charles
by Cam Donaldson
At the Head of the Charles
regatta in Cambridge, Massachu¬
setts, the Bobcat crew teams
clawed their way into the top 20
in three of four races. Bates'
eighth place finish in the
women's championship fours
event had everyone talking.
"That a Division III team can
beat rowers on athletic scholar¬
ships says a lot about our level of
dedication and hard work," said
co-captain Hilary Holbrook '96.
"We are very excited about finish¬
ing eighth. This is where we de¬
serve to be."
National teams from Canada
and the United States beat the col¬
legiate competition by a hefty
margin in the women's champi¬
onship fours race.
UMassAmherst came in a distant third
place. Bates followed shortly
thereafter, ahead of such vaunted
Division I powerhouses as Yale
and Harvard. The Bobcats spent
most of the race embroiled in a
vicious dogfight with Yale. This
close competition helped the
'Cats boost their time even more.
"We were certainly happy to

finish eighth in such a big race,
but we could have done better,"
said co-captain Georgia Churilla
'97 assuredly. "It was definitely a
success, but one that we will im¬
prove on in the future."
This year's race marked the
first time that Bates was allowed
to participate in a championship
race at the Charles and compete
against some of the best varsity
crew programs in the world. The
Bobcats' rookie appearance on
the championship circuit put
Bates on the map for many
people. Their impressive perfor¬
mance at the Charles will be
taken under consideration in fu¬
ture races. Hopefully, Bates will
be allowed to enter more boats in
next year's Head of the Charles
as the crew club strives to gain
recognition.
In other races at Cambridge,
the women's eight person heavy¬
weight boat finished 11th against
club competition. The women
also had a scull entered in the
club fours, where they finished
31st. The lone representative
craft from the men's team mo¬
tored to a 17th place finish in the
club fours.

as
In their first competitive showing at the Head of the Charles the women's heavyweight boat placed in the
top ten. They beat the likes of Yale and Harvard.
Leah Y/eidner photo.
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Women’s soccer end tied with White Mnles of Colby
by Paul Blume
The Bates College women's
soccer team concluded a disap¬
pointing 1995 campaign last Sat¬
urday with a 1-1 tie at Colby Col¬
lege that left their record at 6-7-1.
The match was played in a torren¬
tial downpour and a driving
wind. The conditions were so bad
that after a goalpost was blown
over, the Colby maintenance staff
needed to sandbag the post to
keep it upright. For the first time
in five years, Bates missed post
season play while seven other
NESCAC teams received invita¬
tions to continue their seasons.
"We knew that coming into
this season that we did not have
the type of experience we are
used to having," said head coach
Jim Murphy. "We lost eight se¬
niors from the year before and
that is a lot of experience to lose
over one year. I felt we had a
good season, but the one thing
which hurt us all year was the in¬
consistency, but that is something
you have to expect when you
have such a young team."
And coach Murphy was cor¬
rect, this team truly was young.
First-year students Colleen
McCrave and Meghan Lockwood
actually tied with junior Breck
Smith as the team's leading scor¬
ers. Each netted five goals and as¬
sisted on six others. Julie
Lundman '99 stood out defen¬
sively and even chipped in with a
goal of her own against Gordon
College. First-year netminder
Susie Arnold came on strong at
^the end of the season for the Bob¬

* u
The women tied their last game against Colby 1-1. It is the first time in three years that the women haven't
made post-season play.
Alex Hahn photo.
cats and split time between the
pipes with junior Shannon
Walker. She earned her first colle¬
giate victory in a Bobcat 9-1 drub¬
bing of St. Joseph's. She also
played an inspired game last
weekend in Waterville to help
preserve the tie.
Said coach Murphy, "We
were really happy with the
progress our first years made this
season. They came into a tough
situation, but they responded.
Colleen and Meghan really added
some fire up front while Julie re¬

ally steadied our defense. And I
can't say enough about the way
Susie came on at the end of the
season. She was a huge factor in
the tie."
Unfortunately for Murphy,
the end of the season means the
end of the seniors' collegiate ca¬
reers. Jodi Kopke and Kelly
Danahey were the only members
of the class of '96 on this year's
team, and along with junior
Nicole Woodson captained the
Bobcats for their last season. Both
played key roles on and off the

field for the women's soccer pro¬
gram.
"The tone of this team is re¬
ally set by the captains, especially
the seniors. They make it a real
comfortable atmosphere for the
new athletes," said Murphy. 'The
first-years came in and felt real
comfortable right away and that
is why it was so easy for them to
contribute. Both seniors had real
good seasons, I just wish it could
have ended with another
postseason birth, but it just did
not work out that way."

Although the Bobcats fin¬
ished one game under .500, there
were some real positive signs that
Murphy and his troops could
build on for the future. Bates
handed Gordon College a 3-1 de¬
feat earlier in the season when
Gordon was ranked number ten
in New England, which went a
long way to proving the su¬
premacy of NESCAC women's
soccer.
"I think it was really good for
ourselves to knock off a team like
Gordon who was ranked at the
time and playing great soccer,"
said Murphy. "But it just goes to
show that the NESCAC is really
dominant conference in New En¬
gland soccer. Last year, we sent
eight teams, and this year seven
teams were invited to postseason
tournaments.... Every time we go
out and play a league game it is a
battle. Then, when we play a non¬
league game, they see Bates as
their biggest game of their season
and they are always up for it."
As the fall season turns into
winter, it will be extremely im¬
portant for the returning players
to continue to work hard on their
skills so the Bobcats end up back
in postseason play.
"It will be imperative for the
girls to work hard on their skills.
There is a lot of potential on this
team for the upcoming years,"
said Murphy. "We just all need to
get better and press each other in
practice because that is where we
are going to make our team bet¬
ter. I really feel that we need to
control the first touch because at
this level, if you don't control that
first touch, then the other team
will gain possession of the ball."

Men’s soccer swamped in deluge in last game at Colby
by Thomas Falby
The wind blew rain hori¬
zontally across the fields of
Colby College. Puddles the size
of small lakes waited to trap any
soccer player daring enough to
try and forge them. This was the
setting of the last game of the
1995 season for the men's soccer
team, which they disappoint¬
ingly lost to the White Mules by a
score of 4-2.
"It wasn't really much of a
game to watch or play in," said
senior co-captain Dan McGee.
'There was standing water on
the field; the ball would stop
when it hit a puddle." Despite
the misery of the weather the
game went on. McGee and junior
co-captain Tommy Murray were
the two contributors to the final
score. The game was an anticlimactic end to what had promised
to be one of the more successful
seasons for Bates.
"It was a frustrating game at
the end of a frustrating season,"
said assistant coach A1 Sadler. "It
was frustrating because of expec¬
tations that had been built up
since the seniors had been fresh¬
men." Three years ago the Bates
soccer team had finished 9-4-1
and lost to Colby 2-1 in the ECAC
tournament. "The expectation
was to win eight to ten games. I

don't think we sat down as a
team and said what our goal was
and how we were going to
achieve that," said Sadler.
The goal was to build on the
results of last year's season, a
season that saw only one player
graduate. Last year, the 'Cats

"The expectation
was to win eight to
ten games. I don't
think we sat down
as a team and said
what our goal was
and how we were
going to acheive
that."
Assistant Coach
A1 Sadler
At the end of a season of great expectations the men's soccer team wound down their season in a crummy
game in miserable weather at Colby which they lost 4-2.
Alex Hahn photo.
ended up 5-5-4, tying some of the
best teams in New England. They
had looked forward to more con¬
tinued success with some of the
better teams in NESCAC and a
post season berth.
"Everyone had such high ex¬
pectations," said McGee. "We

played in Europe and expected a
lot to happen that never material¬
ized. Everyone played really
hard. The last couple of weeks
we played as well as we have be¬
fore."
The strong NESCAC league
that Bates is part of is cited as the

one of the toughest leagues in
New England without much
room to falter in a game. 'There
are no teams that have zero
wins," said Sadler. "You win
games against strong opponents.
You have to be in top form with
NESCAC, because they're tough

teams." Three of those teams
from the league are headed to
NCAA or ECAC's: Williams and
Middlebury are off to NCAA's
while Amherst is going to
ECAC's.
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Mules force field hockey to finish just shy of NESGAG’s
by Jimmy Ippolito
The Bates field hockey team
finished their season at Colby last
weekend with an 8-6 record, just
missing the Eastern College Ath¬
letic Conference (ECAC) post¬
season tournament. On a muddy,
rain-soaked field the Bobcat stick¬
ers fell 2-0 to the Mules. The
game was scoreless until the final

"We were
disappointed not to
be in the ECAC's,
but we didn 't beat
the teams to be
there."
Coach Stacey Watts
three minutes of the second half,
when the Mules were finally able
to overcome the field conditions
and score two quick goals.
Bates had good opportuni¬
ties to score throughout the game.
Two of these chances came on
penalty strokes, but brilliant

The stickers finished their best season in eight years with an 8-6 record. An unfortunate loss to Colby in
miserable weather kept them from making the ECAC's.
Alex Hahn photo.
saves by the Colby goalkeeper
thwarted these attempts. A third
attempt on a corner actually net¬
ted a goal for the bobcats, but if
was unfortunately called back for
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improper execution.
"We were disappointed not
to be in the ECAC's," said coach
Stacey Watts, "but we didn't beat
the teams to be there." All of the

teams that Bates lost to this year
made it into post-season play, re¬
flecting the 'Cats' difficult sched¬
ule.
Despite the discontent in
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missing the post-season, the Bob¬
cats reached a lot of benchmarks
this year. "Our two goals this
year were to be at least .500 for the
season and to score goals," said
Watts. The Bobcats reached both
of these plateaus, improving from
3-8-1 a year ago to 8-6 and scoring
25 goals along the way, ten more
than last year's squad. "We are
all very proud of the overall ac¬
complishments this season," said
Allie Bruch '96.
With a young contingency of
sophomores returning, Watts is
confident that next year her team
will reach the ECAC tournament.
The defense will be returning
next year as well as the forward
line, providing the team with a
solid base of experienced players.
Four seniors who provided in¬
valuable leadership will be lost to
graduation this year: Bruch,
Shilo
Hutchins,
Meghan
McGrath, and Kendra Phelps.
The younger players will have to
fill their shoes next year.
"The only place this program
is going is up," said Watts. "Our
biggest goal next year will be to
qualify for ECACs."
With the groundwork for a
good season laid down this year,
the lady Bobcats will look for
even greater successes in 1996.

sugarloaf/usa.
Snowplace of the East
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Ski SC Snowboard Teaching
Positions Available
\Afe're on line, in depth, and
planning for the 21st Century!
wth new Boundary to Boundary
skiing SC boarding, die opening of
the reak Performance Genter, and
as always, a firm commitment to
service, this is the time to be part
of the Sugarioaf team
join us Nouorixr 10-12 for
our Instructors Academy.
Certification preferred, hut we will
entertain all serious inquiries.
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■ The men's and women's
rugby team wrapped up
their seasons in the past
two weeks.
The women fin¬
ished by drubbing U-Maine
Farmington 35-0. They
barely missed the opportu¬
nity to qualify for the Maine
State Tournament.
The men dropped
their last two games to the
dominators of the league;
U-Maine Orono and Ply¬
mouth State. Both games
were hampered by miser¬
able
conditions.
The
ruggers trudged through
shin deep puddles of mud.
The Plymouth game fea¬
tured the fine playing of
two Bates alumni who man¬
aged to make the game, as
Ben Webster and Mike
Coggins contributed their

Side
Lines

X-country sloshes through mud at NESGAG
by Abigail Phelps
Three showers later the mud
was finally coming off of my legs.
I scrubbed at it and saw some of
the scratch marks from my last
fall on the course. My teammates
all had similar stories — mud
caked on, finding it inside of their
socks, running possibly one of the
most treacherous courses in the
country. But this is not all that
happened when the men's and
women's cross country teams
went to NESCACs. There is
much more than mud to this trip
to Connecticut College.
"Only one other time was 1
this concerned about the welfare
of my athletes-1 was fearful..."
Coach Carolyn Court said about
the women's cross country team,
"With knowing the conditions the
team went in aggressively. They
had a super frame of mind. We
really did a little extra, more than
our rank. I was incredibly im¬
pressed ..." She was referring to
the week before, when Tufts
edged out Bates at Open New
Englands in Boston. Bates ended
up fourth out of the eleven teams
which comprise NESCAC. This is

the highest finish that the Bates
The men's meet was not as
women have seen in over eight
much of a success story. I walked
years. Not only that, but two first
into Merrill looking for Coach A1
Fereshetian.
year women:
He
stood
Adelia Myrick
among
his
and Melissa
men talking
Leier placed in
the top seven
easily. When
to earn them
he
finally
first team allbroke off his
talk I apNESCAC hon¬
proached
ors. The rest of
him, "Hello
the top five for
Coach
Bates
were
Fereshetian. I
sophomore
was wonder¬
Phelps (38),
sophomore
ing if 1 could
have maybe a
Benois
(45),
word or two
and
senior
about
the
Achenbach
NESCAC
(48).
Coach
meet and a
Court sat up a
copy of the
little straighter
results?" A
and reflected
couple
of
on the meet:
Coach Carolyn Court
smiles
ap¬
"This race left
peared on the
me more opti¬
faces of the
mistic for the
men around me, and Coach
end of the season. I saw that little
Fereshetian laughed softly, "I
bit extra starting to come out of
everyone. Not everyone had their
don't have results," he explained.
I quickly glanced down at the
best day, but everyone was push¬
meet results that Coach Court
ing past that. There was just more
had handed me earlier. The
heart."

"With knowing the
conditions the team
went in
aggressively. They
had a super frame of
mind. We really did
a little extra more
than our rank. I was
incredibly
impressed."

,

men's team had finished ninth
out of the eleven teams present.
So this is why Steve Beardsley
had said to me earlier, "You don't
really want me to talk about this
meet," I looked back at Coach
Fereshetian now understanding
his reaction. He continued for
me, "I don't feel we represented
ourselves as well as we're capable
... We didn't respond to the com¬
petition. We ran in our comfort
zone. This was not the case with
everyone; Justin Freeman '97 and
Shawn Gallupo '96 ran very well.
Everyone else, I think, would ad¬
mit to you, if you asked them, that
there were places in the race
where they backed off ... It was
frustrating. It gave me an empty
feeling. I am not mad at the men;
it is just that they are a lot stron¬
ger than they appear," Or, basi¬
cally than this meet reflected.
Coach Fereshetian looked for the
positive, "Well, it will bring us all
closer from the standpoint of now
we know we have a lot of unfin¬
ished business" and he soon left
to join his men who had already
begun another practice.
Both teams will be at ECACs
this weekend.

share to the mud fest.
The men finish
their season this Saturday
against Maine Maritime
Academy. It will be the last
game of Jon Eden, Chip
McKeldin, and Matt Salem
who were all bestowed allNew England honors for
their playing ability dem¬
onstrated this season. In ad¬
dition underclassmen Jack

Honoring
a friend or
loved one has
never been easier.

Martilotta '97 and Charlie
Cullinane '97 received simi¬
lar honors.
■ In last weekend's loss to
the White Mules of Colby
the men’s football team

1-800-242-8721

broke the record of the
longest losing streak for a
division three school. Bates
is a long way from coming
near the longest streak in all
of collegiate history and are
assured of not breaking it.

The American Heart
Association Memorial Program.
An Investment in Life.

They meet the Polar Bears
of Bowdoin this Saturday at
home, when they will end
the streak.
■ The men's and women's
ice hockey teams started
practicing last week at Un¬
derhill Arena. Both clubs
will have their first games
before the end of the
month.

DECEMBER 11 • 7:30 PM
Cumberland County Civic Center

American Heart
Association

—PORTLAND, ME—
TICKETS: CHARGE BY PHONE 207-775-3458 OR 207-775-3331 (ME),
603-626-5000 (NH), 617-931-2000 (MA)
Civic Center BO, & all TicketMaster Outlets
For Directions & Info Call 207-775-3458

Presented by Great Northeast Productions, Inc.

This space provided as a public service.
1992. American Heart Association
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NESCAC Field Hockey
W
11
9
8
8
8
8
7
6
6
5

Tufts.
Bowdoin
Trinity....
Amherst.
Bates.
Hamilton
Conn. College
Middlebury....
Wesleyan.
Colby.

L
2
4
5
5
6
7
7
8
8
9

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

NESCAC Football
%
.846
.692
.615
.607
.571
.533
.500
.429
.429
.357

Last Week’s Games

W
Williams.6
Amherst.5
Colby.4
Trinity.4
Hamilton.3
Tufts.3
Wesleyan.3
Middlebury.2
Bates.0
Bowdoin.0

L
0
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
6
6

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
1.000
.833
.666
.666
.500
.500
.500
.333
.000
.000

L
0
1
4
3
3
5
5
7
7
7
8

T
1
0
0
2
3
1
2
0
1
3
0

%
1.000
.929
.714
.714
.679
.607.
.571
.500
.464
.433
.429

Last Week’s Games

W
Amherst.13
Bowdoin.13
Williams.12
Colby.8
Middlebury.8
Conn. College.7
Tufts.7
Trinity.6
Bates.6
Hamilton.6
Wesleyan.6

First Downs: Bates -15
Rushing- 7
Passing -7
Penalty -1
Colby -19
Rushing -11
Passing - 8
Penalty - 0

Shots on Goal: Bates - 37
Southern Maine -13
Goalie Saves: Bates - 4
Southern Maine -13

Net Yards Rushing: Bates - 45
Colby -161
Colby 2, Bates 0
Net Yards Passing: Bates -182
Colby - 154

Goals: Colby - Geier, DeLeany

Total Offensive Plays: Bates -64
Colby-55

Assists: Colby - Beis, Geier
Shots on Goal: Bates -12
Colby -15

Total Yardage: Bates -227
Colby-315

Goalie Saves: Bates - 8
Colby -12

Wesleyan 30, Bowdoin 22
Amherst 28, Tufts 0
Williams 29, Hamilton 9

Mil

Trinity 19, Middlebury 7

Next Week's Games
At St. Anslem's
Williams at Wesleyan
Trinity at Amherst
Hamilton at Middlebury
Tufts at Colby
Bowdoin at Bates

Gordon d. Bates, 13-15,15-9,15-12,157; Bates d. St. Anslem's 15-10,15-10,
15-3; Bates d. St. Michaels 15-6, 15-7,
15-5.
Kills: Matlen, 38
Assists: Hawthorne 107
Digs: Durkis 38
Serivce Aces: McDonald 13

..

.77

%

Goals: Bates - Rossi, Trickett, Lasca
Assists: Bates - Rowles, Darling, Rossi
Shots on Goal: Bates - 21
UNE-1

Goals: Shean, Falwell, Mokaba,
Lodding, Chapin
Assists: Falwell (2), Bifulco (2),
Chapin, Ianotti.
Shots on Goal: Bates - 7
Bowdoin -17

Goalie Saves: Bates -1
UNE-12

Goalie Saves: Bates - 5
Bowdoin - 3

M. X-Country

Bates 1, Colby 1
Goals: Bates - McGrave
Colby - Tracy

NESCAC Championships
1. Stevens, M. Williams
2. Perry, J. Williams
3. Long, K. Williams
4. Billo, T. Williams
5. Johnson, T. Bowdoin
6. Alsdorf, P. Williams
7. Dundee, J. Middlebury
8. Hemingway, R. Tufts
9. Jackson, N. Bowdoin
10. Harty, M. Tufts

26.47
26.57
27.11
27.11
27.33
27.34
27.45
27.48
27.55
27.59

Top Bates Finisher
16. Justin Freeman
27. Sean Galipeau

28.21
28.44

1. Williams
2. Tufts
3. Bowdoin
4. Wesleyan
5. Amherst
6. Hamilton
7. Middlebury
8. Colby
9. Bates
10. Conn. College
11. Trinity

16
63
104
138
145
172
187
194
200
265
284

WEDNESDAY BATES SPECIAL
60 OZ LARGE PITCHER OF BEER, A BURGER, A LARGE FRY

ONLY $4.00 “rrr

T %
0 .929
0 .929
0 .857
3 .679
2 .643
2 .571
1 .536
2 .500
1 .464
1 .464
1 .464

Bowdoin 6, Bates 0

Team Standings

%

L
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
7
7

Last Week’ s Games

Bates 3, U.N.E. 0

Assists: Southern Maine - Fanicello

33

W
Williams.13
Middlebury.13
Conn. College.10
Tufts.9
Amherst.8
Wesleyan.8
Hamilton.7
Bowdoin.7
Trinity.6
Bates.5
Colby.6

NESCAC W. Soccer

Colby 26, Bates 6

Goals: Bates - Klein, Lenehan
Southern Maine - Bradley

"SOREL
SAYS"

31

NESCAC M. Soccer

Last Week’s Games

Bates 2, Southern Maine 1

3, 1995

ONLY$4.00

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS LARGE DRAFTS 75 CENTS
PUB 33 - 33 SABATTUS STREET LEWISTON
DOWN THE STREET TOWARDS MAIN STREET FROM (A GOOSE)

Shots on Goal: Bates- 5
Colby -18
Goalie Saves: Bates -11
Colby-3

W. X-founlrv
NESCAC Championships
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Caley, J. Williams
19.02
Masselam, K. Middlebury 20.05
Storin, D. Bowdoin
20.11
Wildman, R. Tufts
20.16
Redman, S. Tufts
20.21
Myrick, A. Bates
20.23
Leier, M. Bates
20.27
Fagen, L. Colby
20.29
Roberts, J. Bowdoin
20.40
Clay, M. Conn. Coll.
20.42
Team Standings

1. Bowdoin
2. Williams
3. Middlebury
4. Bates
5. Tufts
6. Colby
7. Trinity
8. Hamilton
9. Conn. College
10. Wesleyan
11. Amherst

71
73
87
139
147
153
188
203
228
239
259

DONT RDRCET •'SOREL" ALSO SAYS PUB 74 THIRSTY THURSDAY
LARGE DRAFTS 75 CENTS ALL NIGHT
PUB 74 A 33 FRIDAY ALL DAY TILL 9:00 $1.00 DRAFTS

• • • • COUPON

Discount for Bates
College students on
products & services

FREE SMALL FRENCH FRIES
with the purchase of a hamburber
and any 16oz. soda

GENE'S CORNER STORE

l

Sabattus & College Street
Across from the Goose

L

good for the month of November

I

HASP

IMPACT
500 Main Street, Lewiston, ME

786-0089
In between Frye St. and
Mountain Ave.

1QB FAIR AT SUGARLOAF/USA
If you are looking for a winter
seasonal position, come to our
Job Fair and be interviewed.
Saturday, November 4th, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Sugarloaf Base Lodge.
Open position lists, applications
and benefit lists available.
Great working opportunity at
Maine's #1 ski resort and great
benefits, -where else can you work
at one mountain and ski
five others free?

Yon know what they say: it only takes one game to end
a record Division III losing streak.

Wkatay a doin' out in

“Enjoying a tootsie pop.”
—Emily Miller 9? &
Tracey Sammis '9?

“Hopin’ it’ll stop —
knock on wood.”
—Tree

a rain ?

“I'm going to sckool.”
—Basil Kolani 98

Reported by Josh Vallee

“Taking my duck for a
walk.”
—Julie Wyman ’96

Photos by Lord Sarah E. Branch

SOME OF
OUR STUDENTS
ARE STAR
PUPILS.
mr*

From 90210 to your zip code, a

Motorcycle RiderCourse can make
you a better, safer rider. Call
1-800-447-4700 today to be¬
come the star of your class.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION'

Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, & S. Korea. Many employers
provide room & board + other benefits.
No teaching background or Asian
languages required! For info, call:

(206)632-1146 ext J50662

New York City: You gotta do it once. Come for the spring semester. Live

Best spot in town for gifts!! 8

m

asimne n
n

>Xj

.unique clothing, jewelry, tapestries, cards,
candles, incense & oils, backpacks, & more.

.3$
>](;

^Marketplace Mall 675 Main St., Lewiston, ME 04240 786-2468 m

on campus. Sample our famous curriculum. Study in small classes with our incredible
faculty Make Columbia your home base for exploring the most exciting city in the
world. The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students
at other colleges and universities to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a year.
Applying is easy For information, call (212) 854-1581 or get in touch with us by e-mail
at visit-cc@Columbia.edu.

Columbia

